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1

Introduction

1.1

East Devon District Council submitted its Local Plan for examination on 2 August
2013. The Local Plan and supporting submitted paperwork can be viewed on the
Council web site at:
http://www.eastdevon.gov.uk/lpsubmission

1.2

The Planning Inspector appointed to undertake the Examination is Mr Anthony
Thickett BA (Hons) BTP MRTPI Dip RSA. On the 15 August 2013 he wrote to the
Council advising that consultation on proposed changes submitted with the plan
would be appropriate, see his letter at:
http://www.eastdevon.gov.uk/letter1fromlpinspector.pdf

1.3

In response to the Inspector’s letter the Development Management Committee of the
Council, on 20 August 2013, agreed to further consultation. The consultation started
on Friday 23 August 2013 and ran through to Monday 7 October 2013. The
consultation was explicitly in respect of changes proposed to the plan and
representations were invited on these changes.

1.4

The changes to the plan were set out in a document that can be viewed along with
other information about the consultation on the Council website at:
http://www.eastdevon.gov.uk/lpchanges.htm

1.5

Comments received have been logged on the Council Planning Policy database. The
database records that comments were received from 163 separate individuals or
organisations. Most comments received were explicitly in respect of changes
highlighted in the plan though a few are arguably not. All comments are being
submitted, along with this covering report, to the appointed Planning Inspector.
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2

Consultation on the Plan Changes

2.1

The changes document that was subject to consultation can be viewed at:
http://www.eastdevon.gov.uk/proposedchanges.pdf

2.2

To assist users of the plan and to see changes in context we have produced a
tracked changes version of the plan showing changed made. On this version we
have added each individual change number in a box alongside the amended text.
This version of the plan with changes shown can be viewed at:
http://www.eastdevon.gov.uk/lpoct2013pdf.pdf

2.3

In order to ensure interested parties and individuals were made aware of the
consultation we emailed (or wrote where people did not have an email address) to all
people that had commented on the plan at publication stages as well as emailing all
other contacts on the database. We also ensured that we contacted all statutory and
public bodies on the database. Appendix 1 reproduces the text that was sent out in
email/letter format.

2.4

Direct contact with consultees was also backed up with press releases and articles.
Reference to the consultation was contained in local newspapers and there was an
interview on BBC Radio Devon about the plan changes on the morning of
Wednesday 21 August 2013.
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3

Viewing Representations Received and
Submission to Inspector

3.1

All responses or representations received are available for anyone to see.
Responses can be inspected at the Council Offices in paper format or can be viewed
on line in the Local Plan Representation Library, at:
http://www.eastdevon.gov.uk/plg_lpreplibrary4.pdf

3.2

We will send to the Inspector:

3.3

a)

this report;

b)

paper copies of all representations received; and

c)

any other information from the consultation requested by the Inspector.

We have contacted all people and organisations that made comment on the changes
to thank them for the comment made and to request that they review the accuracy of
our summary. A number of summaries have been amended to reflect feedback
received.
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4

Details of Comments Received

4.1

Tabled on the following pages is data draws from the Planning Policy database that
records and summarises comments logged.

Representors and Representations
4.2

The database shows that in total 163 individuals and organisations, Representors,
submitted comments. The comments of these Representors have been logged as
632 separate Representations. Each individual Representor has a unique reference
number and each separate representation has a separate identity number that is
prefaced by the letter ‘E’; this being the unique coding we have given to this stage of
consultation.

Change Number
4.3

Each Representation has been logged against the Change Number that it relates to.
It is stressed that the summary provided of the comments received is an Officer
summary though we have asked Representors to clarify and confirm that we have
categorised and summarised their comments in an accurate manner and to provide
alternative wording if they so choose.

4.4

Typically Representors explicitly quoted the Change Number that their comment or
comments relate to. We have, in the vast majority of cases, recorded this Change
Number on our database. However in a very limited number of cases we have
reassigned a quoted change in a Representation to a Change Number that we
consider more accurately reflects the plan change/issue being commented on.
Where respondents did not quote a Change Number we have assigned comments to
the Change Number that we consider most appropriate.

4.5

The final Change Number on the database and in the tables in this document is 999.
We have used this number to record representations that we do not consider relate to
a specific change in the plan. In some cases these may include Representations
from Representors that contacted us to advise that they had no comments to make.

Representations Interpreted as Not Relevant to a Change Made
4.6

In the tables that follow we have also included a column that record cases where,
from an officer assessment, we consider that a comment made is arguably not
relevant or related to a change made to the plan. There are 40 cases where, from an
officer interpretation, the Representation logged would not appear to be explicitly or
tangentially related to a specific change. These comments are denoted with the letter
‘X’.

4.7

Determining what comments are and what comments are not relevant to a change is
not a clear cut exercise and in our assessment we have erred on the side of
recording comments as relevant so long as there is, or appears to be, at least some
plausible link to a change, even if somewhat limited. It is stressed, however, that we
will forward all Representations received to the Inspector. The officer interpretation
of relevance or otherwise should be seen as a general working guide only.
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Comments that Relate to a Specific Site
4.8

Where Representations relate to, or would appear to relate to a specific site (or major
on one site even if including reference to others) we have sought to record the site (or
site majored on) in our database. The site reference number is shown on the tables.
Site maps that feature sites referred to, and other sites, can be viewed on the Council
website as can information about our database. It should be noted that the links
below were produced in documentation that was specifically relevant to the previous
stage of consultation. However site number references that applied to that stage
remain applicable to this stage.
http://www.eastdevon.gov.uk/pd025-eastdevonlocalplandatabasereportappendix1.pdf
http://www.eastdevon.gov.uk/pd025-eastdevonlocalplandatabasereportappendix2pages1-220.pdf
http://www.eastdevon.gov.uk/pd025-eastdevonlocalplandatabasereportappendix2pages1-220.pdf
http://www.eastdevon.gov.uk/pd025eastdevonlocalplandatabasereportappendix3pages1-4.pdf
http://www.eastdevon.gov.uk/pd025eastdevonlocalplandatabasereportappendix3pages5-8.pdf

Table of Respondents Details in Alphabetic Order
4.9

The first table, starting on page number 9, shows Representations received in
Change Number order.

Table of Respondents Details in Alphabetic Order
4.10

The second table, starting on page number 65, contains exactly the same information
as the first, but it is ordered in alphabetic order by Representor name.
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Table of Representations in Change Number Order
Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Strategic Land
Partnerships

6299.E1

5

Devon County
Council

245.E1

6

Agent - If Used

Devonshire
Homes Ltd

Heynes Planning (E
Heynes, Launceston):
Ed Heynes

939.E1

6

Pinhay Estate

Savills (T Hoskinson
Wimborne): Mr Tim
Hoskinson

6207.E5

6

6299.E2

6

Strategic Land
Partnerships

Welbeck Strategic
Land

Heynes Planning (E
Heynes, Launceston):

6774.E1

6

Devonshire
Homes Ltd

Heynes Planning (E
Heynes, Launceston):
Ed Heynes

939.E2

10

1532.E1

10

3120.E5

10

Harding, Mr John
Greendale
Investments &
Crealy Farms
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RPS (N Laister,
Abingdon): Nick
Laister Senior Director

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)
Objection that the Local Plan fails to provide for gypsy and traveller
accommodation in an appropriate manner and provision should not be
made through a separate Gypsy and Traveller DPD. Evidence of need
should form part of this DPD.
Devon County Council advises that "we are satisfied that the
requirement under the duty to co-operate has been fulfilled, particularly
in relation to the consideration of infrastructure provision."
Objection that production of a protocol does not indicate that Duty to
Cooperate has been complied with. Concern expressed that Duty to
Cooperate has not been demonstrated and concerns on this matter of W
Dorset council are cited.
The plan fails to provide a suitable policy framework or effective joint
working arrangements to ensure that cross boundary growth needs can
be addressed.
Objection that producing a draft Duty to Cooperate Protocol does not
show that the Council have complied with the Duty. Questioned whether
the Duty has been complied with and noted that Exeter City have
objected to East Devon plan.
Objection raised that production of a protocol does not indicate that Duty
to Cooperate has been complied with. Concern expressed that Duty to
Cooperate has not been demonstrated and concerns on this matter of W
Dorset council are cited.
Ch 10, 25 & 26 - Objection to demand based assessment of housing
needs that understates need and assessment should address matters of
full objectively assessed need. Contested that evidence base is
insufficient and more home should be provided.
Objection that out of date population projections (too high) have had
economically active % levels applied to them to generate overly high
economically active population projections. Objection that no
explanation is given for not using new popn data.
Housing projection figures are considered to low and do not take
account of the likely upturn in economic activity and resultant housing
need and demand.

Site No

Rele
vant?
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

3127.E1

10

3207.E2

10

3278.E1

10

6294.E8

10

6299.E3

10

6741.E1

10

6774.E2

10

6921.E1

10

6922.E10

10

6923.E1

10

Crear, Mr Michael

423.E1

11

Devon County
Council

245.E2

13

Agent - If Used

Burden, Mr P R

Wainhomes
(South West)
Holdings Limited
Seaton Park
(Devon) Ltd
South West HARP
Planning
Consortium
Strategic Land
Partnerships

Emery Planning
Partnership (S Harris,
Mac'field):
Atkins Ltd (A Jones,
Bristol): Andrew
Jones Principal
Planner
Tetlow King Planning
(F Tozer, Bristol):
Felicity Tozer Planner

Honiton Town
Council
Welbeck Strategic
Land

Heynes Planning (E
Heynes, Launceston):

CPRE (East
Devon)
Allen, Cllr Mike
Feniton Park Ltd
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Atkins Ltd (A Jones,
Bristol): Andrew
Jones Principal
Planner

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)
The change is misleading in not noting that Census 2011 found that the
population of East Devon was 132,500, some 4,100 lower than 2008
projections. Plan wording incorrectly seeks to reduce the weight that
should be ascribed to this fact.
2011 Interim Household Projections and should not be given significant
weight because are interim only and will be superseded, are for a ten
year period only - therefore they are not a sound basis for justifying the
housing requirement.
Objection raised to concerns that plan changes do not provide sufficient
housing to meet needs and provision is not evidence based and the plan
does not cover 15 years as sought by the NPPF. A number of Change
Nos referred to but all logged against No 10.
The use of the 47% and forward projections is arbitrary and fails to
reflect the changing demographic profile of the district; particularly given
its ageing population.
Objection that it is inappropriate to apply a 47% economically active
population figure in the projections related to future job growth.
Devon CC data indicates that population and household numbers are
likely to be lower than the levels shown in the Local Plan (at least in the
early years of the plan) - Honiton Town Council notes the data.
Ch 10, 25 & 26 - Objection made to demand based assessment of
housing needs that understates need and assessment should address
matters of full objectively assessed need. Contested that evidence base
is insufficient and more home should be provided.
The table, based on ONS 2008 data, is no longer accurate (it over
estimates need), as is admitted later in the changed text. Correct data
should be used. The plan should apply these lower housing numbers to
the rest of the housing numbers argument.
Item is unclear on trends and should be completed for 2008-2011
Objection raised to concerns that plan changes do not provide sufficient
housing to meet needs and provision is not evidence based and the plan
does not cover 15 years as sought by the NPPF. A number of Change
Nos referred to but all logged against No 10.
Change 11, "The natural features are matched by a rich tapestry of
heritage assets that are often set in an historic environment." For
England's only natural World Heritage Site, the natural features ARE the
heritage assets.
The County Council welcomes the additional reference to the historic
environment within the vision of the Plan.

Site No

Rele
vant?
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Crear, Mr Michael

423.E2

13

Devon County
Council

245.E3

15

Environment
Agency

3712.E2

15

Honiton Town
Council

6741.E2

15

Environment
Agency

3712.E3

16

3743.E1

16

29.E1

17

Environment
Agency

3712.E4

17

Natural England

3743.E2

17

Natural England
Sidmouth
Chamber of
Commerce

Agent - If Used

Rixson, Mr and
Mrs Bob and
Marianne

6184.E1

17

Strategic Land
Partnerships

6299.E4

17

East Devon
AONB
Partnership

3472.E1

18
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Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)
Objection that text separates into historic and natural, some of our
historic is natural e.g World Heritage Site. Do you mean built historic and
natural? Also, do we only conserve/enhance it if it "contributes to the
economic and social wellbeing
The County Council supports the additional text about reducing carbon
emissions and wider benefits including encouraging sustainable modes
of travel and reliance on the private car.
For change 15 you could consider adding the following text: - ‘To
implement adaptation measures to help wildlife (i.e. by developing
resilience for biodiversity) and bring wider environmental benefits.’
Honiton Town Council has consistently supported Park & Ride for
Honiton (ref detailed submission to the EDDC Local Plan Panel 6
September 2011 para 2.2.1) and maintains that it should be included in
the plan for Honiton.
For change 16, we note that the word ‘replace’ has been removed. To
ensure that the Plan includes reference to biodiversity offsetting
suggested wording is proposed that explicitly promotes offsetting where
losses cannot be avoided or opportunities arise.
Support
Objection that change wording is unsatisfactory, mangled and confusing.
Referred wording in respect of green infrastructure, habitats and wildlife
and improved public access is proposed.
For change 17 the Plan should recognise the potential value of
brownfield sites for wildlife. Accordingly you could consider wording as
follows: - ‘…and also avoid any loss of brownfield or greenfield land of
environmental value.
Support
Destruction of the Sid valley by permitting development outside the
existing boundary will have a detrimental effect on both the local
economy and the social well-being of residents. The brook at Two
Bridges Road, Sidford, is also a wildlife corridor.
Objection that the plan does not include evidence to show that green
infrastructure will be of benefit to social wellbeing or in attracting
investment.
We would wish to reinforce our previous comments made jointly with the
Blackdown Hills AONB in particular with reference to the need to
evidence housing and business allocations in the AONBs using a robust
landscape character led assessment model.

Site No

Rele
vant?

X

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

X
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Natural England

3743.E4

18

Robinson, Mr
David

3754.E1

18

Woodward, Lorna

6119.E1

18

Agent - If Used

Rixson, Mr and
Mrs Bob and
Marianne

6184.E2

18

Ranger, Miss Val

6243.E2

18

Honiton Town
Council

6741.E3

18

Anthony, Mrs
Judith

6918.E1

18

Allen, Cllr Mike

6922.E11

18

Allen, Cllr Mike

6922.E12

20

Sidmouth
Chamber of
Commerce

29.E2

21

Devon County
Council

245.E4

21

Natural England

3743.E3

21
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Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)
Suggest addition to text after AONB Management plans to include
reference to special qualities.“and does not damage their special
qualities”
Change weakens protection despite claiming to increase it by now
assuming development in AONBs.
This change weakens the protection of the AONB and is therefore not
sound. Minimizing development in the AONB should not be crossed out.
The East Devon AONB (team/service) should not be relied upon to
protect our AONB.
The plan highlights the ‘importance of AONBs’, then proposes that the
green wedge between Sidbury and Sidford should be erased by erecting
industrial buildings on adjoining fields, which will be the first step to
merging the two communities.
Respondent questions whether changes to policy can be enforced and
cites a recent permission granted in the AONB at Newton Poppleford.
Response questions role/status of the chair of the AONB and lack of
weight applied to localism.
The EDDC objective is stated as highlighting the importance of AONBs.
Honiton Town Council is concerned whether the special protection in the
plan is adequate and achieves this objective (see also representations
on page 44 ch. 108).
Objects to the deletion of the words 'to minimise' as it diminishes the
protection of AONB coastline and sites and areas of biodiversity or other
importance.
Sequential approach compliant with NPPF should be stated
Reference to other training organisations inc. Exeter Uni and
Apprenticeship/NVQ providers and private sector providers should not
be excluded
Whilst supportive of change it is suggested that text as written 'town
centres are essential' goes far enough in recognising importance of town
centres to the local economy and social cohesion.
This has been amended to avoid the loss of land of environmental value.
It may be helpful to further define what ‘environmental value’ means as it
could have a wide interpretation.
Support – but definition of “environmental value” is ambiguous/open to
interpretation. Could you reference to another part of the plan which
defines this more clearly (e.g. 6.25)?

Site No

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

Rele
vant?
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Representor
Name

Agent - If Used

Repn No

Chge
No

Rixson, Mr and
Mrs Bob and
Marianne

6184.E3

21

Strategic Land
Partnerships

6299.E5

21

Honiton Town
Council

6741.E4

21

Chardstock
Parish Council

165.E1

22

Environment
Agency

3712.E5

23

Natural England

3743.E5

23

Highways Agency

127.E1

25

Devon County
Council

245.E5

25

Spink, Mr Colin

1265.E6

25

Harding, Mr John

1532.E2

25

West Hill
Residents
Association

1545.E1

25

Dorset County
Council

1790.E1

25
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Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)
Brownfield sites are ‘preferred’ for commercial development, lack of
evidence that sites other than Sidford were considered for large-scale
devt. Questions raised about the late inclusion of site, minimal
consultation and what 'environmental value' means?
Objection that no justification is given for the plan to avoid the loss of
greenfield land on best and most versatile land except in West End as all
land will has environmental value.
Honiton Town Council supports the aim of avoiding loss of land of
environmental value but queries how the ‘value’ will be assessed in
practice and highlights the fact that ‘value’ is a subjective term.
NP's will have “ Statutory Authority” We feel this wording is necessary to
give NP's the gravitas they deserve. We have always understood that a
NP has the force of law once it has been examined and approved
For change 23 reference should also be made to the South West River
Basin Management Plan and our emerging Catchment Plans.
Suggest addition of “Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Management
Strategies” to the list after SMPs. The plan should also make reference
to the relevant AONB Management Plans (e.g. Blackdown Hills and East
Devon).
The text on the first line should read ·programme', not 'program'.
Whilst its considered housing provision is appropriate in respect of the
Exeter Housing Market Area, DCC do not consider that their paper
should not be used to demonstrate a 15 year housing requirement.
Current Production of 2013 HMA is noted.
I object because, the original target of 15,000 homes was a high one
considering that the original estimate was that between 10,800 & 16,900
homes would be needed. The LDP now states that the 15,000 homes is
more than the number required by 2026.
The projected number of new dwellings thought to be required is
unrealistic and is a gross over-estimation. ONS data shows lower
population projections. The plan applies average household size of 1.6
persons whereas ONS figure for England is 2.3.
Respondent considers that housing figures should be revised downward
following new ONS data and considers that post plan provision
references for housing devt are inappropriate and will cause confusion in
5 year supply. Also windfalls will add to total.
The evidence presented does not support the amount of development
that is being proposed and the implications for the scale of growth on the
infrastructure of neighbouring authorities has not been adequately
assessed.

Site No

Rele
vant?

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

X
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Representor
Name

Agent - If Used

Repn No

Chge
No

RPS (N Laister,
Abingdon): Nick
Laister Senior Director

3120.E1

25

Thurgood, Mr
Martin

3181.E1

25

Thurgood, Mr
Martin

3181.E3

25

3207.E3

25

3278.E2

25

3450.E1

25

Greendale
Investments &
Crealy Farms

Wainhomes
(South West)
Holdings Limited
Seaton Park
(Devon) Ltd

Eagle One Ltd

Emery Planning
Partnership (S Harris,
Mac'field):
Atkins Ltd (A Jones,
Bristol): Andrew
Jones Principal
Planner
Barton Willmore LLP
(J Porter, Bristol):
Jonathan Porter
Associate Planner

Ranger, Miss Val

6243.E3

25

Strategic Land
Partnerships

6299.E6

25

CPRE (East
Devon)

6921.E2

25

6923.E2

25

Feniton Park Ltd
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Atkins Ltd (A Jones,
Bristol): Andrew
Jones Principal
Planner

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)
The Plan does not meet the 15-year time horizon recommended by the
NPPF (para 157) and it does not provide for the "objectively assessed
needs for market and affordable housing in the housing market area"
(para 47 of the NPPF).
The projected number of new dwellings thought to be required is
unrealistic and is a gross overestimation. Most up to date ONS data has
not been used and average household size has been underestimated
thereby increasing need levels further.
There needs to be a policy statement that ensures that development will
be in a balanced manner where the plan requires and is not in such that
unsustainable outcomes result during and at the end of the plan period.
2011 Interim Household Projections and should not be given significant
weight for plan making purposes because are interim only and will be
superseded, are for 10 years only - therefore they are not a sound basis
for justifying the housing requirement.
The starting point of the Plan remains 2006 despite the concerns raised
previously. Consequently, the Plan has an end date of 2026, which
would not provide a 15 year horizon for establishing a robust planning
framework.
Inadequate period of plan from adoption (2014-2026). The NPPF states
that LPAs should where possible identify a supply of specific
developable sites or broad locations for growth for up to 15 years.
The language used seems to imply that if housing needs are met then
further housing can be provided on the basis that the local area is ‘ahead
of the game’. Numbers proposed are meaningless if it does not ensure
that numbers can be capped
Objection that the plan does not cover a 15 year time horizon and that
housing numbers reflect past repressed provision and that a full
assessment of housing need should be undertaken. Considered that
greater housing provision is required.
The concept that "the 15,000 homes proposed could provide for some
development needs that extend beyond the 2026 period" is nonsensical
and unworkable. The plan runs from 2006-26 and the housing number
must provide for the housing need in this period.
The starting point of the Plan remains 2006 despite the concerns raised
previously. Consequently, the Plan has an end date of 2026, which
would not provide a 15 year horizon for establishing a robust planning
framework.

Site No

Rele
vant?

X
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Rockbeare Parish
Council

55.E1

26

Highways Agency

127.E2

26

Spink, Mr Colin

1265.E4

26

West Hill
Residents
Association

1545.E2

26

2062.E1

26

Agent - If Used

Persimmon
Homes (SW) Ltd

WYG Planning &
Design (R Upton,
Wellington): Robin
Upton Associate

Greendale
Investments &
Crealy Farms

RPS (N Laister,
Abingdon): Nick
Laister Senior Director

Burden, Mr P R

Wainhomes
(South West)
Holdings Limited
East Devon New
Community
partners (EDNCp)
Seaton Park
(Devon) Ltd

Brandon, Mr
Nicholas
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Emery Planning
Partnership (S Harris,
Mac'field):
David Lock
Associates Ltd (N
Freer, Milton Keynes):
Nick Freer Partner
Atkins Ltd (A Jones,
Bristol): Andrew
Jones Principal
Planner

3120.E2

26

3127.E2

26

3207.E4

26

3209.E1

26

3278.E3

26

4044.E2

26

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)
Suggest that areas earmarked for development beyond the Plan period
should be deleted from the Plan, in particular south of the old A30, to
prevent developers bringing proposal forward.
It may help to refer to 'The Roger Tym & Partners report', rather than
'The Tym's report'.
Object as the LDP now state that the 15,000 homes is more than the
number required by 2026. The planned number should be reduced and
some sites including Plumb Park deleted as an allocation.
Whilst broadly agreeing with reduced housing projections objection is
raised to references to post 2026 devt and the difficulties generated in
calculating five year land supply.
The quantum of housing proposed does not meet projected need for
housing identified in the Local Plan evidence base and should be
increased to 17,000 new homes.
The Plan does not meet the 15-year time horizon recommended by the
NPPF (para 157) and it does not provide for the "objectively assessed
needs for market and affordable housing in the housing market area"
(para 47 of the NPPF).
Conclusions in Devon County document are flawed, the paper seemingly
having been produced to justify the figures in the draft local plan rather
than being a truly objective assessment. Housing provision levels are too
high and should go post 2026.
2011 Interim Household Projections and should not be given significant
weight for plan making purposes because are interim only and will be
superseded, are for 10 years only - therefore they are not a sound basis
for justifying the housing requirement.
The expansion of Cranbrook beyond 2016 is part of the strategy for
meeting the longer term needs of the District over a 15 year period and
this should be explicit in the proposed change 26 to take Cranbrook to
7,500 new homes.
Annual housing requirement of 750 (dpa) is significantly below what the
available evidence shows the objectively assessed needs for East
Devon to be. The Devon County housing study does not provide robust
evidence of actual need across House Mkt Area.
If there is a smaller number of houses needed prior to 2026 then building
projections / permissions need to be reduced accordingly. The Local
Plan is surely based on need, hence smaller need, less building
permissions.

Site No

W079 W079 - Plumb
Park allocation site
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Representor
Name
Pinhay Estate

Agent - If Used
Savills (T Hoskinson
Wimborne): Mr Tim
Hoskinson

Devon Senior
Voice
South West HARP
Planning
Consortium

Tetlow King Planning
(F Tozer, Bristol):
Felicity Tozer Planner

Repn No

Chge
No

6207.E4

26

6219.E1

26

6294.E1

26

Strategic Land
Partnerships

6299.E7

26

Honiton Town
Council

6741.E5

26

CPRE (East
Devon)

6921.E3

26

6923.E3

26

Spink, Mr Colin

1265.E7

28

West Hill
Residents
Association

1545.E3

28

2062.E2

28

Feniton Park Ltd

Persimmon
Homes (SW) Ltd
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Atkins Ltd (A Jones,
Bristol): Andrew
Jones Principal
Planner

WYG Planning &
Design (R Upton,
Wellington): Robin
Upton Associate

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)
The plan fails to acknowledge the cross-boundary issues that need to be
addressed in order to provide a sustainable framework for growth at
Lyme Regis.
Support is given for provision of 15,000 new homes in the plan and
support is also given for the 10% of plots being made available for selfbuild developments which will enable people to custom build their own
homes.

Site No

Insufficient evidence to justify housing requirement meets the objectively
assessed needs of the local area over an appropriate plan period.
Objection that the Tym's report excludes an Exeter overspill housing
requirement. The Council simply cannot have it both ways, that the Plan
covers a period beyond the 12 years but none of the trajectories or other
elements of the Plan reflect this.
Honiton Town Council has previously queried the inconsistent use of
data in the Tym’s Report which at times is used to support EDDC policy
and at times is ignored (eg. In setting Honiton’s employment land
allocation).
Do not agree that the DCC assessment supports the housing numbers
and policy approach and provision is too high. Noting importance in
Devon paper of links of GDP growth to in-migration and ONS
projections.
Annual housing requirement of 750 (dpa) is significantly below what the
available evidence shows the objectively assessed needs for East
Devon to be. The Devon County housing study does not provide robust
evidence of actual need across House Mkt Area.
I object because no adjustment has been made for the fact that the table
indicates that the total number of home has increased by 1.3% from
14,977 to 15,180 whilst the increase in Exmouth is a massive 5.3% (from
1701 to 1792).
Objection to the failure of the Plan to include the site for 130 homes
granted permission at Butts Road to be incorporated into the Ottery St
Mary housing figures. Projected housing provision should be reduced to
reflect provision made in last 5 years.
The amount of housing proposed at Sidmouth is grossly low compared
to its function and size that is likely to undermine the town’s natural
growth, the provision of housing and affordable housing.

C202 C202 - Ottery St
Mary Butt's Road
appeal site

Rele
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

6207.E3

28

6272.E1

28

6294.E2

28

939.E3

30

West Hill
Residents
Association

1545.E4

30

Honiton Town
Council

6741.E6

30

6774.E3

30

1545.E5

31

3120.E6

31

3127.E3

31

3207.E5

31

Pinhay Estate

Millwood Homes
(Devon) Ltd
South West HARP
Planning
Consortium
Devonshire
Homes Ltd

Welbeck Strategic
Land

Agent - If Used
Savills (T Hoskinson
Wimborne): Mr Tim
Hoskinson
WYG Planning &
Design (R Upton,
Wellington): Mr Robin
Upton Associate
Tetlow King Planning
(F Tozer, Bristol):
Felicity Tozer Planner
Heynes Planning (E
Heynes, Launceston):
Ed Heynes

Heynes Planning (E
Heynes, Launceston):

West Hill
Residents
Association
Greendale
Investments &
Crealy Farms

RPS (N Laister,
Abingdon): Nick
Laister Senior Director

Burden, Mr P R

Wainhomes
(South West)
Holdings Limited
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Emery Planning
Partnership (S Harris,
Mac'field):

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)
The plan fails to provide a suitable policy framework or effective joint
working arrangements to ensure that cross boundary growth at Lyme
Regis needs can be addressed.
Objection to lack of evidence to justify an 800 dwelling capacity figure at
Pinhoe as it does not seem to form part of the evidence base that
supports the New Local Plan.
Insufficient evidence to justify housing requirement meets the objectively
assessed needs of the local area over an appropriate plan period with
reference to windfall sites.
Ch 30 & 31 - Objection to continued use of windfall allowance as
contributor to future housing provision citing lack of evidence to underpin
projected windfall numbers and concern that figures are informed by
extrapolation of past trends only.
Objection that all projected windfall sites should be included in
calculating future housing provision and housing numbers in the plan not just those for 10 dwellings or less.
The lack of clarity as to how the figures for Honiton have been calculated
results in the difficulty of assessing how many more houses are required
for Honiton out of the allocated number of 300 within the built up area
boundary.
Ch 30 & 31 - Objection to continued use of windfall allowance as
contributor to future housing provision citing lack of evidence to underpin
projected windfall numbers and concern that figures are informed bt
extrapolation of past trends only.
Objection to references to expected high and increasing build rates in
the local plan as these are not seen as a viable proposition despite
current Cranbrook delivery and high projections question ability to
demonstrate a five year land supply.
This presents high and unsubstantiated delivery rates that impact on the
supply of housing land considered to be necessary and not based on
clear and robust evidence.
Housing graph at para 6.15 implies unrealistically high levels of
development that are not needed and will not occur at the West End and
in not happening, by leaving a less than 5 year supply, will place
pressure on/for devt elsewhere in East Devon.
Trajectory needs to be specific on the number of dwellings expected
from each site/source per annum so that it can be monitored annually.
Neither the trajectory nor the table provide that level of detail and is
indicative rather than prescriptive.

Site No

Rele
vant?

X
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

6193.E1

31

Strategic Land
Partnerships

6299.E8

31

CPRE (East
Devon)

6921.E4

31

Harding, Mr John

1532.E3

32

Thurgood, Mr
Martin

3181.E2

32

Stuart Partners
Ltd

Agent - If Used
Bell Cornwell LLP (I
John, Exeter): Iestyn
John Associate

Wainhomes
(South West)
Holdings Limited

Emery Planning
Partnership (S Harris,
Mac'field):

3207.E6

32

Stuart Partners
Ltd

Bell Cornwell LLP (I
John, Exeter): Iestyn
John Associate

6193.E2

32

Wainhomes
(South West)
Holdings Limited

Emery Planning
Partnership (S Harris,
Mac'field):

3207.E7

33

6299.E9

33

29.E3

34

365.E9

34

Strategic Land
Partnerships
Sidmouth
Chamber of
Commerce
RSPB South West
Regional Office
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Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)
Questions whether the overall level of completions would be as high as
stated in the proposed changes even with delivery from sites elsewhere
in West End. Policy too reliant on Cranbrook. Would like to see
additional housing in West End .eg. Old Park Fm.
Objection to the reference to Cranbrook providing for and predicted to
accommodate development of 500 new homes per year which is seen
as an unrealistic build rate projection.
CPRE consider the projected completion rates to be wildly optimistic,
particularly in the next few years. A step-change of doubling the previous
rate to around 800 / year looks feasible but evidence does not support
higher build rates.
The proposed rate of provision in the early years of the plan is unrealistic
as is the suggestion that the number of new households will decrease in
the closing years of the plan period. such a peak and slump is not a
sustainable solution.
The proposed rate of provision in the early years of the plan is unrealistic
as is the suggestion that the number of new households will decrease in
the closing years of the plan period, such a peak and slump is not a
sustainable solution.
Trajectory needs to be specific on the number ofdwellings expected from
each site/source per annum so that it can be monitored annually. Neither
the trajectory nor the table provide that level of detail and is indicative
rather than prescriptive.
Questions whether the overall level of completions would be as high as
stated in the proposed changes even with delivery from sites elsewhere
in West End. Policy too reliant on Cranbrook. Would like to see
additional housing in West End .eg. Old Park Fm.
Trajectory needs to be specific on the number of dwellings expected
from each site/source per annum so that it can be monitored annually.
Neither the trajectory nor the table provide that level of detail and is
indicative rather than prescriptive.
Objection that it is not clear how the housing trajectory and graph will be
used to inform housing supply and assessment especially given current
lack of five year land supply in the District. Lack of 5 year supply makes
the plan non NPPF compliant.
Objection that new devt cannot add to network of green spaces and
propose wording that advises new devt will add to green open spaces
and impacts on important spaces and biodiversity are minimised.
The Plan does not in our view adequately reflect the NPPF’s ambition for
nature conservation through the planning system.

Site No

Rele
vant?
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Crear, Mr Michael

423.E3

34

Environment
Agency

3712.E6

34

Natural England

3743.E6

34

Strategic Land
Partnerships

6299.E10

34

423.E4

35

521.E1

35

3207.E8

35

3743.E7

35

Agent - If Used

Crear, Mr Michael
National Trust Devon and
Cornwall
Regional Office
Wainhomes
(South West)
Holdings Limited

Emery Planning
Partnership (S Harris,
Mac'field):

Natural England

Robinson, Mr
David

3754.E2

35

Brandon, Mr
Nicholas

4044.E1

35

6207.E2

35

6243.E4

35

Pinhay Estate

Ranger, Miss Val
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Savills (T Hoskinson
Wimborne): Mr Tim
Hoskinson

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)
You have added the word "historic". Does that mean that unless the
natural environmental asset is historic, it won't be "conserved or
enhanced? Should there be a comma after natural?
For change 34, in the first sentence, please insert a comma between the
words ‘natural’ and ‘historic’.
it seems inconsistent to refer to ensuring potential adverse impacts of
development on only Exe and Pebblebeds ‘are appropriately mitigated
against’ rather than all European sites?
Evidence does not show sufficient information to indicate that green
spaces will be sufficient to ensure potential adverse impacts are
appropriately mitigated against. To comply with regulations mitigation
needs to be functioning before impacts arise.
Change 35, So a neighbourhood plan can authorise development
beyond the buab and into the AONB. Where is the protection for these
nationally designated sites? I would prefer not to add the new text.

Site No

Objection that change in respect of devt outside boundaries needs to be
qualified and to ensure that Neighbourhood Plans implement and don't
supersede strategic policy and logic behind it and national objectives.
Need to demonstrate that in the absence of a local community not
preparing a neighbourhood plan the council can then produce a Site
Allocations DPD or allow applications to come forward to meet need.
Additional wording is required here to ensure that any Neighbourhood
Plans which propose development over and above what is outlined in
the Local Plan take proper account of any impacts on landscape or
biodiversity interests.
Change appears to be aimed at the "employment" land at Sidford which
is presently in an AONB and can be conveniently drawn out of its
protection, surely a land grab to aid development.
Objection to inclusion in policy to wording that would allow for
Neighbourhood Plans to provide for development beyond Built Up Area
Boundaries and therefore supercede Strategy 7.
The plan fails to provide a suitable policy framework or effective joint
working arrangements to ensure that cross boundary growth needs can
be addressed.
This wording makes me concerned this is another developer’s charter, in
other words a Neighbourhood plan can be produced that allocates
building outside of the Built Up Area boundary – so what is the point of a
built up boundary?

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

Rele
vant?
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Representor
Name
South West HARP
Planning
Consortium

Agent - If Used

Repn No

Chge
No

Tetlow King Planning
(F Tozer, Bristol):
Felicity Tozer Planner

6294.E3

35

6741.E7

35

6925.E2

35

Lympstone Parish Council support the addition of text in Strategy 6.

3472.E2

36

Need to evidence housing and business allocations in the AONBs using
a robust landscape character led assessment model.

3743.E8

36

6922.E13

36

365.E6

38

3209.E2

38

Natural England

3743.E9

38

Strategic Land
Partnerships

6299.E11

38

Allen, Cllr Mike

6922.E1

38

RSPB South West
Regional Office

365.E8

39

National Trust Devon and
Cornwall
Regional Office

521.E2

39

Honiton Town
Council
Lympstone
Parish Council
East Devon
AONB
Partnership
Natural England
Allen, Cllr Mike
RSPB South West
Regional Office
East Devon New
Community
partners (EDNCp)
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David Lock
Associates Ltd (N
Freer, Milton Keynes):
Nick Freer Partner

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)
We support this policy but note that the general exception site policy is a
strategic policy and should remain irrelevant after the adoption of any
NDP.
Objection that the change introduces a lack of clarity in respect of
application of policy and where sites/allocations may lie across Parish
boundaries a lack of clarity in respect of where CIL income will be spent.

Site No

Support
Landscape Character Assessments and Design guides are essential to
maintaining the distinctive character of towns and rural settlements in
East Devon
it is still questionable whether the Plan gives the necessary certainty to
the timely delivery of an effective SANGS in this location. See comments
on Change Number 39, Strategy 10.
The proposed change to the text of 7.13 (Change 38) is inconsistent with
the position in the policy and appears to develop policy beyond that set
out in Strategy 10. It might be misread as reaching premature
conclusions on delivery.
This whole section is poorly worded and contains detail on the HRA
process which would be better included in Strategy 47 or its supporting
text.
Objection that delivery mechanisms for Clyst Valley Regional Park are
not set out and as Cranbrook and West End development is reliant upon
this provision the plan is unsound and future phases of development are
inappropriate.

Clyst Valley Regional
Park - Overarching Site
Ref

The Clyst Valley park is loosely defined and needs accurate mapping to
be effective.

Clyst Valley Regional
Park - Overarching Site
Ref

This fails to provide the detail that is necessary to give confidence that
the Regional Park will be effective and to therefore enable a favourable
Habitats Regulations outcome.
Whilst support is given for policy clarification in respect of the Green
Infrastructure the Nat Trust consider more land in their ownership should
be in the Clyst Valley Reg Pk and it is seen as unclear how the boundary
has evolved.
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Natural England

3743.E10

39

Strategic Land
Partnerships

6299.E12

39

Allen, Cllr Mike

6922.E2

40

Allen, Cllr Mike

6922.E3

41

Highways Agency

127.E3

42

Devon County
Council

245.E6

42

Spink, Mr Colin

1265.E2

42

3209.E3

42

Strategic Land
Partnerships

6299.E13

42

Allen, Cllr Mike

6922.E4

42

Leisure East
Devon (LED)

6321.E1

44

Allen, Cllr Mike

6922.E6

44

Allen, Cllr Mike

6922.E5

45

East Devon New
Community
partners (EDNCp)
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Agent - If Used

David Lock
Associates Ltd (N
Freer, Milton Keynes):
Nick Freer Partner

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)
This section goes straight in to the specifics of ‘Appropriate Assessment’
and makes no reference to the ‘strategic approach’ to mitigation.
Objection that no evidence is set out in the plan to show how any or all
of Clyst Valley Regional Park will be delivered.
Science Park Road not designed as feed through route to Exeter, A303Tithe Barn link road considered essential by Local Plan Panel
Science Park Road not designed as feed through route to Exeter, A303Tithe Barn link road considered essential by Local Plan Panel
The Agency is very pleased to see that additional text relating to the
need for a robust transport evidence base has been included, in line with
the comments made in our previous letter. We support the proposed
change
Change 42 - suggests that funding agreements have been secured for
the whole Old A30-Cumberland Way link road. This is, however not the
case though the majority of funding has been agreed in principle.
Paragraph 7.19 if this is paragraph is appropriate it should also be
appropriate for Plumb Park in Exmouth where access is severely
compromised.
Approach to assessing transport impacts in plan for the West End set
too high and inappropriate test and contradicts the approach set out in
the NPPF and HA Planning Circular. Residual cumulative impacts of
development should not have severe impact.
Objection to the potential for the expansion of Cranbrook in the absence
of evidence of impacts on the strategic road network and the ability of
the road network to accommodate this level of development.
Science Park Road not designed as feed through route to Exeter, A303Tithe Barn link road considered essential by Local Plan Panel
Wording fails to recognise the importance that a co-ordinated approach
to significant leisure provision throughout the District will have upon the
well-being, health and fitness of the resident population over the plan
period.
Science Park Road not designed as feed through route to Exeter, A303Tithe Barn link road considered essential by Local Plan Panel
Science Park Road not designed as feed through route to Exeter, A303Tithe Barn link road considered essential by Local Plan Panel

Site No

Rele
vant?

Clyst Valley Regional
Park - Overarching Site
Ref
West End
West End

W079 W079 - Plumb
Park allocation site

W144 W144 Cranbrook allocation
sites
West End

West End
027 027 - Science
Park, Blackhorse,
Broadclyst

X
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Highways Agency

127.E4

46

Spink, Mr Colin

1265.E5

46

Brandon, Mr
Nicholas

4044.E3

46

Strategic Land
Partnerships

6299.E14

46

Honiton Town
Council

6741.E8

46

Allen, Cllr Mike

6922.E7

46

3450.E2

47

6272.E2

48

Sidmouth
Chamber of
Commerce

29.E4

49

Rockbeare Parish
Council

55.E2

49

4044.E4

49

Amend to show actual status of development given that Sainsbury's are
no longer pursuing this.

3120.E3

50

RPS supports the amendments proposed which require the completion
and consideration of robust transport assessments and evidence in
respect to proposals at Cranbrook, Skypark and the IFT.

Eagle One Ltd

Millwood Homes
(Devon) Ltd

Agent - If Used

Barton Willmore LLP
(J Porter, Bristol):
Jonathan Porter
Associate Planner
WYG Planning &
Design (R Upton,
Wellington): Mr Robin
Upton Associate

Brandon, Mr
Nicholas
Greendale
Investments &
Crealy Farms
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RPS (N Laister,
Abingdon): Nick
Laister Senior Director

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)
The Agency is pleased to see the inclusion of additional text
emphasising the need for a robust transport evidence base and the
requirement to seek advice from the Agency. We support the proposed
change.
Objection to the fact that para 7.32 for developments east of M5 should
be accompanied by a robust transport evidence base and mitigation
measures but that this is not appropriate for Plumb Park site.
In light of Sainsbury’s pulling out of the intermodal freight terminal a
review of this entire development is needed including whether the
development will entail rail use or will be for road transportation only.
No evidence has been presented in relation to the likely impact on the
strategic road network or the acceptability of Cranbrook expansion or the
extent of any mitigation or road improvement measures and the
timescales.
Whilst Honiton Town Council welcomes the ‘holistic’ approach, it has
consistently highlighted that this approach has not been adopted in
Honiton where development has and continues to outpace infrastructure.
Science Park Road not designed as feed through route to Exeter, A303Tithe Barn link road considered essential by Local Plan Panel
The available land to the east of Tithebarn Green, north of Blackhorse is
appropriate to come forward now as strategic allocation for the following
- It can contribute some 1,000 dwellings towards the shortfall in land
identified, site is well located.
Objection that proposed changes fail to make Strategy 14 sound for the
reasons set out in past reps relating to highway capacity, vagueness in
energy standards, need for employment land, clarity on Neighbourhood
centre reqt & under provision of dwellings.
Objection that the site might not be being devt by Sainsbury and concern
that the site area is not calculated (in part or full) into overall employment
land allocation assessment figures.
Observation that Sainsburys have suspended their development at this
site whilst reassessing their priorities and needs in this part of their
business.

Site No

W079 W079 - Plumb
Park allocation site

Rele
vant?

X

025 025 - Intermodal
Interchange, Clyst
Hontion
W144 W144 Cranbrook allocation
sites

West End
W213 W213 - North of
Blackhorse allocation
site

025 025 - Intermodal
Interchange, Clyst
Hontion
025 025 - Intermodal
Interchange, Clyst
Hontion
025 025 - Intermodal
Interchange, Clyst
Hontion

X
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Representor
Name

Agent - If Used

Repn No

Chge
No

Heynes Planning (E
Heynes, Launceston):
Ed Heynes

939.E4

51

1775.E1

51

6326.E3

51

Hallmark Estates
(Devon) Limited

2064.E1

52

Axminster Town
Council

34.E1

54

1710.E1

54

3120.E4

54

3743.E11

54

6326.E4

54

Spink, Mr Colin

1265.E3

55

Natural England

3743.E12

56

365.E7

57

Devonshire
Homes Ltd

Leighton, Mr
Michael
Persimmon
Homes (South
West) Limited

Boyer Planning
Limited (E Jones,
Cardiff): Elliot Jones

Arnott, Mr
Richard Paul
Greendale
Investments &
Crealy Farms

RPS (N Laister,
Abingdon): Nick
Laister Senior Director

Natural England
Persimmon
Homes (South
West) Limited

RSPB South West
Regional Office
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Boyer Planning
Limited (E Jones,
Cardiff): Elliot Jones

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)
Objection that with apparent removal of pre-requisite reqt for relief road
in Axminster as part of allocated site devt it needs to be shown that devt
is viable in existing highways terms and mechanism established to show
means for road delivery.
Obj that ref to 'key item of infrastructure' introduces ambiguity into the
plan that should either explicitly prioritise provision of the relief road or
should actively plan for Axminster town centre alleviation improvements
to existing highway network.
Persimmon Homes believes the relief road as critical element of
infrastructure but concerned of changes in IDP in terms of weight given
to classification.
The change doesn’t actively promote new retail food provision in heart of
town centre, Websters site is an appropriate option, peripheral location
of existing supermarkets harm town centre vitality, proven non-food
spend leakage away from Axminster.
Objection to loss of employment land to accommodate primary school
this should off-set by re-instatement of employment land previously
allocated in plans at Abbey Gate.
Objection to the fact that the plan states with regards to Cloakham Park,
that "little comment to the plan" was made, whereas resistance was
actually sizeable and significant.
RPS supports the amendments proposed which require the completion
and consideration of robust transport assessments and evidence in
respect to proposals at Cranbrook, Skypark and the IFT
Our previous concerns regarding water quality issues in the River Axe
SAC and the need to confirm that the proposed levels of housing and
employment growth can be accommodated without increasing the
phosphate load entering the SAC.
Persimmon Homes supports inclusion of primary school but concerned
about overall amount of employment land allocated on site.
Objection to no modification being made to the Plan to address the fact
that schools in Exmouth are under pressure to meet the pupil number
demand, housing provision in the town should be reduced.
This does require a separate Habitat Regulation Assessment which
Natural England has still not been consulted on to date.
any growth at Exmouth presents a high risk of increasing recreational
pressures to those sites, risking harm to their protected wildlife. It is
therefore fundamental that measures are delivered to avoid such
impacts occurring.

Site No

Rele
vant?

E105 E105 - East of
Axminster allocation
site

Former Websters
Garage Site Axminster

Abbey Gate, Axminster
E057 E057 Cloakham Lawns
allocation site

X

E105 E105 - East of
Axminster allocation
site
X
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Exmouth Town
Council

401.E1

57

National Trust Devon and
Cornwall
Regional Office

521.E3

57

Spink, Mr Colin

1265.E1

57

Elson, Miss Jill

1608.E1

57

2047.E1

57

3165.E1

57

Eagle
Investments

Ingham, Mr Ben

Agent - If Used

BeardmoreUrban (D
Beardmore, Bath):
David Beardmore

Natural England

3743.E13

57

Smith, Mr Philip

6046.E1

57

Exmouth
Residents and
Traders
Association

6249.E1

57

Strategic Land
Partnerships

6299.E15

57

Cope, Mr Trevor

6915.E1

57
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Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)
Objection to amendment on basis of inappropriate location for school,
existing schools should be expanded, viability of a new school is
challenged and there should be additional provision for secondary
education.
Objection is made to wording and the Nat Trust consider that the plan
should advise that commitment to completion of Dinan Way should not
be made prior to survey work and assessment of impacts on heritage
assets.
Objection because the plan provides no guidance or restriction over the
provision of cycle paths.
I object to a new 210 pupil primary school and nursery on the
Goodmores Farm site. Lympstone Parish Council proposed
neighbourhood plan does not include a new school and there is sufficient
land at Brixington Primary School for it to be extended.
Qualified objection that seeks assurances that school site will be agreed
by developer and school provider and that the site forms part of 5Ha of
employment land and value of land is reflected in overall devt
contributions.
Reference to a new school at Goodmores - I do not think this should be
included as consultation with residents did not take place.
There is still nothing in this policy which gives any commitment to
delivering mitigation for predicted impacts on Exe Estuary and
Pebblebeds resulting from proposed strategic allocations and
developments in Exmouth.
Objector raises objection to the granting of planning permission at Plumb
Park, and by implication land allocation, on grounds of poor access and
traffic impacts, adj to old peoples home, flooding concerns & lack of
infrastructure and need.
Objects to addition of new primary school at this late stage. Suggest
supermarket on this site. Suggests Park and Ride scheme. Objects to
suggestion of development on the Exe Estuary with compensation
provided.
The amendment relating to the provision of SANGS states that these will
be essential in Exmouth. There is no indication as to where these will be
or how large they need to be or how or when they are to be delivered.
Objection to the amendment to page 24 relating to the identification of
the site for a 210 pupil school at Goodmores Farm. It is not the correct
site it is remote from Plumb Pk and local schools have capacity.

Site No

Rele
vant?

W147 W147 Goodmores Farm
allocation site

Dinan Way Extension

X
W147 W147 Goodmores Farm
allocation site
W147 W147 Goodmores Farm
allocation site
W147 W147 Goodmores Farm
allocation site

W079 W079 - Plumb
Park allocation site
W147 W147 Goodmores Farm
allocation site

W147 W147 Goodmores Farm
allocation site
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Akiba-Jones, Mr
Huw

6924.E1

57

Lympstone
Parish Council

6925.E1

57

Exmouth Area
Learning
Community

6938.E1

57

Honiton Town
Council

6741.E9

58

6774.E4

58

Strategic Land
Partnerships

6299.E16

61

Allen, Cllr Mike

6922.E8

61

Highways Agency

127.E5

63

Thurgood, Mr
Martin

3181.E5

63

Strategic Land
Partnerships

6299.E17

63

3278.E4

64

Welbeck Strategic
Land

Seaton Park
(Devon) Ltd
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Agent - If Used

Heynes Planning (E
Heynes, Launceston):

Atkins Ltd (A Jones,
Bristol): Andrew
Jones Principal
Planner

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)
Objection to the way that the planning system does not take into account
the views of local people and opposition to the development of Plumb
Park site. Objection also made to the redevelopment of Elizabeth Hall.
Objection to inclusion of provision of a new primary school at
Goodmores Farm in Local Plan and inclusion in Devon County education
plan. Also considered School provision would leave inadequate
available community facilities space.
Objection to policy provision for a new school at Goodmores Farm and
instead onus should be on expanding capacity of existing schools to
meet any future shortfalls in pupil places.
With regard to the deletion of the reference to the agents for the majority
landowner, Honiton Town Council queries what evidence is available to
suggest that the allocation is deliverable in a different way. Need for the
employment land is questioned.
Objection that it should not be assumed that because text on
independent viability testing has been deleted that it might render site
devt non-viable. Support is given for the development of the overall
allocation.
As far as we know the Plan makes no provision for development on the
western side of Honiton. This amendment does not therefore seem to be
justified.
Honiton reserve site is inappropriate due to effect on traffic flow through
the town causing congestion and enabling use of multiple urban roads
rather than main 'A' roads
Concern expressed that reassigning 2.2ha of employment land
previously at Island Farm to the existing Finnemore Industrial Estate
reduces the employment land for the town. More evidence is needed to
establish if sufficient employment land is available.
Figures for Ottery in Strategy 2 are wrong as are other part of the plan.
They fail to take account of the 130 dwellings granted on appeal, at Butts
Road this will add to substantially to development in the town placing
pressure on school places.
How can a strategic allocation of 2.2 hectares of land suddenly be turned
into a non strategic allocation? If the land is required then a deliverable
site needs to be identified. This requires a major modification.
Respondent acknowledges allocation of site in plan as a reserve site and
highlights its sustainability credentials for development and therefore
suitability for allocation. Respondent also questions what are seen as
low housing nos proposed for the town.

Site No
W079 W079 - Plumb
Park allocation site

Rele
vant?
X

W147 W147 Goodmores Farm
allocation site
W147 W147 Goodmores Farm
allocation site
042 042 - West of
Hayne Lane allocation
site
042 042 - West of
Hayne Lane allocation
site

E158 E158 - Land
west of Hayne Lne,
Honiton

C202 C202 - Ottery St
Mary Butt's Road
appeal site
C311 C311 - Island
Farm allocation site
118b 118b - Harepath
Road mixed use
allocation site

X
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

3278.E5

64

Sidmouth
Chamber of
Commerce

29.E5

65

Sidmouth Town
Council

67.E1

65

Crick, Mr Robert

217.E1

65

Temple, Mr & Mrs
Michael and Beryl

1356.E3

65

Seaton Park
(Devon) Ltd

Rosenberg, Mrs P

Agent - If Used
Atkins Ltd (A Jones,
Bristol): Andrew
Jones Principal
Planner

1763.E3

65

Weaver, Mr Alan

1861.E2

65

Labrum, Mr John

3036.E5

65

Labrum, Mr John

3036.E6

65

McCarthy, Mr
John

3219.E1

65

Cotton, Mr Les

3285.E3

65
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Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)
Objection to inclusion the Harepath Rd reserve site in Green Wedge and
policy provision should provide for amendment to Green Wedges at time
of site devt. Also site release for devt should be based on District wide
housing needs assessment.
Objection to changes for the Vision for Sidmouth and the fact that as
amended it does not place the emphasis on devt within the town
boundaries and use of brownfield land and environmental protection
objectives.
Objection to deletion of the word Regency, contradiction with regard to
Park and Ride/Change and wording should be amended in last
paragraph to stop additional employment sites when existing are still
under capacity.
The Vision for Sidmouth met no serious opposition initially and the minor
corrections are welcome, particularly the commitment to improving
existing employment sites.
This contradicts previous policy as council intends to demolish historic
Victorian building. Oppose employment sites outside BUAB & in AONB.
No demolition of the beautiful, historic Victorian hotel building. Why
cannot it be converted to apartments, only retaining the lovely
ballroom/chambers? There are plenty of spaces for residents cars. The
wonderful park would remain untouched.
I object to any development of this site due to it being in the AONB and
that the land is subject to flooding. No development should take place
outside the existing built up area boundary until all available sites have
utilised.
Objects to change of wording as it creates A Vision for Sidmouth which
has an emphasis on a new employment site in the AONB at Sidford
rather than to the previous reference that referred to this as a possibility
with an onus on improving existing sites.
Objection to change of wording of the 'Vision for Sidmouth' as it now
tends to diminish any focus on the professed promotion of and support
for a new access road for the Alexandria Industrial Estate.
The words "Regency Grandeur" should be retained. This is how
Sidmouth markets itself. The passage regarding new employment sites
should be made subject to evidence of need through a strategic
economic assessment and appraisal of potential options.
Objects to change of wording from Regency to Historic as EDDC still
proposes to demolish office block and replace with flats and new office
block elsewhere which is not very sustainable.

Site No

Rele
vant?

118b 118b - Harepath
Road mixed use
allocation site

X

ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
001 001 - Alexandria
Road Industrial Estate,
Sidmouth
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Representor
Name

Agent - If Used

Repn No

Chge
No

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)

Cotton, Mr Les

3285.E4

65

Object to any new employment sites outside the town boundary,
especially on the AONB at Sidford.

Harbour, Mrs
Julia

3449.E3

65

Supports change of wording from Regency to Historic. However there
seems to be contradiction by your proposal to build on our Heritage Park
and demolish the old Victorian building.

65

Object to any new employment sites outside the BUAB including that
proposed on the AONB at Sidford.

Harbour, Mrs
Julia

3449.E4

Powell, Mrs
Jackline

3479.E1

65

Sidford site should not be developed under any circumstances as in
AONB, on a floodplain 3B, traffic problems, near residential properties
and pollution. Site choice was flawed as Chair of Panel was misled with
Cllrs not knowing where site had come from.

Northover, Mr
Keith

3496.E1

65

Objects to inclusion of new wording "a new employment site or sites".
Sidford site is unsuitable due to being in an AONB, flood plain and
having inadequate traffic access.

Green, Mr David

3518.E1

65

Historic character of Sidmouth should be protected by keeping the
Victorian Knowle building if/when EDDC vacate it.

Green, Mr David

3518.E2

65

Oppose new employment site if it means land in AONB at Sidford or any
land currently used for recreation. Extend Alexandria Industrial Estate
and improve access, should not include a supermarket though.

Warren, Mrs E J

3534.E1

65

Suggest deletion of words 'although it may be necessary for provision to
be located outside of the exisiting BUAB if no alternative sites are
available within the town.

Day, Mr & Mrs
Robert and
Margaret

3535.E1

65

Object to employment sites outside town BUAB & in AONB at Sidford.

How, Ms Marjorie

3572.E1

65

Opposed to employment site at Sidford as will cause traffic congestion &
in AONB.

Longstaff, Mrs
Carol

3576.E1

65

Please reinsert the Word "Regency" back into the above plan as that is
how Sidmouth is known.
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Site No
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

Rele
vant?
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Dent, Mr K R

3603.E4

65

Rayson, Mr John

3605.E1

65

Agent - If Used

Atkinson, Mr
Peter

3610.E3

65

Curwen, Mr Barry

3632.E1

65

Temple, Mr
Michael

3647.E3

65

Temple, Mr
Michael

3647.E4

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)
Objection to change of wording that provides for a new employment site.
Existing employment sites should be improved (and Council offices
retained) and there is no justification for new provision.
The word 'regency' should not be changed to 'historic'. The word
'regency' is more specific and meaningful, referring to the period of the
early 1800's. No new employment site is needed, existing sites should
be improved and up-graded.
Objection to Sidford Employment site due to narrow roads and traffic
chaos. Suggest extending existing Industrial Estates if necessary.
Change text to read that an out of town employment site will only be
considered if existing sites in the town not feasible.
Though we support the change from "Regency" to "historic", this is
directly contradicted by Council's intention to demolish the historic
Victorian building at Knowle and to build on its heritage parks and
gardens.

65

While it is not clear which "new" site or sites are proposed, we object to
any new employment sites outside the town boundary, including that
proposed on the Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty at Sidford.

Fuller, Mr Robin

3692.E1

65

Objection raised to proposed change 65 as it is not considered
necessary for their to be provision of a new employment site and instead
emphasis should be placed on effective use of existing employment
land.

Green, Mr
Anthony

3695.E1

65

Support provision of "improving exisitng employment sites".

Homent, Mr
Neville M

3715.E1

65

Cooper, Mr
Graham

3747.E2

65

Bramley, Mr
David

3748.E1

65
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Objection raised to the changes to the vision and amendments sought to
reinstate 'Regency' and amend wording to rule out new employment
allocation and enhance existing sites.
Respondent considers last sentence of the vision should be deleted (it is
inferred that they consider this appropriate on account on being opposed
to the Sidford allocation site - noting employment needs, flooding and
transport objections raised).
Change number 65: Given the level of brown field opportunity I wish to
object to any “new” employment sites outside the town boundary
including that proposed on the AONB at Sidford.

Site No

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

Rele
vant?
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Representor
Name
Cotton, Mrs E

Agent - If Used

Repn No

3775.E3

Chge
No

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)

65

Sidford site unsuitable for employment site as in flood zone & AONB,
outside town BUAB and will cause traffic congestion.

Britten, Mr John

6074.E1

65

Objection to Industrial Park at Sidford. Proposal is out of context with the
size of the village and its way of life. The site is in an area of
outstanding natural beauty, it is prone to flooding, unacceptable in traffic
terms and against public wishes.

Woodward, Lorna

6119.E2

65

Objection to wording change that refers possible need for employment
site outside of the town. Respondent refers to traffic impacts, scenic
beauty and tourism.

Rixson, Mr and
Mrs Bob and
Marianne

6184.E4

65

Latham, Mr Martin

6221.E3

65

Latham, Gay

6222.E3

65

Ranger, Miss Val

6243.E5

65

Ranger, Miss Val

6243.E6

65

Voss, Sarah

6247.E1

65

Rugg-Gunn, Mr
Andrew

6254.E1

65

Rugg-Gunn,
Diane

6255.E1

65
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If there are to be improved employment sites then retain Manstone,
Alexandria Ind Est should have new access road and the Knowle
retained. Over-devt will not reduce commuting but will make commuting
essential to fill the 1,350 jobs planned at Sidford.
Change from Regency to Historic seems acceptable although the plan to
bulldozer through the Knowle area doesn’t seem to respecting its status.
Change from Regency to Historic seems acceptable although the plan to
redevelop the Knowle area doesn’t seem to respecting its status. Sidford
proposed employment sites on AONB is unjustifiable.
I object to changing the word regency to historic on grounds that it is a
meaningless and can be used to mean anything at all eg buildings of the
1960s are historic, but certainly not regency. Change will allow for
unsympathetic buildings.
I object to the wording in change 65. EDDC have snuck this in so that
they can achieve their flawed plans to build a retail outlet in Sidford.
Objects to vision referring to necessity to identify land outside BUAB if
no alternative sites are available
Suggests deletion of following paragraph due to total unsuitability of
Sidford site 'though it may be necessary for provision to be located
outside of the existing built up area boundary if no alternative sites are
available within the town'.
Suggests deletion of following paragraph due to total unsuitability of
Sidford site 'though it may be necessary for provision to be located
outside of the existing built up area boundary if no alternative sites are
available within the town'.

Site No
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

Rele
vant?
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Representor
Name

Agent - If Used

Sidebotham, Mr
Peter

Repn No

Chge
No

6265.E3

65

Fuller, Mrs Di

6298.E1

65

Darrant, Mr Alan

6356.E1

65

Green, Mrs J A

6360.E1

65

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)
Change from Regency to Historic seems acceptable although the plan to
demolish historic Victorian building at Knowle contradicts this. Object to
any new employment site outside BUAB and in AONB.
Suggests deletion of following paragraph due to total unsuitability of
Sidford site 'though it may be necessary for provision to be located
outside of the existing built up area boundary if no alternative sites are
available within the town'.
Objection is raised to the revised wording to Vision for Sidmouth.
Respondent considers it should explicitly refer to 'improvement to
existing employment site' and that reference to a new employment site
allocation outside of the town should be deleted.
Changing description from Regency Grandeur to Historic character will
have little affect on appeal of the town however would indiciate the
desire to preserve buildings such as Knowle.

Nicholson, Mr G
W

6361.E3

65

Objection to Sidford Employment site due to extra traffic pressure on
residents and substantial risk of flooding to site area and also objection
to change of words Grandeur and Regency.

Twibell, Dr Jean

6365.E1

65

Development at Sidford site should only be considered if need for B1
development can be demonstrated & no alternative sites cannot be
found.

Twibell, Dr John

6366.E1

65

Sidford site unsuitable for employment site as in flood zone, green
wedge & AONB, outside town BUAB and will cause traffic congestion.

Deegan, Frances

6370.E3

65

Proposed changes now include not just 'a new employment site but
sites'. Unnecessary to turn AONB into employment land. Object to
'Regency Grandeur' being changed to 'Historic character'.

6393.E1

65

This change implies EDDC has now decided that development will go
ahead at Sidford despite opposition. This is direct contradiction of its
Localism Agenda.

6397.E1

65

Objection raised to text changes that provide for allocation of new
employment site over and above improvements to existing. Allocation
should only be considered if not possible to improve existing.

Baker, Mrs M P

Save our
Sidmouth (SOS 1)
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Planning &
Environmental
Consultancy (C
Hopkins Axminster):
Charlie Hopkins
Principal

Site No

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

Rele
vant?
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Harbour, Mr Colin

6402.E4

65

Hollingshead, Mr
and Mrs R and A

6404.E3

65

Argyle, Mr and
Mrs A & V

6421.E3

65

"Historic' nature of Sidmouth is welcomed therefore Knowle development
must remain a recognisable feature as a living embodiment of the past.

Faulkner, Mrs
Janice

6443.E1

65

Objection due to being in an AONB and a flood plain. Danger to road
users and damage to retail outlets in Sidmouth.

Faulkner, Mr
Allan

6444.E1

65

Objection due to being in a flood plain and an AONB. Danger to road
users and damage to trade in Sidmouth.

Deegan, Mr Philip

6498.E4

65

Proposed changes now include not just 'a new employment site but
sites'. Unnecessary to turn AONB into employment land. Object to
'Regency Grandeur' being changed to 'Historic character'.
Objection to retail use for 12 acre industrial site at Sidford due to AONB
site, also on flood plain subsequent traffic chaos at Sidford and
detrimental effect on town centre shops.

Agent - If Used

Ashby, Penelope
A

6499.E1

65

White, Mrs L J

6502.E2

65

Swindell, Mrs J

6532.E1

65

Swindell, Mrs J

6532.E2

65

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)
Contradicts policy as council proposes to demolish fine old Victorian
Building. Object to new employment sites outside BUAB & within AONB.
Appears to contradict propsoal to build on our Heritage Park & demolish
fine old Victorian building. Object to any employment sites outside BUAB
and in AONB.

ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

Change from Regency to Historic seems acceptable although the plan to
demolish fine old Victorian building seems to be a contradiction. Object
to employment site outiside BUAB and in AONB.
Suuport change to 'historic character' as Sidmouth amounts to more
than buildings from Regency period and in definition includes many eras
and build environment which have the potential to become important.
Do not support inclusion of text 'a new employment site' as site not yet
identified and on AONB.

Crackston, Helen

6934.E3

65

Oppose proposal to build in Sidford as this would increase traffic and is
in AONB.

Clayton, Mr and
Mrs R

6936.E3

65

Opposed to employment site at Sidford as will cause traffic congestion,
on a flood plain & in AONB.
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Site No

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

Rele
vant?
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Representor
Name
Sidmouth Town
Council
Crick, Mr Robert

Agent - If Used

Repn No

Chge
No

67.E2

66

217.E2

66

Sidmouth
Chamber of
Commerce

29.E6

67

Sidmouth Town
Council

67.E3

67

Crick, Mr Robert

217.E3

67

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)
The Change from Southern to Northern be noted and agreed.
The Vision for Sidmouth met no serious opposition initially and the minor
corrections are welcome, particularly the commitment to improving
existing employment sites.
Objection that Sidford emp allocation is far too great and wholly
unsuitable. Need is not demonstrated and town centre impacts & other
not assessed/acceptable. No retail uses should be allowed. The plan
should provide for a Park and Ride.
Objections to creation of employment site at Sidford and that wording
changes resisting retail uses are insufficient and lack certainty. The
town Council would prefer existing site at Alexandria Industrial Estate
extended.
Proposals for 5 hectare employment land provision at Sidford seems
wilfully perverse in view of the evidence produced. Deletion of “park and
ride” provision seems unjustified.
Objection to site allocation and changes not being adequate in respect of
concerns over flooding, poor transport access/highway issues, AONB
impacts and preservation of historic High Street in Sidbury.

Golding, Mr Brian

600.E1

67

Futures Forum Of
The Vision Group
For Sidmouth

720.E1

67

Futures Forum Of
The Vision Group
For Sidmouth

720.E2

67

Bea, Ms Angela

1099.E1

67

Bea, Ms Angela

1099.E2

67

Change wording to say employment land at Sidford is 'not' suitable or
sustainable...

Temple, Mr & Mrs
Michael and Beryl

1356.E4

67

Object to ancillary retail use for proposed employment site as in
AONB/flood plain & green wedge and exacerbate traffic problems.
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Site No

Concern is raised that there is tendency for A1/A2 land-use to be
granted in East Devon over time, following B1/B2 approvals. This is
opposed and it is considered that the policy should explicitly exclude any
retail provision.
Objection is raised to the Sidford allocation on the basis of flooding
concerns and it is considered that policy should be re-written to only
allow devt as a remote contingency following the 5 year review and only
if exceptional need is shown.
Object to industrial development at Sidford because of strong possibility
of flooding, extreme traffic congestion, loss of agricultural land for food
growing, unsightly views of industrial/commercial development and
adverse tourism impacts.

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

Rele
vant?
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Representor
Name

Agent - If Used

Rosenberg, Mr
Heinrich

Repn No

1711.E2

Chge
No

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)

67

Objection to development at Sidford on basis of flooding concerns, poor
transport/highway access and traffic impacts in Sidbury. Also impacts of
retail development on Sidmouth town centre.
Objection to the provision of a new employment site at Sidford on the
grounds of traffic congestion and impacts on the AONB and concern that
not enough attention is attached to improving Alexandria Road Industrial
estate.
Objection to vision statement relating to new employment site.
Alternative employment sites within the town not been fully exploited.
Alexandria Road Industrial estate could be an alternative if its access is
improved.

Rosenberg, Mrs P

1763.E4

67

Green, Mrs
Jacqueline

1803.E1

67

Green, Mrs
Jacqueline

1803.E2

67

Any clause allowing 'ancillary retail' is to be avoided as this is difficult to
monitor. Sidmouth has a stable workforce, the Sidford site is likely not to
provide sustainable employment for a future workforce.

1967.E1

67

Objection that changes are now too restrictive in respect to supporting
and promoting development of important employment site and
amendments should make for more flexibility to bring the site forward
and evidence submitted to show market demand.

2062.E3

67

The proposed low housing provision for Sidmouth is unjustified and
inflexible and needlessly prevents further housing developments
required to achieve the delivery of identified infrastructure requirements.

Fords of
Sidmouth

Persimmon
Homes (SW) Ltd

Context Logic Ltd (J
Marchant, Sidmouth):
Joseph Marchant
Director
WYG Planning &
Design (R Upton,
Wellington): Robin
Upton Associate

Labrum, Mr John

3036.E1

67

Labrum, Mr John

3036.E2

67

McCarthy, Mr
John

3219.E2

67

Cotton, Mr Les

3285.E5

67
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Objection to the reference in Change 67 as this is seen as now allowing
for retail uses at the proposed Sidford employment sites and that policy
does not effectively limit the amount of retail activity that would be
acceptable.
Objection to lack of clarity in plan wording and policy over the amount of
retail development that would be allowed at the Sidford site with crossreference made to supporting evidence reports which are seen as
providing contradictory information.
Permitting ancillary retail will compound and amplify the fundamental
defects with the Sidmouth site. It will further damage the local economy
and destroy jobs across East Devon. Especially, it will damage Sidmouth
Town centre and further degrade the AONB
Strongly oppose on grounds of AONB, Flooding issues, traffic
congestion and damage to town shops.

Site No
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
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Representor
Name

Agent - If Used

Repn No

Chge
No

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)

Harbour, Mrs
Julia

3449.E5

67

Object due to being in an AONB, flood plain and green wedge, would
exacerbate road problems and damage the Economy in Sidmouth. And
also objects to any ancillary use.

Northover, Mr
Keith

3496.E2

67

Objection to inclusion of any reference to retail use on a proposed
employment site i.e. Sidford because of effect on Traders in Sidmouth
and would further exacerbate the traffic problem.

Green, Mr David

3518.E3

67

Object to Siford proposed industrial site as unsuitable for retail use and
extra strain on village with inevitable traffic congestion.

Warren, Mrs E J

3534.E2

67

Suggest change of wording and that no retail use should be allowed.

Day, Mr & Mrs
Robert and
Margaret

3535.E2

67

Objection to any ancillary retail on the Sidford AONB that would risk
further damage to Sidmouth’s economy. Area is a flood risk and illequipped in terms of road infrastructure.

Sangster, Marion

3546.E1

67

Objection to any ancillary retail on the Sidford site that would risk further
damage to Sidmouth’s economy & decline of its high street.

Maxwell Scott, Mr
Ian

3563.E1

67

Objection to potential for any retail development on the allocation site at
Sidford as it would worsen traffic impacts and adversely impact on the
town centre of Sidmouth.

Longstaff, Mrs
Carol

3576.E3

67

Objection to the allocation of Sidford site on basis of flooding concerns,
impacts on AONB, traffic impacts, unknown history behind allocation and
concerns over 'greedy landowners'. Existing sites, inc Alexandria Rd,
should be used first.

Dent, Mr K R

3603.E1

67

Objection to policy reference/provision of retail use at Sidford
employment allocation. If allocation is allowed then no retail use should
be allowed as it would become an out of town shopping centre.

67

Objection potential for any retail development at the Sidford allocation
site. Retail provision would impact on Sidmouth town centre, lead to
extra congestion and destroy character of Sidbury stopping it from being
a distinct separate community.

Rayson, Mr John
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3605.E2

Site No
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
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Representor
Name
Atkinson, Mr
Peter

Curwen, Mr Barry

Agent - If Used

Repn No

3610.E4

3632.E2

Chge
No

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)

Site No

67

Under proposed change No. 67, the additional traffic that retail would
involve would make road congestion much worse. Do you want to make
it even more difficult for local business?

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

67

Change text to read that an out of town employment site will only be
considered if existing sites in the town not feasible. Any retail use would
be have a significant detrimental impact on current business in the town
centre.
Objection to any ancillary retail on the Sidford AONB that would risk
further damage to Sidmouth’s economy. Area is a flood risk and illequipped in terms of road infrastructure. Superstore would seriously
damage town centre trade.
Objection that the Sidford employment allocation is not needed and
concern that policy changes introduce provision for retail uses and would
also threaten thriving retail outlets in town, risking to remove as many
jobs as it purports to create.

Temple, Mr
Michael

3647.E5

67

Fuller, Mr Robin

3692.E2

67

Green, Mr
Anthony

3695.E2

67

Object to construction of a business park in the AONB in Sidford and any
suggestion the retail activity be allowed there. This would be detrimental
to the vibrancy of Sidmouth's town centre shops.

Homent, Mr
Neville M

3715.E2

67

Amendments proposed that would set out that development of the
Sidford allocation site would be a remote contingency after plan review
highlighting site location in AONB and poor road infrastructure and
demonstration of exceptional need.

Warren, Mr John

3732.E2

67

Sidford site totally unsuitable for any development be it industrial or
retail. It is in a flood plain, has small access roads and in AONB.

Natural England

3743.E14

67

In our view the assessment has not been comprehensive and as such
we do not agree with its conclusions regarding the environmental impact
of developing in this area.

67

Respondent wishes to see deletion of the references to allocation of
employment land at Sidford on grounds of limited public consultation,
flooding concerns and traffic impacts.

67

Change number 67:The addition of ancillary retail use for the proposed
12-acre industrial park on an AONB/flood plain/green wedge between
Sidford & Sidbury will exacerbate traffic problems and damage the town
trade.

Cooper, Mr
Graham

Bramley, Mr
David
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3747.E3

3748.E2

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
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Agent - If Used

Repn No

Chge
No

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)

Cotton, Mrs E

3775.E4

67

Sidford site unsuitable for employment site as in flood zone & AONB,
outside town BUAB and will cause traffic congestion.

Till, Mr Roger H

4004.E1

67

Respondent considers that too much housing is provided for in Sidmouth
and there is not the need for such housing and that there is no evidence
of need and indications that the market is currently saturated.

67

No business case created for this proposed employment site which is in
AONB and on a flood plain. There should be no element of retail
allowed.

Whitfield, Mr
Peter

6048.E1

The change to permit some retail use for the 12 acre employment site
(which is in an area of outstanding natural beauty and on a flood plain)
would seriously damage Sidford's shop trade and Sidmouth's town
centre economy.
The change to permit some retail use for the 12 acre employment site
(which is in an area of outstanding natural beauty and on a flood plain)
would seriously damage Sidford's shop trade and Sidmouth's town
centre economy.
Objection to Industrial Park at Sidford. Proposal is out of context with the
size of the village and its way of life. The site is in an area of
outstanding natural beauty, it is prone to flooding, unacceptable in traffic
terms and against public wishes.

Hills, Joyce

6072.E1

67

Hills, Mr Roy

6073.E1

67

Britten, Mr John

6074.E2

67

Jonas, Mr G D

6114.E2

67

Objection to allocation of land at Sidford for employment use on
groaunds of highway impacts at Sidford crossroads and congestion on
roads.

6184.E5

67

Objection to the reference to 'ancillary retail' in wording which it is
considered will exacerbate traffic problems, increase the flood risk to the
residents of both Sidford and Sidbury, due to increased runoff, and
damage the retail trade in Sidmouth.

6197.E1

67

There is no definition of ancillary in planning guidance or the Plan which
can support the use of this term. There is no justification for the inclusion
of retail space on employment sites in Sidmouth

6221.E4

67

Objection to any ancillary retail on the Sidford AONB that would risk
further damage to Sidmouth’s economy. Area is a flood risk and illequipped in terms of road infrastructure.

Rixson, Mr and
Mrs Bob and
Marianne

Waitrose Ltd

Latham, Mr Martin
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Barton Willmore LLP
(M Harris London): Mr
Mark Harris Director

Site No
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041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
X
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
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Employment Allocation
Site
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and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
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Employment Allocation
Site
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Agent - If Used

Repn No

Chge
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Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)

Latham, Gay

6222.E4

67

Objection to any ancillary retail on the Sidford AONB that would risk
further damage to Sidmouth’s economy. Area is a flood risk and illequipped in terms of road infrastructure.

Brookes, Mr Peter

6235.E1

67

No retail use should be allowed at the Sidford site.

Brookes,
Rosamond

6236.E1

67

No retail use should be allowed at the Sidford site.

Ranger, Miss Val

6243.E7

67

Wording change will allow for an undesirable industrial estate with retail
units on a flood plan outside of the town. This breaks all requirements
not to build in an AONB without exceptional reason etc. There is no
proven requirement for this allocation.

Voss, Sarah

6247.E2

67

Sidford allocation should be considered a remote contingency and no
retail use should be allowed

Rugg-Gunn, Mr
Andrew

6254.E2

67

Suggests change of wording under 2. Jobs, to say that the Sidford
allocation should only be considered after 5 year land review if
exceptional need could be demonstrated.

Rugg-Gunn,
Diane

6255.E2

67

Suggests change of wording under 2. Jobs, to say that the Sidford
allocation should only be considered after 5 year land review if
exceptional need could be demonstrated.

Sidebotham, Mr
Peter

6265.E4

67

Objection to any ancillary retail on the Sidford AONB that would risk
further damage to Sidmouth’s economy. Area is a flood risk and illequipped in terms of road infrastructure.

Fuller, Mrs Di

6298.E2

67

Suggests change of wording under 2. Jobs, to say that the Sidford
allocation should only be considered after 5 year land review if
exceptional need could be demonstrated.

Long, R H

6352.E2

67

Objection to proposed allocation of land at Sidford/Sidbury for
employment provision, road access is poor and another location needs
to be found. Existing employment sites should be fully utalised.
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Site No
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

Darrant, Mr Alan

6356.E2

67

Respondent opposes devt of the Sidford site and considers Strategy 26
should place significant constraints, noting past planning history, on any
possible longer term devt - noting poor roads and AONB.

Green, Mrs J A

6360.E2

67

Sidford area has very poor road access, no development should go
ahead. Any retail would be to the detriment to the town's shopping
centre.

Nicholson, Mr G
W

6361.E4

67

The proposed amendment to Strategy 26 in the Local Plan to include the
words “with any retail ancillary to the primary use of each unit” is
unacceptable.

Twibell, Dr Jean

6365.E2

67

Change to 'retail use' is contrary to sustainability of Sidmouth. Out of
town trading will cause town centre trading to be affected.

Twibell, Dr John

6366.E2

67

Change to include 'retail use' will cause town centre trading to be
affected as well as exacerbate traffic problems in Sidford.

Deegan, Frances

6370.E4

67

Proposal that even restricted retail ancillary use would still increase
traffic, spoil AONB and have a negative impact on the town's retail
sector.

6397.E2

67

Objection raised to potential for any retail use at the Sidford emp site
and wording is insufficiently precise and introduces uncertainty. Overall
considered site unsuitable for devt and should be subject to more
rigorous sustainability appraisal.

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

6397.E3

67

Objection that text refers to 'park and change' but at para 14 to 'park and
ride'. No land for use is allocated in the plan but amended allocations at
Knowle site the Knowle site could allow for continued weekend use.

ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle

67

Object to ancillary retail use for proposed employment site as in
AONB/fllod plain & green wedge and exacerbate traffic problems.

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

Save our
Sidmouth (SOS 1)

Save our
Sidmouth (SOS 1)

Harbour, Mr Colin
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Planning &
Environmental
Consultancy (C
Hopkins Axminster):
Charlie Hopkins
Principal
Planning &
Environmental
Consultancy (C
Hopkins Axminster):
Charlie Hopkins
Principal

6402.E1
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Officer Summary of Representation
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Hollingshead, Mr
and Mrs R and A

6404.E4

67

Object to any ancillary retail use on this site in AONB, on a flood plain
and in green wedge.

Argyle, Mr and
Mrs A & V

6421.E4

67

Sidford site unsuitable for employment site as outside town BUAB and
will cause traffic congestion.

Faulkner, Mrs
Janice

6443.E2

67

Objects due to being in an AONB and on a flood plain. Danger to road
users and damage to retail outlets in Sidmouth.

Faulkner, Mr
Allan

6444.E2

67

Objection due to being on a flood plain and in an AONB. Effect on road
users and retail outlets in Sidmouth.

Deegan, Mr Philip

6498.E5

67

Proposal that even restricted retail ancillary use would still increase
traffic, spoil AONB and have a negative impact on the town's retail
sector.

White, Mrs L J

6502.E3

67

Objection to any ancillary retail on the Sidford AONB that would risk
further damage to Sidmouth’s economy. Area is a flood risk and illequipped in terms of road infrastructure.

Swindell, Mrs J

6532.E3

67

Palmer, Mr & Mrs
CR&PJ

6882.E1

67

Cameron-Webb,
Gill

6919.E2

Addis, Mr David
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6920.E1

Sidford site unsuitable for employment site as in flood zone, green
wedge & AONB and will cause traffic congestion. No requirement to
develop retail units gven number of shops already empty within the town
boundary.
No evidence that significant commercial floorspace is required in
Sidmouth.

67

Objection to proposal to allocated land for employment uses at Sidford
noting traffic impacts, flood plain, AONB location, impacts on Sidford
adverse local economic and retail impacts.

67

Support is given for plan changes and for allocation of employment land
at Sidford. Example given of providing scope for small business, e.g. a
cabinet maker or blacksmith, to find premises to operate from and
showcase wares.
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Addis, Mr David

6920.E2

67

Allen, Cllr Mike

6922.E9

67

Allen, Cllr Mike

6922.E24

67

Winchester,
Louise

6930.E2

67

Believe this industrial/retail site would have an adverse impact on
Sidmouth.

Robins, Daphne

6931.E2

67

Opposed to employment site at Sidford as will cause traffic congestion &
in AONB.

Savage, Mr John

6932.E2

67

Opposed to employment site at Sidford as will cause traffic congestion &
in AONB. Proposal that retail use have a negative impact on the town's
retail sector.

Crouch, Mr and
Mrs Richard and
Claire

6933.E1

67

No retail use should be allowed at Sidford site.

Crackston, Helen

6934.E4

67

Oppose proposal to build in Sidford as this would increase traffic and is
in AONB.

Clayton, Mr and
Mrs R

6936.E4

67

Opposed to employment site at Sidford as will cause traffic congestion,
on a flood plain & in AONB.

67

Objection to any ancillary retail on the Sidford AONB that would risk
further damage to Sidmouth’s economy. Area is a flood risk and illequipped in terms of road infrastructure. Superstore in Alexandria Road
would damage town centre trade.

Dalton, l P
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Agent - If Used

6937.E2

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)
Objection that the plan fails to allocate a site for a park and ride to serve
Sidmouth and suggestion that land owned by Persimmon at Woolbrook
would be appropriate for this.
Obj Sidford emp allocation– site in AONB, flooding and traffic impacts,
public opposition, lack of reqt, site is outside devt boundary & proper
consultation was not undertaken, high grade land loss, contrary to town
council plans & adverse retail impacts.
Objection to the change to Sidmouth Built-up Area Boundary to include
Sidford Employment Allocation on the grounds that this change has not
been consulted upon with the Sidmouth Town Council nor Parish
Councils involved nor with the General public.

Site No
C098 C098 - Land at
Higher Woolbrook,
Sidmouth
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
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Crick, Mr Robert

Repn No

Chge
No

217.E4

68

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)
An apostrophe is needed after “communities” – “supporting communities’
social well being” or “supporting the community’s social well being.
Change will allow EDDC to build an Industrial estate at Sidford. Plans
will draw employment from the centre of Sidmouth and give advantage
only to those applying for planning permission. The effect on the local
area will be devastating.
Insert second sentence “ However, it is recognised that some
settlements have no access to public transport and this is a factor which
must condition both the extent and the siting of future development. “
Broadly support Strategy 27 but consider that any number of dwellings
(not just 5 or more) should contribute to allowance for village housing
provision and that period for counting should conclude at plan end date,
not end of 2013.
Change to Strategy 27 indicates that housing proposals obtaining
permission between 1 March 2012 to end of 2013 on sites of 5 dwellings
or more will count against allocations. This is inconsistent with new text
to C2(f) which allows Parishes to decide.
Support principal that countryside settings of small towns need to be
conserved however this is imcompatible with the development of a
business park in AONB.
Advise wording should say - “In accordance with the Strategy of the
Plan, the following aspirational numbers of new homes will be assigned
to small towns and villages.

Site No

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

Ranger, Miss Val

6243.E8

68

Chardstock
Parish Council

165.E2

70

West Hill
Residents
Association

1545.E6

70

Burden, Mr P R

3127.E4

70

Green, Mr
Anthony

3695.E3

70

Natural England

3743.E15

70

6923.E4

70

Objection that Strategy 27 does not provide for sufficient housing and
flexibility for additional housing in villages. A result will be suitable and
available sites in sustainable locations not being developed.

70

Respondent highlights concerns over policy being over restrictive of
development in villages by referring to Acland Park in Feniton and
stressing its suitability in sustainability terms for new housing
development.

C316 C316 - Feniton
Acland Park site

71

This wording has again been changed, adding in the word Major, to
ensure EDDC get planning permission for the development at Sidford
against the wishes of local people.

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

73

The changing of the wording here which is emotive with regard to young
people and the disadvantaged and thus becomes a catchall to allow any
building to take place which EDDC favours on the grounds that it is for
young and disadvantaged people.

Feniton Park Ltd

Feniton Park Ltd

Ranger, Miss Val

Ranger, Miss Val
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Atkins Ltd (A Jones,
Bristol): Andrew
Jones Principal
Planner
Atkins Ltd (A Jones,
Bristol): Andrew
Jones Principal
Planner

6923.E5

6243.E9

6243.E10
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Allen, Cllr Mike
Devonshire
Homes Ltd

Heynes Planning (E
Heynes, Launceston):
Ed Heynes

West Hill
Residents
Association
East Devon New
Community
partners (EDNCp)
South West HARP
Planning
Consortium

David Lock
Associates Ltd (N
Freer, Milton Keynes):
Nick Freer Partner
Tetlow King Planning
(F Tozer, Bristol):
Felicity Tozer Planner

Strategic Land
Partnerships
Persimmon
Homes (South
West) Limited

Boyer Planning
Limited (E Jones,
Cardiff): Elliot Jones

Welbeck Strategic
Land

Heynes Planning (E
Heynes, Launceston):

Allen, Cllr Mike

Repn No

Chge
No

6922.E14

73

939.E5

74

1545.E7

74

Support change to plan and highlight that it will give appropriate
flexibility.

3209.E4

74

Objection raised that policy change should not require employment
provision in tandem with/on housing sites as part of a development and
objection to new obligation for live work units to be delivered on
proposals of between 50 and 199 dwellings.

6294.E4

74

We support the change to the criteria indicating that only large scale
major development proposals will be subject to this policy.

6299.E18

74

It is, bluntly, ludicrous to suggest that any parts or phases of any large
scale major development will need to be accompanied by employment
provision, even if one was to accept the unjustified blanket approach to
the jobs per homes policy.

6326.E5

74

Persimmon Homes are concerned with the overall amount of
employment land at Axminster.

6774.E5

74

6922.E15

74

Devonshire
Homes Ltd

Heynes Planning (E
Heynes, Launceston):
Ed Heynes

939.E6

75

Welbeck Strategic
Land

Heynes Planning (E
Heynes, Launceston):

6774.E6

75

245.E7

76

Devon County
Council
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Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)
Support with caveat- should include a reference to wishing to attract
higher wage businesses
Objection that the plan does not set out how employment provision will
be provided alongside new housing. It is not seen as a credible reqt and
it lacks justification and should not prejudice/dis-favour residential
led/only development proposals.

Objection that the plan does not set out how employment provision will
be provided alongside new housing. It is not seen as a credible reqt and
it lacks justification and should not prejudice/dis-favour residential
led/only development proposals.
Employment requirement (1 home, 1 job) should be retained in villages,
so requirement should be reinstated
Objection that the off-site affordable housing calculator should be
available as appendix to the plan and made available for scrutiny prior to
plan adoption.
Objection that the off-site affordable housing calculator should be
available as appendix to the plan and made available for scrutiny prior to
plan adoption.
The policy wording regarding the 25% affordable housing target does not
specify that this should be achieved ‘where viable’. This wording may
help to provide additional flexibility and would reflect the NPPF
paragraph 173.

Site No

Rele
vant?
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Representor
Name
Devonshire
Homes Ltd

Persimmon
Homes (SW) Ltd
Wainhomes
(South West)
Holdings Limited
Millwood Homes
(Devon) Ltd
South West HARP
Planning
Consortium

Agent - If Used

Repn No

Chge
No

Heynes Planning (E
Heynes, Launceston):
Ed Heynes

939.E7

76

2062.E4

76

3207.E1

76

6272.E3

76

6294.E5

76

WYG Planning &
Design (R Upton,
Wellington): Robin
Upton Associate
Emery Planning
Partnership (S Harris,
Mac'field):
WYG Planning &
Design (R Upton,
Wellington): Mr Robin
Upton Associate
Tetlow King Planning
(F Tozer, Bristol):
Felicity Tozer Planner

Strategic Land
Partnerships

6299.E19

76

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)
Whilst change providing flexibility in depressed markets is welcomed the
text should also recognise other factors that could inform a differing
affordable housing mix or provision such as responding to a specific
local need.
The proposed 50% affordable housing requirement is grossly unviable
and as such is not based on a realistic evidence base.
This relates to affordable housing which requires 50% affordable
housing in the areas outside those listed in the first part of the policy.
This does not address our objection to that overall percentage.
Without the deletion of this text the policy would effectively become an
'exceptions' policy requiring as much affordable housing to be provided
as viable cross funded by open market dwellings. There is an acute
shortage of open market homes in E Devon.
We support the amendment to this policy however our previous
concerns on the affordable housing targets still apply.
Given the vast amounts of public subsidy injected into the major
strategic west end development sites they should accommodate more
than 25% affordable housing. 50% affordable housing target for areas
outside of the areas listed is not viable.
Persimmon Homes supports the deletion of ‘unless viability evidence
shows that a higher percentage is achievable’ in relation to the provision
of 25% affordable housing on residential development schemes in
Axminster.
Whilst change providing flexibility in depressed markets is welcomed the
text should also recognise other factors that could inform a differing
affordable housing mix or provision such as responding to a specific
local need.

Persimmon
Homes (South
West) Limited

Boyer Planning
Limited (E Jones,
Cardiff): Elliot Jones

6326.E6

76

Welbeck Strategic
Land

Heynes Planning (E
Heynes, Launceston):

6774.E7

76

East Devon
AONB
Partnership

3472.E3

77

Need to evidence housing and business allocations in the AONBs using
a robust landscape character led assessment model.

Crear, Mr Michael

423.E5

78

Concern expressed that Built-up Area Boundaries are becoming
meaningless/should be adhered to through lifetime of plan and therefore
change is not appropriate. Boundary at Budleigh Salteron and elsewhere
should exclude the World Heritage Site and SSSIs.
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Harding, Mr John

1532.E5

78

Thurgood, Mr
Martin

3181.E4

78

Natural England

3743.E16

78

6219.E3

78

6294.E6

78

6272.E4

79

6294.E7

79

Devon Senior
Voice
South West HARP
Planning
Consortium

Agent - If Used

South West HARP
Planning
Consortium

Tetlow King Planning
(F Tozer, Bristol):
Felicity Tozer Planner
WYG Planning &
Design (R Upton,
Wellington): Mr Robin
Upton Associate
Tetlow King Planning
(F Tozer, Bristol):
Felicity Tozer Planner

Persimmon
Homes (South
West) Limited

Boyer Planning
Limited (E Jones,
Cardiff): Elliot Jones

Millwood Homes
(Devon) Ltd

6326.E7

79

Bradleys E A

6929.E1

79

Chardstock
Parish Council

165.E3

80

The Theatres
Trust

204.E1

81
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Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)
Proposal will effectively permit developments of any size in the open
countryside: once the first 15 dwellings are granted permission, there is
nothing to stop a further application for another 15 and so on without
limitation.
This proposal will effectively permit developments of any size in the open
countryside: once the first 15 dwellings are granted permission, there is
nothing to stop a further application for another 15 and so on without
limitation.
this addition to the policy is unnecessary and misleading. Bullet 2 makes
it clear that the policy applies to developments “within or physically
close/well related to a village/the existing built form” and not just outside
BUABs.
Support is provided for clarification that policy applies to sites outside of
Built-up Area Boundaries.
Amendments merely provide clarity in wording and do not address
concerns about arbitrary nature of the maximum delivery of 15 dwellings
and the maximum market housing percentage of 34%.
The term "small scale major" residential scheme is not recognised and
gives no clarity to the application of the policy. We question whether the
viability of achieving Life Time Homes has been assessed in terms of
viability.
The proposed amendments do not address our previous concerns
expressed in our representation dated 14th January 2013.
Persimmon Homes are concerned that the wording of the ‘new’ policy
requires clarification - the term ‘small scale major residential
development’ is unclear. Not clear when sites move beyond small scale
major.
Objection raised to the fact that change does not recognise the large
elderly population and the need/demand for housing for the elderly
specifically for bungalows and policy provision should be more flexible to
accommodate this sector.
Objection that text should be amended to read - ...in partnership with
other Devon Authorities and working closely with the local communities
affected, and intend to produce ….
Support including a description of term ‘community facilities’ in para on
pg 110. This term appears many times throughout the document and in
many policies. We suggest therefore for clarity a description is also
added to Appendix B, glossary of terms.

Site No

Rele
vant?
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Honiton Town
Council

6741.E10

84

Honiton Town
Council

6741.E11

84

365.E1

86

3743.E17

86

6272.E5

86

521.E4

87

165.E4

88

Natural England

3743.E18

88

CPRE (East
Devon)

6921.E5

88

Allen, Cllr Mike
Environment
Agency
Natural England

6922.E16

91

3712.E7

92

3743.E19

94

Allen, Cllr Mike

6922.E17

97

Sport England
South West

164.E1

98

Agent - If Used

RSPB South West
Regional Office
Natural England
Millwood Homes
(Devon) Ltd
National Trust Devon and
Cornwall
Regional Office
Chardstock
Parish Council
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WYG Planning &
Design (R Upton,
Wellington): Mr Robin
Upton Associate

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)
Honiton Town Council welcomes this clarification of the site as a
strategic allocation. Honiton Town Council queries where the money will
come from to fund the improvements.
With regard to proposed development west of Hayne Lane there is a
lack of clarity as to where additional school places will be provided
(either in Honiton or in Ottery St Mary) and what impact this will have on
the schools.
In not articulating an expected minimum level of provision, there is a real
risk that a much lower level of provision than is desirable will be
achieved, and a major opportunity for low cost, easily delivered
ecological enhancement will have been lost.
Support
Sustainable design and construction is supported in principle but linkage
to the Code for Sustainable Homes is questioned. Housing industries
preference is for linkage to enhanced building regulations requirements
and code may be abolished..
The Nat Trust advise they support the change but also say para 17.17
should refer to national guidance for renewables which gives guidance
on identify suitable areas for renewables.
Comment on the final sentence . How would this be enforced and what
penalties would be payable if these conditions were not met ?
Support change – particularly requirement to restore greenfield sites
once energy production ceases.
The plan should differentiate between small scale/domestic projects &
large-scale commercial projects which should be required to
demonstrate the capability for despatchable power & for specific carbon
reduction. Eqpt should be removed after scheme ends.
Green networks are a MUST for green tourism and quality of life
For change 92 we suggest re-wording to ensure wider consideration of
partnership contribution.
Support
National standards should apply with the minimums as recommended.
Altered approach wasn't properly consulted as study wasn't available at
that time.
Sport England would question the need for local quantity of supply only
standards in a CIL environment…the focus should be on identifying
current future needs and specific projects for investment.

Site No
E321 E321 - Ottery
Moor Lane allocation
site
042 042 - West of
Hayne Lane allocation
site
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

217.E5

98

3209.E5

98

Honiton Town
Council

6741.E12

98

Allen, Cllr Mike

6922.E18

98

Honiton Town
Council

6741.E13

100

Crear, Mr Michael

423.E6

101

National Trust Devon and
Cornwall
Regional Office

521.E5

101

Environment
Agency

3712.E12

101

Natural England

3743.E20

101

CPRE (East
Devon)

6921.E6

101

137.E1

103

Agent - If Used

Crick, Mr Robert
East Devon New
Community
partners (EDNCp)

Dart Properties
Ltd
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David Lock
Associates Ltd (N
Freer, Milton Keynes):
Nick Freer Partner

Savills (R Shaw
Wimborne): Richard
Shaw Director

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)
Open Space Provision is one example among many of the welcome
introduction of a balanced and sensitive approach in the amended local
plan.
Change 98 is not consistent with the basis for change offered for it. The
proposed change additionally adds that any provision above standards
does not mean that there is an oversupply. This is an unnecessary
addition, and introduces an ambiguity.
Honiton Town Council is of the view that future funding/resources should
be prioritised into areas such as Honiton which is undersupplied with
regard to open spaces.
National standards should apply with the minimums as recommended.
Altered approach wasn't properly consulted as study wasn't available at
that time.
Honiton has been identified as short of open space. The Town Council
queries how Parish specific needs assessment will affect potential
development identified under Strategy 23 which will impact on Honiton’s
infrastructure but is not within the parish?
Change 101, "Discourage inappropriate development in undeveloped
coastal areas". The change is to add "inappropriate". The change
weakens the statement and makes it subjective, who decides what is
inappropriate?
Whilst supporting Strategy 44 the Trust consider it does not consider
supporting text aligns with national or strategic policy and considers that
as worded it could encourage harmful devt.
Advise is provided that Environment Agency confirm that they are happy
with the proposed changes from a flood and coastal risk perspective (in
particular changes 101-106 and 144-145).
Support change – particularly welcome shift in emphasis from coast
protection to change management and inclusion of reference to coastal
strategies
For Ch 101 & 103 - proposed that Strategy 44 has a total redraft with the
removal of “and estuaries.” Proposed area needs to be defined on a
map for certainty. This reflects concerns over food security and
environmental protection, flooding & erosion.
We consider the boundary of the CPA should be further revised to
exclude additional land and maintain our objection to the wider CPA
designation.

Site No

Rele
vant?

X
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Representor
Name
Lympstone Local
Land Owners and
Employers
Association

Repn No

Chge
No

6242.E1

103

Labrum, Mr John

3036.E4

106

Natural England

3743.E21

106

Natural England

3743.E22

107

Natural England

3743.E23

108

6207.E1

108

Ranger, Miss Val

6243.E11

108

Honiton Town
Council

6741.E14

108

Country Land and
Business
Association

6822.E2

108

6918.E2

108

Supports change/inclusion of word "reasonably" in wording.

6922.E19

108

Environment
Agency

3712.E8

109

Natural England

3743.E24

109

This approach is essential
Change 34 rewording is recommended to more precisely set out the
assessment that is appropriate on Natura 2000 sites noting Natural
England standing advise on species including under European law. East
Devon biodiversity plan should be referred to.
Relevant information to include but this is the wrong place for it.

Pinhay Estate

Anthony, Mrs
Judith
Allen, Cllr Mike
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Agent - If Used

Savills (T Hoskinson
Wimborne): Mr Tim
Hoskinson

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)
Objection that the Coastal Preservation Area should not cover land on
the southern side of Lympstone as it will effect livelihood of people and
value of their property and designation bears no relationship with present
coastal preservation strip.
Action is needed to protect cliffs at Pennington Point and cliffs at the
East side from an increasing rate of coastal erosion. The Local Plan
does not provide an effective strategy to deal with this issue.
Support changes – however recommend that policy title should be
amended to ‘Coastal Change Management’ rather than ‘Coastal Erosion’
in line with the strategy wording and the rewording in para 18.17.
Support
Support changes – but suggested addition to text: “...cannot reasonably
be accommodated elsewhere outside the AONB and will not result in a
significant impact on the special qualities of the AONB.”
It is unsound and contrary to the NPPF presumption in favour of
sustainable development to suggest that these needs should be met
outside the AONB.
This section concerns me as those heading up the AONB in the area are
also property developers. Chair of ANOB in this area is Clinton Devon
Estates, a local land owner and property developer. This thus gives
licence for them to build anywhere, any how.
Honiton Town Council is concerned at the lack of clarity and definition of
such terms as ‘reasonable’. The Town Council is of the view that what
may be ‘reasonable’ to a developer may not be ‘reasonable’ to the local
community.
Objects to proposal to prohibit development in the AONB if it can be
reasonably accommodated elsewhere will give an unfair disadvantage to
businesses located within the AONB and contradict the aims of East
Devon's management plan.

Site No

Rele
vant?
X
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Environment
Agency

3712.E9

110

Natural England

3743.E25

110

Natural England

3743.E26

111

Natural England

3743.E27

113

Natural England

3743.E28

114

365.E3

115

Environment
Agency

3712.E10

115

Natural England

3743.E29

115

RSPB South West
Regional Office

365.E4

116

Environment
Agency

3712.E1

116

Environment
Agency

3712.E11

116

Natural England

3743.E30

116

RSPB South West
Regional Office
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Agent - If Used

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)
For change 110 the Habitats Regulations (The Conservation (Natural
Habitats) Regulations 1994) have been superseded by The
Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 (as amended).
The text should be amended accordingly.
Put East Devon Heaths SPA and East Devon Pebblebed Heaths SAC
descriptions consecutively to avoid confusion.
“The NPPF advises on the promotion...” “...together with the use of
continued Local Plan policies...”
Natural England does not consider that sufficient site specific evidence
on current and predicted impacts from recreational and other uses on
the East Devon Heaths SPA/East Devon Pebblebed Heaths SAC has
yet been gathered.
Rather than listing areas and settlements where the Strategy will apply
to new development why not state that a ‘zone of influence’ will be
defined for each site.
the Strategy still does not impel the mitigation strategy's adoption and
implementation to an agreed timeframe, to avoid risk of adverse effect
on the integrity of the Pebblebed heaths and Exe Estuary
For change 115 the sentence ‘The habitat related works that we have
undertaken removes the need for individual development schemes to be
subject to separate Appropriate Assessments’ conflicts with the
proposed wording in Change 109.
We Object to the proposed additional text at the end of this section as it
is factually incorrect. The text implies that all application will no longer
need a ‘Habitat Regulations Assessment’ (HRA), which is not the case:
Remains uncertainty as to when the measures that are necessary to
avoid risk of adverse effect on the integrity of the Pebblebed heaths and
Exe Estuary protected sites will be in place.
Env Ag highlight concerns around potential for increase in pollution in
the River Axe as a consequence of devt in the catchment and highlight
need for management. They suggest a coordinated strategy approach to
ensure appropriate development can occur.
The first ref to ‘Disturbance Study’ would better read ‘the Exe
Disturbance Study, pub in Dec 2011’ with a footnote included. Also add
the phrase ‘Implementing the mitigation and recommendations of’ before
the words ‘The Disturbance study…...'
Natural England does not consider this proposed addition to the text to
be necessary as it introduces ambiguity into the sentence, implying that
the only impact which requires mitigation is ‘disturbance’, whether from
recreation or otherwise.

Site No

Rele
vant?

X
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

6299.E20

116

6916.E1

116

Honiton Town
Council

6741.E15

121

Allen, Cllr Mike

6922.E20

121

Ranger, Miss Val

6243.E12

122

Strategic Land
Partnerships

6299.E21

122

Devon County
Council

245.E8

124

Crear, Mr Michael

423.E7

125

Woodland Trust

526.E1

125

939.E8

125

3209.E6

125

3743.E31

125

Agent - If Used

Strategic Land
Partnerships
Clinton Devon
Estates

Devonshire
Homes Ltd
East Devon New
Community
partners (EDNCp)
Natural England
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Bell Cornwell LLP (I
John, Exeter): Mr I
John Associate

Heynes Planning (E
Heynes, Launceston):
Ed Heynes
David Lock
Associates Ltd (N
Freer, Milton Keynes):
Nick Freer Partner

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)
Amendments in relation to habitat regulations and potential adverse
impacts provide no information or evidence as to the timing of the
delivery of these mitigation measures, no evidence as to where they will
be, nor now the mitigation will work.
Suggest wording change to be able to accommodate new dwellings in
exceptional circumstances and where they involve conversion of existing
rural buildings.
Honiton Town Council welcomes the inclusion of conservation area
appraisals and conservation area management plans. But is concerned
that review has not occurred in Honiton and there have been two
controversial planning approvals.
Support with caveat- final sentence should not be deleted
Objection because will ensure EDDC can sell off current council property
at the Knowle at a great cost to the tax payer on the basis of a biased
set of data. It gives licence to EDDC to not properly and transparently
assess retro-fitting existing offices.
Infrastructure delivery needs to be addressed as an integral part of the
examination of the Plan (as does CIL). Draft IDP identifies some Priority
Infrastructure but no mechanisms are in place to ensure funding and
delivery.
The waste hierarchy is more accurately expressed as: · Prevention; ·
Preparing for reuse; · Recycling; · Other recovery; and · Disposal. It is
suggested that the text be amended to reflect this.
Change 132
There is a subjective element in the wording which allows the council to
do what it likes. How can one assess the gain of a building versus the
loss of ancient trees? Any loss should be very clearly demonstrated.
We support the suggested additional text as a positive step towards
absolute protection of ancient woodland in accordance with national
policy.
There should be reference to the fact that there may be circumstances
where there is a net loss of trees/hedgerows that can be acceptable and
that policy provision should apply under special circumstances.
The proposed change introduces a requirement which extends beyond
that of the NPPF in so far as the replacement of trees or hedgerows is
concerned. The requirement for no net loss of trees or hedgerows as
part of development proposals should be deleted.
Support

Site No

ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

4044.E5

125

6774.E8

125

Allen, Cllr Mike

6922.E21

125

Highfield, Mr Mike

6839.E1

126

Chardstock
Parish Council

165.E5

127

Crear, Mr Michael

423.E8

129

RSPB South West
Regional Office

365.E2

131

Pawson, Mrs Jan

1955.E1

131

Natural England

3743.E32

131

Exmouth
Residents and
Traders
Association

6249.E2

131

Would like a network of sustainable footpaths and cycleways at local,
trunk and national strategic levels.

132

“ an appropriate desk based assessment and , where necessary.....”
Remove the words “where necessary” . Field assessments should
always be carried out in the case of sites with heritage and
archaeological interest.

Agent - If Used

Brandon, Mr
Nicholas
Welbeck Strategic
Land

Chardstock
Parish Council
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Heynes Planning (E
Heynes, Launceston):

165.E6

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)
Amendment to text in Trees and Development Sites is opposed and
should be more restrictive stating that loss will not be allowed unless the
need for, and benefits of, the development in that location significantly
outweigh the loss
There should be reference to the fact that there may be circumstances
where there is a net loss of trees/hedgerows that can be acceptable and
that policy provision should apply under special circumstances.
Support with caveat- alter sentence on tree numbers to require a net
gain
If the adverse impacts of noise on development are not identified it may
make it more difficult to safeguard tranquil areas or prompt the
necessary consideration of noise impact from development beyond that
usually reserved for residential amenity needs.
By removing the original wording it is now not clear what the policy is
regarding the re-use of rural buildings for holiday accommodation. There
needs to be better clarification.
Objection that land of local amenity importance may not rule out its
development as local green space would. Also local green space can be
designated by neighbourhood plans, do we have that option with local
amenity land?
it is not yet clear how effective Exmouth's Valley Parks will be as
SANGS, and there is in our view a need to apply caution in the
assessment of their effectiveness as a mitigation measure.
Approves of Policy EN2 but suggests that the 'cycle network' should
feature in wording as should ‘Bapton Valley’ and ‘Withycombe Valley’
and the Valley Parks should be shown on the Proposals Map. National
Cycle Network should be listed in Exmouth assets.
Support the intention set out in changes to provide a SANGS strategy for
Exmouth but the LPA needs to provide more certainty and clarity around
how this will be delivered.

Site No

Rele
vant?

X

Valley Parks Exmouth
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Devon County
Council

245.E9

132

Exmouth
Residents and
Traders
Association

6249.E3

132

Crear, Mr Michael

423.E9

133

Crear, Mr Michael

423.E10

134

Crear, Mr Michael

423.E11

135

National Trust Devon and
Cornwall
Regional Office

521.E6

135

Chardstock
Parish Council

165.E7

136

Crear, Mr Michael

423.E12

136

Crear, Mr Michael

423.E13

137

Ranger, Miss Val

6243.E13

137

Crear, Mr Michael

423.E14

138
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Agent - If Used

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)
Change as drafted is not specific enough.Text in the policy should
ensure that any archaeological assessment or undertakings will satisfy
the requirements of the planning authority with regard to the protection of
heritage assets.
Change 132

Site No

Concerned about vagueness in the expression 'an appropriate desk
based assessment and where necessary a field assessment'. How can
the public have confidence that this will safeguard archaeological sites.
Change 133, the proposed deletion weakens the protection. I prefer to
add "and will" i.e. "will be considered against Policy EN9, and will only be
permitted if it preserves the special architectural or historic interest of the
building or its setting.
Change 134, proposed wording "states that substantial harm or total loss
of significance of a designated heritage" seems to allow harm to heritage
assets that isn't judged to be "substantial". I prefer new wording to omit
"substantial".
Objection to the permitting of harm to assets as long as the council don't
think it is significant or substantial, suggest removing the words
significant and substantial.
Comments on chngs 135, 136 & 138 (policies EN9-12) - It is questioned
if changes provide sufficient clear intent to protect & enhance historic
environment as part of a positive strategy. In particular reference should
be made to Killerton & setting study.
This suggests a policy in favour of development within conservation
areas if a developer can demonstrate an enhancement of that asset.
Would be useful to cite an example of where this has been successfully
carried out.
Change 136 - objection that the new wording weakens the protection,
propoded that we should retain the original wording.
I would like an element of localism brought into this. A building may not
be listed, but it may be of great local significance. For example, the old
coastguard lifeboat house at Budleigh. New wording encourages devt of
locally sensitive sites.
I object to the changes to the above statement, I believe this has been
added to ensure EDDC can knock down the Knowle buildings against
the wishes of a huge proportion of the local population.
Change 138, deleted text weakens the protection. I would like the
deleted text left in.

ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle

Rele
vant?
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)

Temple, Mr & Mrs
Michael and Beryl

1356.E5

138

Words 'and designated pleasure grounds' should be added after 'parks &
gardens' and Knowle Parks & Gardens should be added to the list.

Till, Mr Roger H

4004.E3

138

Respondent advises that I would like to see all currently designated
pleasure grounds (ie those pleasure grounds to which EDDC bye-laws
apply) to be specifically included in Policy EN12.

Woodward, Lorna

6119.E3

138

Objection to the exclusion of the Knowle gardens from policy EN12 Development Affecting Parks and Gardens of Special Historic Interest.

Chardstock
Parish Council

165.E8

139

Devon County
Council

245.E10

139

Devon County
Council

245.E11

140

Chardstock
Parish Council

165.E9

143

Sidmouth
Chamber of
Commerce

29.E7

148

Bea, Ms Angela

1099.E3

148

Temple, Mr & Mrs
Michael and Beryl

1356.E1

148

Temple, Mr & Mrs
Michael and Beryl

1356.E6

148

Rosenberg, Mr
Heinrich

1711.E1

148
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Agent - If Used

“Such applications would be determined by Devon County Council.....”
Insert “ in conjunction with the local Town/Parish Council affected “
It is not true that Devon County will determine all applications relating to
treatment of animal wastes. This is only applicable where a significant
proportion of the waste is brought to the site from different premises.
Clarification is suggested.
It is not true that Devon County will determine all applications relating to
treatment of animal wastes. This is only applicable where a significant
proportion of the waste is brought to the site from different premises.
Clarification is suggested.
Insert. “ Full and detailed plans of the system and its associated
drainage to be submitted with the initial planning application”
Objection that housing devt at the site should not be on the parkland
area (Zone C). Alterations by officers should be closely examined and
building should be on footprint. Existing car parks should be for park and
ride/walk.
Objection to wasting taxpayers money and demolition of functional
building at Knowle, front part could be used for flats and rear refurbished
for Council use. No building should be on the parkland. Sidmouth Town
Council view on application is opposed.
Object to extended development of Zone C.
Since Knowle described under EDDC bye-law as a 'designated pleasure
ground' all of it (including upper lawns & zone D) should be protected
from any development.
Objection to loss of important Victorian Council offices building and loss
of parkland that is used by residents of the town, esp elderly, noting lack
of parkland in this part of the town.

Site No
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle

ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Rosenberg, Mrs P

1763.E1

148

Green, Mrs
Jacqueline

1803.E3

148

Weaver, Mr Alan

1861.E1

148

McCarthy, Mr
John

3219.E3

148

Cotton, Mr Les

3285.E1

148

Object as removal of building zones A & E could easily lead to higher
density housing on the rest of the site.

Harbour, Mrs
Julia

3449.E1

148

At the Council offices site in Sidmouth support removal of zones A and E
but object to zones B and D being allocated for housing. Also object to
Zone C being extended beyond original building footprint.

Campbell, Mr P

3493.E1

148

Oppose sacrifice of buildings & parkland in order to raise funds for
proposed EDDC move.

Northover, Mr
Keith

3496.E3

148

Supports removal of Zones A and E but vigorously objects to allocation
of Zone D for housing.

Agent - If Used

Green, Mr David

3518.E4

148

Warren, Mrs E J

3534.E3

148

Day, Mr & Mrs
Robert and
Margaret

3535.E3

148

Longstaff, Mrs
Carol

3576.E2

148
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Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)
I object most strongly, against any building in the garden/parkland and
the south facing terrace lawns. These areas must be improved with
planting for recreational purposes adding to the beauty of a historic
public park (formerly Zone D).
Against loss of employment land to build 50 homes at Knowle. Knowle's
historic parkland is listed as a pleasure ground and should be preserved.
I object to the limited changes to "Current Council Offices Knowle- 50
homes reference 6.295" including the totally unacceptable extension of
zone C into the gardens. Suggests refurbishing building at Knowle.
Oppose the proposed extension to Zone C. It will allow over
development of a sensitive site. Development should be restricted to
within the footprint of office buildings and be made subject to
sympathetic and appropriate design.

Supports deletion of zones A and E but objects to the allocation of any of
the Knowle to new housing, particularly housing on upper terrace
(enlarged zone C) and former zone D as involves increase in housing
density.
Oppose extension of zone C southwards in to the gardens. Propose the
use of old building for 40/50 appartments & to refurbish newer buildings
for council offices. Unable to supprt development in zones A,B,D & E.
Removal of zones A & E means there could be higher-density housing
on the rest of the site. Extension to zone C would destroy the integrity on
historic park.
The Knowle should only be vacated by the council if they can prove
absolutely that it will not cost more than they budget for.

Site No
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Knowle Residents
Association

3589.E1

148

Reddish, Mrs
Anne

3600.E1

148

Dent, Mr K R

3603.E2

148

Dent, Mr K R

3603.E3

148

Rayson, Mr John

3605.E3

148

Atkinson, Mr
Peter

3610.E1

148

Agent - If Used

Temple, Mr
Michael

3647.E1

148

Fuller, Mr Robin

3692.E3

148

Homent, Mr
Neville M

3715.E3

148

Warren, Mr John

3732.E1

148

Cooper, Mr
Graham

3747.E4

148

Cotton, Mrs E

3775.E1

148
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Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)
Objection to allocation of Knowle for residential devt but support
reduction of previous allocation which removes car parking and open
space from porposed development area.
To destroy & build new houses at Knowle will harm birds & wildlife which
inhabit these grounds.
In principle objection to allocation but support for reduced allocation
boundary. Existing open spaces areas should be excluded from any
allocation for development.
Objection to allocation of land immedietly in front of the Council offices/
formal terraced garden area for residential development. The existing
offices could be converted for residential use.
Objection that it was always intention that Knolwe parkland should
remain undeveloped and parkland area should not be allocated for
development. Adverse environmental impacts will arise and proposals
show disregard for public opinion.
Objection to extra development in zones B, C and D and further
destruction of parkland.
Removal of zones A & E means there could be higher-density housing
on the rest of the site. Extension to zone C parkland, which was
surreptitiously added, would have devastating effect on historic garden
and destruction of fine prospect from upper lawns.
Objects to inclusion of zone D, land in front of the existing old part of the
Council offices in the allocation of land at the Knowle, but support for the
deletion of areas A and E, car park and parkland area.
Objection to proposals for redevelopment of the Council offices and
plans to build on parkland. Office refurbishment to accommodate
council is favoured with scope to convert existing old building to flats if
need is required.
Oppose extension of zone C southwards in to the gardens. Propose the
use of old building for 40/50 appartments & to refurbish newer buildings
for council offices.
I am against losing employment land for 50 homes on the site of the
Council Offices Knowle and the extension of zone C southwards into the
terrace gardens, is totally unacceptable.
Removing zones A & E makes no difference to the basic error of the
whole relocation of the council offices both financially and
environmentally.

Site No
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Jonas, Mr G D

6114.E1

148

Woodward, Lorna

6119.E4

148

Rixson, Mr and
Mrs Bob and
Marianne

6184.E6

148

Latham, Mr Martin

6221.E1

148

Zones B & D should not be developed & any development of zone C
should only be to avoid relocation.

Latham, Gay

6222.E1

148

Zones B & D should not be developed & any development of zone C
should be with footprint of existing building. Oppose any higher-density
housing on the rest of the site.

Voss, Sarah

6247.E3

148

Objects to extension of zone c at Knowle extending into gardens.

Rugg-Gunn, Mr
Andrew

6254.E3

148

Rugg-Gunn,
Diane

6255.E3

148

Sidebotham, Mr
Peter

6265.E1

148

Fuller, Mrs Di

6298.E3

148

Long, M R

6351.E1

148

Long, R H

6352.E1

148
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Agent - If Used

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)
Objection to proposals at the Knowle in respect of loss of recreation
land, loss of unique existing building and over development. The existing
building could be converted for residential use.
Change to omit lower car park and lower parkland from devt is
welcomed. Relocation of the Knowle Council Offices and it’s
development faces significant public opposition. Whole park and it’s
beautiful trees should be retained & allocation deleted.
EDDC should retain and improve offices. If necessary, the former hotel
could revert to apartments, thereby releasing some of the site to meet
the need for 50 homes, whilst retaining the 1970s offices.

Objects to extension of zone C and also unable to support zones A, B, D
and E. Suggests using old building for 40-50 apartments and refurbish
new building for council offices.
Objects to extension of zone C and also unable to support zones A, B, D
and E. Suggests using old building for 40-50 apartments and refurbish
new building for council offices.
Oppose extension of zone C southwards into the gardens. Will destroy
seclusion & integrity of historic public park.
Objects to extension of zone C and also unable to support zones A, B, D
and E. Suggests using old building for 40-50 apartments and refurbish
new building for council offices.
Objection to allocation of parkland at the Knowle for residential
development. The grounds should remain for the benefit of residents
and infrastructure in the town will not support more houses. The 1975
offices provide sufficient space for the Council.
Objection to allocation of parkland at the Knowle for residential devt and
impacts on paths through site. Access roads to nearby properties are
not shown and no info is provided on proposed house types.
Infrastructure capacity is seen as insufficient.

Site No
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Darrant, Mr Alan

6356.E3

148

Green, Mrs J A

6360.E3

148

Removal of zones A & E welcomed however oppose to extension of
Zone C & density of housing on allocated areas being increased.

ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle

Agent - If Used

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)
Objection to the proposals for the Knowle site and development on
green areas - proposal to use the old building for 40/50 apartments and
to refurbish the newer buildings for council offices is far preferable to the
wasteful relocation ‘ambition’.

Nicholson, Mr G
W

6361.E1

148

Objection that amendment of the allocation boundary to exclude land
(although supported in principle) could lead to unacceptably high density
of development at the site. Also objection to allocation of land at the
front of the main building.

Twibell, Dr Jean

6365.E3

148

Zones B & D should not be developed & any development on zone C
southwards into the gardens.

Twibell, Dr John

6366.E3

148

Oppose development in zones B & D and the extension to zone C
southwards.

Deegan, Frances

6370.E1

148

If changes take place there will be an even higher density of housing at
Knowle and extra development of the southern terraces beyond the
present footprint of the existing building.

Huntington, Mr
Richard J

6371.E1

148

Support development in zone C subject to restriction to existing building
footprint. Oppose development in zones A,B,D & E.

Thomas, Miss
Lesley

6394.E1

148

This change may result in higher density housing and will destroy the
seclusion and integrity of an historic public park.

Harbour, Mr Colin

6402.E2

148

Object to Zones B & D being allocated for housing & Zone C being
extended.

Hollingshead, Mr
and Mrs R and A

6404.E1

148

Objection to zoness B & D being allocated for housing.

Argyle, Mr and
Mrs A & V

6421.E1

148

Faulkner, Mr
Allan

6444.E3

148
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Object to zones B & D being allocated for housing. Zone C development
must be within original footprint of exisiting building. No Parkland should
be built over.
Removal of zones A & E means there could be higher-density housing
on the rest of the site & oppose extension to zone C southwards.
Proposal to develop old building & refurbish newer buildings seems
more sensible solution.

Site No
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle

ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Swindell, June V

6454.E1

148

Support for removal of areas A and E from former proposals. But
original objections to overall development still remain the same.

Swindell, Mr
Jeffrey A

6455.E1

148

Support for removal of areas A and E from former proposals, but original
objection still remains for development on this parkland.

Deegan, Mr Philip

6498.E1

148

White, Mrs L J

6502.E1

148

Swindell, Mrs J

6532.E4

148

Oppose development in the extension to zone C southwards that goes
beyond the original footprint of the existing building.

Crouch, Mr and
Mrs Richard and
Claire

6933.E2

148

If changes take place there will be an even higher density of housing at
Knowle and extra development of the southern terraces beyond the
present footprint of the existing building.

Crackston, Helen

6934.E1

148

Concerned that large public park at Knowle will be used to build luxury
houses or flats.

Bould, Mrs M

6935.E1

148

If changes take place there will be an even higher density of housing at
Knowle and extra development of the southern terraces beyond the
present footprint of the existing building.

Clayton, Mr and
Mrs R

6936.E1

148

Object to any housing on parkland and the inclusion of the terraced
lawns. Increased traffic in Knowle Drive could be potentially dangerous.

Sidmouth Town
Council

67.E4

149

Golding, Mr Brian

600.E2

149

Futures Forum Of
The Vision Group
For Sidmouth

720.E3

149
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Agent - If Used

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)

If changes take place there will be an even higher density of housing at
Knowle and extra development of the southern terraces beyond the
present footprint of the existing building.
Zones B & D should not be developed & any development of zone C
beyond the original footprint of exisitng buildings. Building on southern
terrace would dstroy the historic and environmental character of the
remaining parkland.

Sidmouth Town Council welcomes the omission of zones A and E
(parkland and car park area) from the proposed redevelopment of the
Knowle Council Office site. But opposes extent of land allocation on
parkland.
The revised development in the post-publication change still encroaches
on land that was dedicated as a public open space and still converts
business land into residential land. Neither change is in best interest of
people in Sidmouth.
Respondent considers that there should be no extension of allocation
beyond the current footprint of the buildings at Knowle and proposals to
refurbish and renovate the current buildings should be actively
considered by the District Council.

Site No
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Temple, Mr & Mrs
Michael and Beryl

1356.E2

149

Object to extended development of Zone C.

Temple, Mr & Mrs
Michael and Beryl

1356.E7

149

Since Knowle described under EDDC bye-law as a 'designated pleasure
ground' all of it (including upper lawns & zone D) should be protected
from any development.

Rosenberg, Mrs P

1763.E2

149

Objects to any building in the garden/parkland and south facing terrace
lawns.

Labrum, Mr John

3036.E3

149

McCarthy, Mr
John

3219.E4

149

Cotton, Mr Les

3285.E2

149

Object as removal of building zones A & E could easily lead to higher
density housing on the rest of the site.

Harbour, Mrs
Julia

3449.E2

149

Support removal of zones A and E but object to zones B and D being
allocated for housing. Also object to Zone C being extended beyond
original building footprint.

Northover, Mr
Keith

3496.E4

149

Supports removal of zones A and E but vigorously objects to allocation
of zone D as housing.

Agent - If Used

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)

Objection to allocation of the Knowle site to residential use with loss of
an important historic feature and employment land (contrary to Policy
E3) and also loss of parkland.
Oppose the proposed extension to Zone C. It will allow over
development of a sensitive site. Development should be restricted to
within the footprint of office buildings and be made subject to
sympathetic and appropriate design.

Supports deletion of zones A and E but objects to the allocation of any of
the Knowle to new housing, particularly housing on upper terrace
(enlarged zone C) and former zone D as involves increase in housing
density.
Removal of zones A & E means there could be higher-density housing
on the rest of the site. Extension to zone C would destroy the integrity on
historic park.

Green, Mr David

3518.E5

149

Day, Mr & Mrs
Robert and
Margaret

3535.E4

149

Atkinson, Mr
Peter

3610.E2

149

Objection to extension of development in zones B, C and D and further
destruction of parkland.

Curwen, Mr Barry

3632.E3

149

Thee is no justification for the change of use from employment to
residential at Knowle site.
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Site No
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Temple, Mr
Michael

3647.E2

149

Green, Mr
Anthony

3695.E4

149

Cotton, Mrs E

3775.E2

149

Agent - If Used

Till, Mr Roger H

4004.E2

149

Hills, Joyce

6072.E2

149

Hills, Mr Roy

6073.E2

149

Britten, Mr John

6074.E3

149

Latham, Mr Martin

6221.E2

149

Latham, Gay

6222.E2

149

Brookes, Mr Peter

6235.E2

149

Brookes,
Rosamond

6236.E2

149

Rugg-Gunn, Mr
Andrew

6254.E4

149
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Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)
Removal of zones A & E means there could be higher-density housing
on the rest of the site. Extension to zone C parkland, which was
surreptitiously added, would have devastating effect on historic garden
and destruction of fine prospect from upper lawns.
Object to amount of land allocated for residential development at
Knowle. Exceeds the footprint of exisitng council offices and encroaches
on gardens used by the public.
Removing building on zones A & E makes no difference to basic error of
planned relocation of council offices both financially and environmentally.
Respondent says that the whole site shown is a designated pleasure
ground as defined in the EDDC byelaws. I believe it should be protected
from development because of this designation and because of the site's
importance to the local community.
Objection to loss of public recreational land, historic buildings, 100 jobs
as well as blow to economy and public amenities of Sidmouth if the
Council offices allocation is implemented.
Objection to building on public recreational land, destruction of historic
buildings and loss of jobs which would be a serious blow to economy
and public amenities of Sidmouth.
Objection to development at Knowle due to additional expenditure
incurred, and destruction of beautiful public amenity land and historic
parkland.
Zones B & D should not be developed & any development of zone C
should only be to avoid relocation.
Zones B & D should not be developed & any development of zone C
should be with footprint of existing building. Oppose any higher-density
housing on the rest of the site.
If changes take place there will be an even higher density of housing at
Knowle and extra development of the southern terraces beyond the
present footprint of the existing building.
If changes take place there will be an even higher density of housing at
Knowle and extra development of the southern terraces beyond the
present footprint of the existing building.
Objects to extension of zone C and also unable to support zones A, B, D
and E. Suggests using old building for 40-50 apartments and refurbish
new building for council offices.

Site No
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Rugg-Gunn,
Diane

6255.E4

149

Sidebotham, Mr
Peter

6265.E2

149

Fuller, Mrs Di

6298.E4

149

Nicholson, Mr G
W

6361.E2

149

Twibell, Dr Jean

6365.E4

149

Zones B & D should not be developed & any development on zone C
southwards into the gardens.

Twibell, Dr John

6366.E4

149

Oppose development in zones B & D and the extension to zone C
southwards.

Deegan, Frances

6370.E2

149

If changes take place there will be an even higher density of housing at
Knowle and extra development of the southern terraces beyond the
present footprint of the existing building.

Thomas, Miss
Lesley

6394.E2

149

This change may result in higher density housing and will destroy the
seclusion and integrity of an historic public park.

6397.E4

149

SOS welcome s the reduction in the housing area at the Knowle, but still
believe that the allocation is unwarranted for the reasons set out in
previous consultation responses.

Harbour, Mr Colin

6402.E3

149

Object to Zones B & D being allocated for housing & Zone C being
extended.

Hollingshead, Mr
and Mrs R and A

6404.E2

149

Objection to zoness B & D being allocated for housing.

Argyle, Mr and
Mrs A & V

6421.E2

149

Object to zones B & D being allocated for housing. Zone C development
must be within original footprint of exisiting building. No Parkland should
be built over.

Save our
Sidmouth (SOS 1)
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Agent - If Used

Planning &
Environmental
Consultancy (C
Hopkins Axminster):
Charlie Hopkins
Principal

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)
Objects to extension of zone C and also unable to support zones A, B, D
and E. Suggests using old building for 40-50 apartments and refurbish
new building for council offices.
Oppose extension of zone C southwards into the gardens. Will destroy
seclusion & integrity of historic public park.
Objects to extension of zone C and also unable to support zones A, B, D
and E. Suggests using old building for 40-50 apartments and refurbish
new building for council offices.
Objection that amendment of the allocation boundary to exclude land
(although supported in principle) could lead to unacceptably high density
of development at the site. Also objection to allocation of land at the
front of the main building.

Site No
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Deegan, Mr Philip

6498.E2

149

Deegan, Mr Philip

6498.E3

149

Cameron-Webb,
Gill

6919.E1

149

Winchester,
Louise

6930.E1

149

Oppose any development because of imapct on the environment, wildlife
and local economy.

Robins, Daphne

6931.E1

149

I do not want to see the historical Knowle buildings destroyed.

Savage, Mr John

6932.E1

149

Object to EDDC moving their offices. Object to any building on this site
as unlikely to benefit locals.

Crackston, Helen

6934.E2

149

Concerned that large public park at Knowle will be used to build luxury
houses or flats.

Bould, Mrs M

6935.E2

149

If changes take place there will be an even higher density of housing at
Knowle and extra development of the southern terraces beyond the
present footprint of the existing building.

Clayton, Mr and
Mrs R

6936.E2

149

Object to any housing on parkland and the inclusion of the terraced
lawns. Increased traffic in Knowle Drive could be potentially dangerous.

Dalton, l P

6937.E1

149

Against loss of employment land to build 50 homes at Knowle. Knowle's
historic parkland is listed as a pleasure ground and should be preserved.

Agent - If Used

Devon Senior
Voice

6219.E2

150

West Hill
Residents
Association

1545.E8

156
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Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)
If changes take place there will be an even higher density of housing at
Knowle and extra development of the southern terraces beyond the
present footprint of the existing building.
If changes take place there will be an even higher density of housing at
Knowle and extra development of the southern terraces beyond the
present footprint of the existing building.
Objection to proposal to demolish the Council Offices and to build
houses, including on parkland. Proposals have been rejected by tax
payers and are a waste of money. Existing offices should be renovated.

Objection raised that Care/Health workers should be recognised in the
plan as a work sector that should fall under the category of rural
worker/business in plan policy. Noting high house prices in rural areas
and need for such workers in these areas.
Changes 156 and 157 - Concern expressed that 'rural business or
activities' should be rigorously defined and as worded could be used as
a loophole to allow any devt in the countryside. Identified wording has
some inconsistency in terminology used.

Site No
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle

Rele
vant?
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Representor
Name
Country Land and
Business
Association

Repn No

Chge
No

6822.E3

156

Rockbeare Parish
Council

55.E3

159

Highfield, Mr Mike

6839.E2

163

Highways Agency

127.E6

165

6928.E1

165

Country Land and
Business
Association

6822.E1

166

Allen, Cllr Mike

6922.E22

166

Honiton Town
Council

6741.E16

170

Allen, Cllr Mike

6922.E23

176

National Trust Devon and
Cornwall
Regional Office

521.E7

179

The Exmouth
Civic Society

6383.E1

181

Chardstock
Parish Council

165.E10

182

G B House and
Sons
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Agent - If Used

ARA Architects (M
Gigg Exmouth): Mr
Malcolm Gigg

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)
Objects to wording under point 6 as it implies that the property is tied to
an individual business rather than a specific business use, such as
agriculture.
Objection to deletion of text that refers to avoidance of conflict with
settled communities or agricultural interests and would like to see
reference added to criteria of plan policy.
If the adverse impacts of noise on development are not identified it may
make it more difficult to safeguard tranquil areas or prompt the
necessary consideration of noise impact from development beyond that
usually reserved for residential amenity needs.
Consider that the text should be amended to read 'Transport
Assessment' rather than 'Traffic Assessment' as this is consistent with
current terminology used in NPPF and guidance documents (Guidance
on Transport Assessment, 2007).
Objection is made to the failure of the plan to allocate land at Woodbury
Business Park for employment uses.
The proposal to add the following wording to point 4 'able to support the
two family units' is 1 ambiguous and does not clearly establish what the
basis of the test is and what is regarded as a family unit.
Support with caveat- requires inclusion of disability criteria for retiring
workers
Honiton Town Council queries the inclusion of allotments in this policy as
in some cases allotments do not need planning permission. Such a
policy will make it harder for local councils to acquire land to fulfil their
statutory duty to provide allotments.
NPPF requires sustainability assessment and this deletion should be
reinstated
Objection to Ch 179 and 181 that there is no actual definition of what
constitutes Major development and it is suggested a new addition is
added to clarify that it constitutes both small scale and large scale major
devts.
Contrary to increasing residential dwellings in Exmouth recent
successful applications should be deducted from from toal of 1701 not
added.
C2f – clearly states that Chardstock has 10 dwellings eligible to be
counted towards allocations. The chart however, shows a total of 20.
This has been queried in the past and it has been confirmed that
Chardstock does have an allocation of just 10 .

Site No

Rele
vant?

X

X
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Representor
Name
West Hill
Residents
Association

Repn No

Chge
No

1545.E9

182

Highways Agency

127.E7

183

RSPB South West
Regional Office

365.E5

183

Leisure East
Devon (LED)

6321.E2

183

Network Rail

167.E1

999

939.E9

999

Rowley, Mr
Raymond

1468.E1

999

Harding, Mr John

1532.E4

999

Harbour, Mrs
Julia

3449.E6

999

Cooper, Mr
Graham

3747.E1

999

Britten, Mr John

6074.E4

999

South Somerset
District Council

6154.E1

999

Devon Senior
Voice

6219.E4

999

Ranger, Miss Val

6243.E1

999

Devonshire
Homes Ltd
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Agent - If Used

Heynes Planning (E
Heynes, Launceston):
Ed Heynes

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)
Objection that Appendix C gives the incorrect number of housing
commitments for West Hill And also in respect of Ottery St Mary in
respect of Butts Rd site and also at Feniton.
Respondent comments - In addition to those listed, should the
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) be mentioned here?
Omits the joint long term strategy that will succeed the Joint Interim
Approach in coordinating fund raising for many measures to avoid harm
to Exe Estuary & Pebblebed heaths protected wildlife sites.
Additional work areas and possible supplementary planning documents
fails to recognise the importance that a co-ordinated approach to
significant leisure provision. A Leisure and Recreation Strategy including
Cranbrook is reqd.
Network Rail have written to advise that having reviewed the document
they have no comments to make.
Objection is made that through observations on plan changes and in
earlier submissions the plan is not considered to pass tests of
soundness as identified in NPPF para 182.
Objection to amount of cars blocking Salterton Road and also car sales
firm parking vehicles on public road.
Objection to the absence of a policy statement that approvals for new
household growth will reflect the locations determined by the plan:
without such restraint, the plan would be meaningless.
Representor considers the Local Plan process of public consultation so
far to be unsatisfactory and undemocratic.
Objection that the plan provides for too much employment and housing
growth that is not underpinned by evidence and which has been unduly
influenced by pro-development East Devon Business Forum lobby
group.
Objection to omitting Alexandria Road Industrial Estate from the New
Plan and concern that the site could accommodate an extra supermarket
with adverse impact on traders in the town.
South Somerset District Council has no comment to make regarding the
proposed changes as set out.
At Appendix A - Support is provided for reference to production of the
proposed Villages Devt Plan Document and desire expressed to be
involved in the consultation process.
Respondent expresses concerns about the lack of publicity and
information surrounding the consultation, the absence of public meetings
and notification and the difficulties in making comment/accessing
information.

Site No

Rele
vant?

X
X
X
X
X

X
001 001 - Alexandria
Road Industrial Estate,
Sidmouth

X
X
X

X
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Ranger, Miss Val

6243.E14

999

Strategic Land
Partnerships

6299.E22

999

Darrant, Mr Alan

6356.E4

999

6774.E9

999

Jeffrey, T D

6917.E1

999

Cameron-Webb,
Gill

6919.E3

999

Cameron-Webb,
Gill

6919.E4

999

East Devon
Alliance

6926.E1

999

Welbeck Strategic
Land
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Agent - If Used

Heynes Planning (E
Heynes, Launceston):

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in change number order)
Objection that changes made indicate EDDC want to get the outcome
they seek disregarding the views of local people. EDDC have lost the
trust of the local population and thus need carefully scrutiny from the
Planning Inspector.
Nearly all of these amendments raised by the Council seek to place a
sticking plaster over serious flaws in the Plan. Changes reinforce the
position that the Plan is unsound and fails to comply with the NPPF.
General objection is made to the plan/failure to amend in respect of over
development and prevision of employment land and concerns around
methodology and process used to arrive at employment site allocations
(applicable to Sidmouth and elsewhere)..
Objection is made that through observations on plan changes and in
earlier submissions the plan is not considered to pass tests of
soundness as identified in NPPF para 182.
Objects to Devon County Council Public Rights of Way Proposal 4:
Schedule 14 applications - claimed upgrade of Bridleways 19/21/23,
Sidmouth and Bridleway 24, Otterton to Byways Open to All Traffic
Objection to proposal for a Morrisons supermarket at Alexandria Road
industrial estate with need for a supermarket questioned and also
potential adverse impacts on the town centre and shops.
Objection to proposal for development of many many houses in villages
which are out of proportion with needs and will lead to congestion,
village coalescence adverse impacts on village life and will impact on
AONB.
Deplores secrecy/delay under Brown & rejection of independent reports
in favour of excessive growth figures by Business Forum, Brown chair.
Objects to threat to green environment/heritage across district & to
desecration of Knowle for office relocation.

Site No

Rele
vant?
X

X

X

X

X
001 001 - Alexandria
Road Industrial Estate,
Sidmouth

X

X

X
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Table of Representations in Alphabetic Order by Representor Name
Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Addis, Mr David

6920.E1

67

Addis, Mr David

6920.E2

67

Akiba-Jones, Mr
Huw

6924.E1

57

Allen, Cllr Mike

6922.E1

38

Allen, Cllr Mike
Allen, Cllr Mike

6922.E10
6922.E11

10
18

Allen, Cllr Mike

6922.E12

20

Allen, Cllr Mike

6922.E13

36

Allen, Cllr Mike

6922.E14

73

Allen, Cllr Mike

6922.E15

74

Allen, Cllr Mike

6922.E16

91

Allen, Cllr Mike

6922.E17

97

Allen, Cllr Mike

6922.E18

98

Allen, Cllr Mike

6922.E19

108

Allen, Cllr Mike

6922.E2

40

Allen, Cllr Mike

6922.E20

121
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Agent - If Used

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)
Support is given for plan changes and for allocation of employment land
at Sidford. Example given of providing scope for small business, e.g. a
cabinet maker or blacksmith, to find premises to operate from and
showcase wares.
Objection that the plan fails to allocate a site for a park and ride to serve
Sidmouth and suggestion that land owned by Persimmon at Woolbrook
would be appropriate for this.
Objection to the way that the planning system does not take into account
the views of local people and opposition to the development of Plumb
Park site. Objection also made to the redevelopment of Elizabeth Hall.
The Clyst Valley park is loosely defined and needs accurate mapping to
be effective.
Item is unclear on trends and should be completed for 2008-2011
Sequential approach compliant with NPPF should be stated
Reference to other training organisations inc. Exeter Uni and
Apprenticeship/NVQ providers and private sector providers should not
be excluded
Landscape Character Assessments and Design guides are essential to
maintaining the distinctive character of towns and rural settlements in
East Devon
Support with caveat- should include a reference to wishing to attract
higher wage businesses
Employment requirement (1 home, 1 job) should be retained in villages,
so requirement should be reinstated
Green networks are a MUST for green tourism and quality of life
National standards should apply with the minimums as recommended.
Altered approach wasn't properly consulted as study wasn't available at
that time.
National standards should apply with the minimums as recommended.
Altered approach wasn't properly consulted as study wasn't available at
that time.
This approach is essential
Science Park Road not designed as feed through route to Exeter, A303Tithe Barn link road considered essential by Local Plan Panel
Support with caveat- final sentence should not be deleted

Site No

Rele
vant?

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
C098 C098 - Land at
Higher Woolbrook,
Sidmouth
W079 W079 - Plumb
Park allocation site
Clyst Valley Regional
Park - Overarching Site
Ref

West End

X
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Allen, Cllr Mike

6922.E21

125

Allen, Cllr Mike

6922.E22

166

Allen, Cllr Mike

6922.E23

176

Agent - If Used

Allen, Cllr Mike

6922.E24

67

Allen, Cllr Mike

6922.E3

41

Allen, Cllr Mike

6922.E4

42

Allen, Cllr Mike

6922.E5

45

Allen, Cllr Mike

6922.E6

44

Allen, Cllr Mike

6922.E7

46

Allen, Cllr Mike

6922.E8

61

Allen, Cllr Mike

6922.E9

67

Anthony, Mrs
Judith

6918.E1

18

Anthony, Mrs
Judith

6918.E2

108

Argyle, Mr and
Mrs A & V

6421.E1

148

Argyle, Mr and
Mrs A & V

6421.E2

149
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Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)
Support with caveat- alter sentence on tree numbers to require a net
gain
Support with caveat- requires inclusion of disability criteria for retiring
workers
NPPF requires sustainability assessment and this deletion should be
reinstated
Objection to the change to Sidmouth Built-up Area Boundary to include
Sidford Employment Allocation on the grounds that this change has not
been consulted upon with the Sidmouth Town Council nor Parish
Councils involved nor with the General public.
Science Park Road not designed as feed through route to Exeter, A303Tithe Barn link road considered essential by Local Plan Panel
Science Park Road not designed as feed through route to Exeter, A303Tithe Barn link road considered essential by Local Plan Panel
Science Park Road not designed as feed through route to Exeter, A303Tithe Barn link road considered essential by Local Plan Panel
Science Park Road not designed as feed through route to Exeter, A303Tithe Barn link road considered essential by Local Plan Panel
Science Park Road not designed as feed through route to Exeter, A303Tithe Barn link road considered essential by Local Plan Panel
Honiton reserve site is inappropriate due to effect on traffic flow through
the town causing congestion and enabling use of multiple urban roads
rather than main 'A' roads
Obj Sidford emp allocation– site in AONB, flooding and traffic impacts,
public opposition, lack of reqt, site is outside devt boundary & proper
consultation was not undertaken, high grade land loss, contrary to town
council plans & adverse retail impacts.
Objects to the deletion of the words 'to minimise' as it diminishes the
protection of AONB coastline and sites and areas of biodiversity or other
importance.

Site No

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
West End
West End
027 027 - Science
Park, Blackhorse,
Broadclyst
West End
West End
E158 E158 - Land
west of Hayne Lne,
Honiton
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

Supports change/inclusion of word "reasonably" in wording.
Object to zones B & D being allocated for housing. Zone C development
must be within original footprint of exisiting building. No Parkland should
be built over.
Object to zones B & D being allocated for housing. Zone C development
must be within original footprint of exisiting building. No Parkland should
be built over.

ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle

Rele
vant?
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)

Argyle, Mr and
Mrs A & V

6421.E3

65

"Historic' nature of Sidmouth is welcomed therefore Knowle development
must remain a recognisable feature as a living embodiment of the past.

Argyle, Mr and
Mrs A & V

6421.E4

67

Sidford site unsuitable for employment site as outside town BUAB and
will cause traffic congestion.

Arnott, Mr
Richard Paul

1710.E1

54

Objection to the fact that the plan states with regards to Cloakham Park,
that "little comment to the plan" was made, whereas resistance was
actually sizeable and significant.

Ashby, Penelope
A

6499.E1

65

Objection to retail use for 12 acre industrial site at Sidford due to AONB
site, also on flood plain subsequent traffic chaos at Sidford and
detrimental effect on town centre shops.

Atkinson, Mr
Peter

3610.E1

148

Objection to extra development in zones B, C and D and further
destruction of parkland.

Atkinson, Mr
Peter

3610.E2

149

Objection to extension of development in zones B, C and D and further
destruction of parkland.

Atkinson, Mr
Peter

3610.E3

65

Objection to Sidford Employment site due to narrow roads and traffic
chaos. Suggest extending existing Industrial Estates if necessary.

Atkinson, Mr
Peter

3610.E4

67

Under proposed change No. 67, the additional traffic that retail would
involve would make road congestion much worse. Do you want to make
it even more difficult for local business?

34.E1

54

Objection to loss of employment land to accommodate primary school
this should off-set by re-instatement of employment land previously
allocated in plans at Abbey Gate.

65

This change implies EDDC has now decided that development will go
ahead at Sidford despite opposition. This is direct contradiction of its
Localism Agenda.

67

Object to industrial development at Sidford because of strong possibility
of flooding, extreme traffic congestion, loss of agricultural land for food
growing, unsightly views of industrial/commercial development and
adverse tourism impacts.

Axminster Town
Council

Baker, Mrs M P

Bea, Ms Angela
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Agent - If Used

6393.E1

1099.E1

Site No
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
E057 E057 Cloakham Lawns
allocation site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
Abbey Gate, Axminster
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

Rele
vant?

X
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Representor
Name
Bea, Ms Angela

Agent - If Used

Repn No

1099.E2

Chge
No
67

Bea, Ms Angela

1099.E3

148

Bould, Mrs M

6935.E1

148

Bould, Mrs M

6935.E2

149

Bradleys E A

6929.E1

79

Bramley, Mr
David

3748.E1

65

Bramley, Mr
David

3748.E2

67

Brandon, Mr
Nicholas

4044.E1

35

Brandon, Mr
Nicholas

4044.E2

26

Brandon, Mr
Nicholas

4044.E3

46

Brandon, Mr
Nicholas

4044.E4

49
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Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)
Change wording to say employment land at Sidford is 'not' suitable or
sustainable...
Objection to wasting taxpayers money and demolition of functional
building at Knowle, front part could be used for flats and rear refurbished
for Council use. No building should be on the parkland. Sidmouth Town
Council view on application is opposed.
If changes take place there will be an even higher density of housing at
Knowle and extra development of the southern terraces beyond the
present footprint of the existing building.
If changes take place there will be an even higher density of housing at
Knowle and extra development of the southern terraces beyond the
present footprint of the existing building.
Objection raised to the fact that change does not recognise the large
elderly population and the need/demand for housing for the elderly
specifically for bungalows and policy provision should be more flexible to
accommodate this sector.
Change number 65: Given the level of brown field opportunity I wish to
object to any “new” employment sites outside the town boundary
including that proposed on the AONB at Sidford.
Change number 67:The addition of ancillary retail use for the proposed
12-acre industrial park on an AONB/flood plain/green wedge between
Sidford & Sidbury will exacerbate traffic problems and damage the town
trade.
Objection to inclusion in policy to wording that would allow for
Neighbourhood Plans to provide for development beyond Built Up Area
Boundaries and therefore supercede Strategy 7.
If there is a smaller number of houses needed prior to 2026 then building
projections / permissions need to be reduced accordingly. The Local
Plan is surely based on need, hence smaller need, less building
permissions.
In light of Sainsbury’s pulling out of the intermodal freight terminal a
review of this entire development is needed including whether the
development will entail rail use or will be for road transportation only.
Amend to show actual status of development given that Sainsbury's are
no longer pursuing this.

Site No
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

025 025 - Intermodal
Interchange, Clyst
Hontion
025 025 - Intermodal
Interchange, Clyst
Hontion

Rele
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Representor
Name
Brandon, Mr
Nicholas

Agent - If Used

Repn No

Chge
No

4044.E5

125

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)
Amendment to text in Trees and Development Sites is opposed and
should be more restrictive stating that loss will not be allowed unless the
need for, and benefits of, the development in that location significantly
outweigh the loss
Objection to Industrial Park at Sidford. Proposal is out of context with the
size of the village and its way of life. The site is in an area of
outstanding natural beauty, it is prone to flooding, unacceptable in traffic
terms and against public wishes.
Objection to Industrial Park at Sidford. Proposal is out of context with the
size of the village and its way of life. The site is in an area of
outstanding natural beauty, it is prone to flooding, unacceptable in traffic
terms and against public wishes.
Objection to development at Knowle due to additional expenditure
incurred, and destruction of beautiful public amenity land and historic
parkland.
Objection to omitting Alexandria Road Industrial Estate from the New
Plan and concern that the site could accommodate an extra supermarket
with adverse impact on traders in the town.

Britten, Mr John

6074.E1

65

Britten, Mr John

6074.E2

67

Britten, Mr John

6074.E3

149

Britten, Mr John

6074.E4

999

Brookes, Mr Peter

6235.E1

67

No retail use should be allowed at the Sidford site.

Brookes, Mr Peter

6235.E2

149

If changes take place there will be an even higher density of housing at
Knowle and extra development of the southern terraces beyond the
present footprint of the existing building.

Brookes,
Rosamond

6236.E1

67

No retail use should be allowed at the Sidford site.

Brookes,
Rosamond

6236.E2

149

Burden, Mr P R

3127.E1

10

Burden, Mr P R

3127.E2

26
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If changes take place there will be an even higher density of housing at
Knowle and extra development of the southern terraces beyond the
present footprint of the existing building.
The change is misleading in not noting that Census 2011 found that the
population of East Devon was 132,500, some 4,100 lower than 2008
projections. Plan wording incorrectly seeks to reduce the weight that
should be ascribed to this fact.
Conclusions in Devon County document are flawed, the paper seemingly
having been produced to justify the figures in the draft local plan rather
than being a truly objective assessment. Housing provision levels are too
high and should go post 2026.

Site No

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
001 001 - Alexandria
Road Industrial Estate,
Sidmouth
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle

Rele
vant?

X
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Burden, Mr P R

3127.E3

31

Burden, Mr P R

3127.E4

70

Cameron-Webb,
Gill

6919.E1

149

Cameron-Webb,
Gill

6919.E2

67

Cameron-Webb,
Gill

6919.E3

999

Cameron-Webb,
Gill

6919.E4

999

Campbell, Mr P

3493.E1

148

Chardstock
Parish Council

165.E1

22

Chardstock
Parish Council

165.E10

182

Chardstock
Parish Council

165.E2

70

Chardstock
Parish Council

165.E3

80

Chardstock
Parish Council

165.E4

88
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Agent - If Used

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)
Housing graph at para 6.15 implies unrealistically high levels of
development that are not needed and will not occur at the West End and
in not happening, by leaving a less than 5 year supply, will place
pressure on/for devt elsewhere in East Devon.
Change to Strategy 27 indicates that housing proposals obtaining
permission between 1 March 2012 to end of 2013 on sites of 5 dwellings
or more will count against allocations. This is inconsistent with new text
to C2(f) which allows Parishes to decide.
Objection to proposal to demolish the Council Offices and to build
houses, including on parkland. Proposals have been rejected by tax
payers and are a waste of money. Existing offices should be renovated.
Objection to proposal to allocated land for employment uses at Sidford
noting traffic impacts, flood plain, AONB location, impacts on Sidford
adverse local economic and retail impacts.
Objection to proposal for a Morrisons supermarket at Alexandria Road
industrial estate with need for a supermarket questioned and also
potential adverse impacts on the town centre and shops.
Objection to proposal for development of many many houses in villages
which are out of proportion with needs and will lead to congestion,
village coalescence adverse impacts on village life and will impact on
AONB.
Oppose sacrifice of buildings & parkland in order to raise funds for
proposed EDDC move.
NP's will have “ Statutory Authority” We feel this wording is necessary to
give NP's the gravitas they deserve. We have always understood that a
NP has the force of law once it has been examined and approved
C2f – clearly states that Chardstock has 10 dwellings eligible to be
counted towards allocations. The chart however, shows a total of 20.
This has been queried in the past and it has been confirmed that
Chardstock does have an allocation of just 10 .
Insert second sentence “ However, it is recognised that some
settlements have no access to public transport and this is a factor which
must condition both the extent and the siting of future development. “
Objection that text should be amended to read - ...in partnership with
other Devon Authorities and working closely with the local communities
affected, and intend to produce ….
Comment on the final sentence . How would this be enforced and what
penalties would be payable if these conditions were not met ?

Site No

ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
001 001 - Alexandria
Road Industrial Estate,
Sidmouth

Rele
vant?

X

X
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Chardstock
Parish Council

165.E5

127

Chardstock
Parish Council

165.E6

132

Chardstock
Parish Council

165.E7

136

165.E8

139

165.E9

143

Clayton, Mr and
Mrs R

6936.E1

148

Object to any housing on parkland and the inclusion of the terraced
lawns. Increased traffic in Knowle Drive could be potentially dangerous.

Clayton, Mr and
Mrs R

6936.E2

149

Object to any housing on parkland and the inclusion of the terraced
lawns. Increased traffic in Knowle Drive could be potentially dangerous.

Clayton, Mr and
Mrs R

6936.E3

65

Opposed to employment site at Sidford as will cause traffic congestion,
on a flood plain & in AONB.

Clayton, Mr and
Mrs R

6936.E4

67

Opposed to employment site at Sidford as will cause traffic congestion,
on a flood plain & in AONB.

6916.E1

116

Cooper, Mr
Graham

3747.E1

999

Cooper, Mr
Graham

3747.E2

65

Agent - If Used

Chardstock
Parish Council
Chardstock
Parish Council

Clinton Devon
Estates
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Bell Cornwell LLP (I
John, Exeter): Mr I
John Associate

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)
By removing the original wording it is now not clear what the policy is
regarding the re-use of rural buildings for holiday accommodation. There
needs to be better clarification.
“ an appropriate desk based assessment and , where necessary.....”
Remove the words “where necessary” . Field assessments should
always be carried out in the case of sites with heritage and
archaeological interest.
This suggests a policy in favour of development within conservation
areas if a developer can demonstrate an enhancement of that asset.
Would be useful to cite an example of where this has been successfully
carried out.
“Such applications would be determined by Devon County Council.....”
Insert “ in conjunction with the local Town/Parish Council affected “
Insert. “ Full and detailed plans of the system and its associated
drainage to be submitted with the initial planning application”

Suggest wording change to be able to accommodate new dwellings in
exceptional circumstances and where they involve conversion of existing
rural buildings.
Objection that the plan provides for too much employment and housing
growth that is not underpinned by evidence and which has been unduly
influenced by pro-development East Devon Business Forum lobby
group.
Respondent considers last sentence of the vision should be deleted (it is
inferred that they consider this appropriate on account on being opposed
to the Sidford allocation site - noting employment needs, flooding and
transport objections raised).

Site No

Rele
vant?

ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

X
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
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Representor
Name

Agent - If Used

Repn No

Chge
No

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)
Respondent wishes to see deletion of the references to allocation of
employment land at Sidford on grounds of limited public consultation,
flooding concerns and traffic impacts.

Cooper, Mr
Graham

3747.E3

67

Cooper, Mr
Graham

3747.E4

148

Cope, Mr Trevor

6915.E1

57

Cotton, Mr Les

3285.E1

148

Object as removal of building zones A & E could easily lead to higher
density housing on the rest of the site.

Cotton, Mr Les

3285.E2

149

Object as removal of building zones A & E could easily lead to higher
density housing on the rest of the site.

Cotton, Mr Les

3285.E3

65

Objects to change of wording from Regency to Historic as EDDC still
proposes to demolish office block and replace with flats and new office
block elsewhere which is not very sustainable.

I am against losing employment land for 50 homes on the site of the
Council Offices Knowle and the extension of zone C southwards into the
terrace gardens, is totally unacceptable.
Objection to the amendment to page 24 relating to the identification of
the site for a 210 pupil school at Goodmores Farm. It is not the correct
site it is remote from Plumb Pk and local schools have capacity.

Cotton, Mr Les

3285.E4

65

Object to any new employment sites outside the town boundary,
especially on the AONB at Sidford.

Cotton, Mr Les

3285.E5

67

Strongly oppose on grounds of AONB, Flooding issues, traffic
congestion and damage to town shops.

Cotton, Mrs E

3775.E1

148

Removing zones A & E makes no difference to the basic error of the
whole relocation of the council offices both financially and
environmentally.

Cotton, Mrs E

3775.E2

149

Removing building on zones A & E makes no difference to basic error of
planned relocation of council offices both financially and environmentally.

Cotton, Mrs E

3775.E3

65

Sidford site unsuitable for employment site as in flood zone & AONB,
outside town BUAB and will cause traffic congestion.
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Site No
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
W147 W147 Goodmores Farm
allocation site
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

Rele
vant?
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Representor
Name

Agent - If Used

Repn No

Chge
No

Cotton, Mrs E

3775.E4

67

Country Land and
Business
Association

6822.E1

166

Country Land and
Business
Association

6822.E2

108

Country Land and
Business
Association

6822.E3

156

CPRE (East
Devon)

6921.E1

10

CPRE (East
Devon)

6921.E2

25

CPRE (East
Devon)

6921.E3

26

CPRE (East
Devon)

6921.E4

31

CPRE (East
Devon)

6921.E5

88

CPRE (East
Devon)

6921.E6

101
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Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)
Sidford site unsuitable for employment site as in flood zone & AONB,
outside town BUAB and will cause traffic congestion.
The proposal to add the following wording to point 4 'able to support the
two family units' is 1 ambiguous and does not clearly establish what the
basis of the test is and what is regarded as a family unit.
Objects to proposal to prohibit development in the AONB if it can be
reasonably accommodated elsewhere will give an unfair disadvantage to
businesses located within the AONB and contradict the aims of East
Devon's management plan.
Objects to wording under point 6 as it implies that the property is tied to
an individual business rather than a specific business use, such as
agriculture.
The table, based on ONS 2008 data, is no longer accurate (it over
estimates need), as is admitted later in the changed text. Correct data
should be used. The plan should apply these lower housing numbers to
the rest of the housing numbers argument.
The concept that "the 15,000 homes proposed could provide for some
development needs that extend beyond the 2026 period" is nonsensical
and unworkable. The plan runs from 2006-26 and the housing number
must provide for the housing need in this period.
Do not agree that the DCC assessment supports the housing numbers
and policy approach and provision is too high. Noting importance in
Devon paper of links of GDP growth to in-migration and ONS
projections.
CPRE consider the projected completion rates to be wildly optimistic,
particularly in the next few years. A step-change of doubling the previous
rate to around 800 / year looks feasible but evidence does not support
higher build rates.
The plan should differentiate between small scale/domestic projects &
large-scale commercial projects which should be required to
demonstrate the capability for despatchable power & for specific carbon
reduction. Eqpt should be removed after scheme ends.
For Ch 101 & 103 - proposed that Strategy 44 has a total redraft with the
removal of “and estuaries.” Proposed area needs to be defined on a
map for certainty. This reflects concerns over food security and
environmental protection, flooding & erosion.

Site No
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

Rele
vant?
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Crackston, Helen

6934.E1

148

Concerned that large public park at Knowle will be used to build luxury
houses or flats.

Crackston, Helen

6934.E2

149

Concerned that large public park at Knowle will be used to build luxury
houses or flats.

Crackston, Helen

6934.E3

65

Oppose proposal to build in Sidford as this would increase traffic and is
in AONB.

Crackston, Helen

6934.E4

67

Oppose proposal to build in Sidford as this would increase traffic and is
in AONB.

Agent - If Used

Crear, Mr Michael

423.E1

11

Crear, Mr Michael

423.E10

134

Crear, Mr Michael

423.E11

135

Crear, Mr Michael

423.E12

136

Crear, Mr Michael

423.E13

137

Crear, Mr Michael

423.E14

138

Crear, Mr Michael

423.E2

13

Crear, Mr Michael

423.E3

34
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Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)

Change 11, "The natural features are matched by a rich tapestry of
heritage assets that are often set in an historic environment." For
England's only natural World Heritage Site, the natural features ARE the
heritage assets.
Change 134, proposed wording "states that substantial harm or total loss
of significance of a designated heritage" seems to allow harm to heritage
assets that isn't judged to be "substantial". I prefer new wording to omit
"substantial".
Objection to the permitting of harm to assets as long as the council don't
think it is significant or substantial, suggest removing the words
significant and substantial.
Change 136 - objection that the new wording weakens the protection,
propoded that we should retain the original wording.
I would like an element of localism brought into this. A building may not
be listed, but it may be of great local significance. For example, the old
coastguard lifeboat house at Budleigh. New wording encourages devt of
locally sensitive sites.
Change 138, deleted text weakens the protection. I would like the
deleted text left in.
Objection that text separates into historic and natural, some of our
historic is natural e.g World Heritage Site. Do you mean built historic and
natural? Also, do we only conserve/enhance it if it "contributes to the
economic and social wellbeing
You have added the word "historic". Does that mean that unless the
natural environmental asset is historic, it won't be "conserved or
enhanced? Should there be a comma after natural?

Site No
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

Rele
vant?
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Crear, Mr Michael

423.E4

35

Crear, Mr Michael

423.E5

78

Crear, Mr Michael

423.E6

101

Crear, Mr Michael

423.E7

125

Crear, Mr Michael

423.E8

129

Crear, Mr Michael

423.E9

133

Crick, Mr Robert

217.E1

65

Crick, Mr Robert

217.E2

66

Crick, Mr Robert

217.E3

67

Crick, Mr Robert

217.E4

68

Crick, Mr Robert

217.E5

98

Crouch, Mr and
Mrs Richard and
Claire

6933.E1

67
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Agent - If Used

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)
Change 35, So a neighbourhood plan can authorise development
beyond the buab and into the AONB. Where is the protection for these
nationally designated sites? I would prefer not to add the new text.
Concern expressed that Built-up Area Boundaries are becoming
meaningless/should be adhered to through lifetime of plan and therefore
change is not appropriate. Boundary at Budleigh Salteron and elsewhere
should exclude the World Heritage Site and SSSIs.
Change 101, "Discourage inappropriate development in undeveloped
coastal areas". The change is to add "inappropriate". The change
weakens the statement and makes it subjective, who decides what is
inappropriate?
There is a subjective element in the wording which allows the council to
do what it likes. How can one assess the gain of a building versus the
loss of ancient trees? Any loss should be very clearly demonstrated.
Objection that land of local amenity importance may not rule out its
development as local green space would. Also local green space can be
designated by neighbourhood plans, do we have that option with local
amenity land?
Change 133, the proposed deletion weakens the protection. I prefer to
add "and will" i.e. "will be considered against Policy EN9, and will only be
permitted if it preserves the special architectural or historic interest of the
building or its setting.
The Vision for Sidmouth met no serious opposition initially and the minor
corrections are welcome, particularly the commitment to improving
existing employment sites.
The Vision for Sidmouth met no serious opposition initially and the minor
corrections are welcome, particularly the commitment to improving
existing employment sites.
Proposals for 5 hectare employment land provision at Sidford seems
wilfully perverse in view of the evidence produced. Deletion of “park and
ride” provision seems unjustified.
An apostrophe is needed after “communities” – “supporting communities’
social well being” or “supporting the community’s social well being.
Open Space Provision is one example among many of the welcome
introduction of a balanced and sensitive approach in the amended local
plan.
No retail use should be allowed at Sidford site.

Site No

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

Rele
vant?
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Representor
Name
Crouch, Mr and
Mrs Richard and
Claire

Repn No

Chge
No

6933.E2

148

Curwen, Mr Barry

3632.E1

65

Curwen, Mr Barry

3632.E2

67

Curwen, Mr Barry

3632.E3

149

Thee is no justification for the change of use from employment to
residential at Knowle site.

Dalton, l P

6937.E1

149

Against loss of employment land to build 50 homes at Knowle. Knowle's
historic parkland is listed as a pleasure ground and should be preserved.

Agent - If Used

Dalton, l P

6937.E2

67

Darrant, Mr Alan

6356.E1

65

Darrant, Mr Alan

6356.E2

67

Darrant, Mr Alan

6356.E3

148

Darrant, Mr Alan

6356.E4

999

137.E1

103

Dart Properties
Ltd
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Savills (R Shaw
Wimborne): Richard
Shaw Director

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)
If changes take place there will be an even higher density of housing at
Knowle and extra development of the southern terraces beyond the
present footprint of the existing building.
Change text to read that an out of town employment site will only be
considered if existing sites in the town not feasible.
Change text to read that an out of town employment site will only be
considered if existing sites in the town not feasible. Any retail use would
be have a significant detrimental impact on current business in the town
centre.

Objection to any ancillary retail on the Sidford AONB that would risk
further damage to Sidmouth’s economy. Area is a flood risk and illequipped in terms of road infrastructure. Superstore in Alexandria Road
would damage town centre trade.
Objection is raised to the revised wording to Vision for Sidmouth.
Respondent considers it should explicitly refer to 'improvement to
existing employment site' and that reference to a new employment site
allocation outside of the town should be deleted.
Respondent opposes devt of the Sidford site and considers Strategy 26
should place significant constraints, noting past planning history, on any
possible longer term devt - noting poor roads and AONB.
Objection to the proposals for the Knowle site and development on
green areas - proposal to use the old building for 40/50 apartments and
to refurbish the newer buildings for council offices is far preferable to the
wasteful relocation ‘ambition’.
General objection is made to the plan/failure to amend in respect of over
development and prevision of employment land and concerns around
methodology and process used to arrive at employment site allocations
(applicable to Sidmouth and elsewhere)..
We consider the boundary of the CPA should be further revised to
exclude additional land and maintain our objection to the wider CPA
designation.

Site No

Rele
vant?

ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle

ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle

X
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Representor
Name
Day, Mr & Mrs
Robert and
Margaret

Repn No

Chge
No

3535.E1

65

Object to employment sites outside town BUAB & in AONB at Sidford.

3535.E2

67

Objection to any ancillary retail on the Sidford AONB that would risk
further damage to Sidmouth’s economy. Area is a flood risk and illequipped in terms of road infrastructure.

3535.E3

148

3535.E4

149

Deegan, Frances

6370.E1

148

Deegan, Frances

6370.E2

149

Deegan, Frances

6370.E3

65

Day, Mr & Mrs
Robert and
Margaret
Day, Mr & Mrs
Robert and
Margaret
Day, Mr & Mrs
Robert and
Margaret

Agent - If Used

Deegan, Frances

6370.E4

67

Deegan, Mr Philip

6498.E1

148

Deegan, Mr Philip

6498.E2

149

Deegan, Mr Philip

6498.E3

149

Deegan, Mr Philip

6498.E4

65
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Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)

Removal of zones A & E means there could be higher-density housing
on the rest of the site. Extension to zone C would destroy the integrity on
historic park.
Removal of zones A & E means there could be higher-density housing
on the rest of the site. Extension to zone C would destroy the integrity on
historic park.
If changes take place there will be an even higher density of housing at
Knowle and extra development of the southern terraces beyond the
present footprint of the existing building.
If changes take place there will be an even higher density of housing at
Knowle and extra development of the southern terraces beyond the
present footprint of the existing building.
Proposed changes now include not just 'a new employment site but
sites'. Unnecessary to turn AONB into employment land. Object to
'Regency Grandeur' being changed to 'Historic character'.
Proposal that even restricted retail ancillary use would still increase
traffic, spoil AONB and have a negative impact on the town's retail
sector.
If changes take place there will be an even higher density of housing at
Knowle and extra development of the southern terraces beyond the
present footprint of the existing building.
If changes take place there will be an even higher density of housing at
Knowle and extra development of the southern terraces beyond the
present footprint of the existing building.
If changes take place there will be an even higher density of housing at
Knowle and extra development of the southern terraces beyond the
present footprint of the existing building.
Proposed changes now include not just 'a new employment site but
sites'. Unnecessary to turn AONB into employment land. Object to
'Regency Grandeur' being changed to 'Historic character'.

Site No

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle

Rele
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Representor
Name

Agent - If Used

Repn No

Chge
No

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)

Deegan, Mr Philip

6498.E5

67

Proposal that even restricted retail ancillary use would still increase
traffic, spoil AONB and have a negative impact on the town's retail
sector.

Dent, Mr K R

3603.E1

67

Objection to policy reference/provision of retail use at Sidford
employment allocation. If allocation is allowed then no retail use should
be allowed as it would become an out of town shopping centre.

Dent, Mr K R

3603.E2

148

Dent, Mr K R

3603.E3

148

Dent, Mr K R

3603.E4

65

Devon County
Council

245.E1

6

Devon County
Council

245.E10

139

Devon County
Council

245.E11

140

Devon County
Council

245.E2

13

Devon County
Council

245.E3

15

Devon County
Council

245.E4

21

Devon County
Council

245.E5

25
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In principle objection to allocation but support for reduced allocation
boundary. Existing open spaces areas should be excluded from any
allocation for development.
Objection to allocation of land immedietly in front of the Council offices/
formal terraced garden area for residential development. The existing
offices could be converted for residential use.
Objection to change of wording that provides for a new employment site.
Existing employment sites should be improved (and Council offices
retained) and there is no justification for new provision.
Devon County Council advises that "we are satisfied that the
requirement under the duty to co-operate has been fulfilled, particularly
in relation to the consideration of infrastructure provision."
It is not true that Devon County will determine all applications relating to
treatment of animal wastes. This is only applicable where a significant
proportion of the waste is brought to the site from different premises.
Clarification is suggested.
It is not true that Devon County will determine all applications relating to
treatment of animal wastes. This is only applicable where a significant
proportion of the waste is brought to the site from different premises.
Clarification is suggested.
The County Council welcomes the additional reference to the historic
environment within the vision of the Plan.
The County Council supports the additional text about reducing carbon
emissions and wider benefits including encouraging sustainable modes
of travel and reliance on the private car.
This has been amended to avoid the loss of land of environmental value.
It may be helpful to further define what ‘environmental value’ means as it
could have a wide interpretation.
Whilst its considered housing provision is appropriate in respect of the
Exeter Housing Market Area, DCC do not consider that their paper
should not be used to demonstrate a 15 year housing requirement.
Current Production of 2013 HMA is noted.

Site No
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Devon County
Council

245.E6

42

Devon County
Council

245.E7

76

Devon County
Council

245.E8

124

Devon County
Council

245.E9

132

Devon Senior
Voice

6219.E1

26

Devon Senior
Voice

6219.E2

150

Devon Senior
Voice

6219.E3

78

Devon Senior
Voice

6219.E4

999

Agent - If Used

Devonshire
Homes Ltd

Heynes Planning (E
Heynes, Launceston):
Ed Heynes

939.E1

6

Devonshire
Homes Ltd

Heynes Planning (E
Heynes, Launceston):
Ed Heynes

939.E2

10
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Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)
Change 42 - suggests that funding agreements have been secured for
the whole Old A30-Cumberland Way link road. This is, however not the
case though the majority of funding has been agreed in principle.
The policy wording regarding the 25% affordable housing target does not
specify that this should be achieved ‘where viable’. This wording may
help to provide additional flexibility and would reflect the NPPF
paragraph 173.
The waste hierarchy is more accurately expressed as: · Prevention; ·
Preparing for reuse; · Recycling; · Other recovery; and · Disposal. It is
suggested that the text be amended to reflect this.
Change 132
Change as drafted is not specific enough.Text in the policy should
ensure that any archaeological assessment or undertakings will satisfy
the requirements of the planning authority with regard to the protection of
heritage assets.
Change 132
Support is given for provision of 15,000 new homes in the plan and
support is also given for the 10% of plots being made available for selfbuild developments which will enable people to custom build their own
homes.
Objection raised that Care/Health workers should be recognised in the
plan as a work sector that should fall under the category of rural
worker/business in plan policy. Noting high house prices in rural areas
and need for such workers in these areas.
Support is provided for clarification that policy applies to sites outside of
Built-up Area Boundaries.
At Appendix A - Support is provided for reference to production of the
proposed Villages Devt Plan Document and desire expressed to be
involved in the consultation process.
Objection that production of a protocol does not indicate that Duty to
Cooperate has been complied with. Concern expressed that Duty to
Cooperate has not been demonstrated and concerns on this matter of W
Dorset council are cited.
Ch 10, 25 & 26 - Objection to demand based assessment of housing
needs that understates need and assessment should address matters of
full objectively assessed need. Contested that evidence base is
insufficient and more home should be provided.

Site No

Rele
vant?

X
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Representor
Name

Agent - If Used

Repn No

Chge
No

Devonshire
Homes Ltd

Heynes Planning (E
Heynes, Launceston):
Ed Heynes

939.E3

30

Devonshire
Homes Ltd

Heynes Planning (E
Heynes, Launceston):
Ed Heynes

939.E4

51

Devonshire
Homes Ltd

Heynes Planning (E
Heynes, Launceston):
Ed Heynes

939.E5

74

Devonshire
Homes Ltd

Heynes Planning (E
Heynes, Launceston):
Ed Heynes

939.E6

75

Devonshire
Homes Ltd

Heynes Planning (E
Heynes, Launceston):
Ed Heynes

939.E7

76

939.E8

125

939.E9

999

1790.E1

25

Devonshire
Homes Ltd
Devonshire
Homes Ltd

Heynes Planning (E
Heynes, Launceston):
Ed Heynes
Heynes Planning (E
Heynes, Launceston):
Ed Heynes

Dorset County
Council

Eagle
Investments

BeardmoreUrban (D
Beardmore, Bath):
David Beardmore

2047.E1

57

Eagle One Ltd

Barton Willmore LLP
(J Porter, Bristol):
Jonathan Porter
Associate Planner

3450.E1

25
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Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)
Ch 30 & 31 - Objection to continued use of windfall allowance as
contributor to future housing provision citing lack of evidence to underpin
projected windfall numbers and concern that figures are informed by
extrapolation of past trends only.
Objection that with apparent removal of pre-requisite reqt for relief road
in Axminster as part of allocated site devt it needs to be shown that devt
is viable in existing highways terms and mechanism established to show
means for road delivery.
Objection that the plan does not set out how employment provision will
be provided alongside new housing. It is not seen as a credible reqt and
it lacks justification and should not prejudice/dis-favour residential
led/only development proposals.
Objection that the off-site affordable housing calculator should be
available as appendix to the plan and made available for scrutiny prior to
plan adoption.
Whilst change providing flexibility in depressed markets is welcomed the
text should also recognise other factors that could inform a differing
affordable housing mix or provision such as responding to a specific
local need.
There should be reference to the fact that there may be circumstances
where there is a net loss of trees/hedgerows that can be acceptable and
that policy provision should apply under special circumstances.
Objection is made that through observations on plan changes and in
earlier submissions the plan is not considered to pass tests of
soundness as identified in NPPF para 182.
The evidence presented does not support the amount of development
that is being proposed and the implications for the scale of growth on the
infrastructure of neighbouring authorities has not been adequately
assessed.
Qualified objection that seeks assurances that school site will be agreed
by developer and school provider and that the site forms part of 5Ha of
employment land and value of land is reflected in overall devt
contributions.
Inadequate period of plan from adoption (2014-2026). The NPPF states
that LPAs should where possible identify a supply of specific
developable sites or broad locations for growth for up to 15 years.

Site No

Rele
vant?

E105 E105 - East of
Axminster allocation
site

X

W147 W147 Goodmores Farm
allocation site
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

3450.E2

47

East Devon
Alliance

6926.E1

999

East Devon
AONB
Partnership

3472.E1

18

3472.E2

36

Need to evidence housing and business allocations in the AONBs using
a robust landscape character led assessment model.

3472.E3

77

Need to evidence housing and business allocations in the AONBs using
a robust landscape character led assessment model.

Eagle One Ltd

Agent - If Used
Barton Willmore LLP
(J Porter, Bristol):
Jonathan Porter
Associate Planner

East Devon
AONB
Partnership
East Devon
AONB
Partnership
East Devon New
Community
partners (EDNCp)
East Devon New
Community
partners (EDNCp)
East Devon New
Community
partners (EDNCp)
East Devon New
Community
partners (EDNCp)
East Devon New
Community
partners (EDNCp)
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David Lock
Associates Ltd (N
Freer, Milton Keynes):
Nick Freer Partner
David Lock
Associates Ltd (N
Freer, Milton Keynes):
Nick Freer Partner
David Lock
Associates Ltd (N
Freer, Milton Keynes):
Nick Freer Partner
David Lock
Associates Ltd (N
Freer, Milton Keynes):
Nick Freer Partner
David Lock
Associates Ltd (N
Freer, Milton Keynes):
Nick Freer Partner

3209.E1

26

3209.E2

38

3209.E3

42

3209.E4

74

3209.E5

98

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)
The available land to the east of Tithebarn Green, north of Blackhorse is
appropriate to come forward now as strategic allocation for the following
- It can contribute some 1,000 dwellings towards the shortfall in land
identified, site is well located.
Deplores secrecy/delay under Brown & rejection of independent reports
in favour of excessive growth figures by Business Forum, Brown chair.
Objects to threat to green environment/heritage across district & to
desecration of Knowle for office relocation.
We would wish to reinforce our previous comments made jointly with the
Blackdown Hills AONB in particular with reference to the need to
evidence housing and business allocations in the AONBs using a robust
landscape character led assessment model.

The expansion of Cranbrook beyond 2016 is part of the strategy for
meeting the longer term needs of the District over a 15 year period and
this should be explicit in the proposed change 26 to take Cranbrook to
7,500 new homes.
The proposed change to the text of 7.13 (Change 38) is inconsistent with
the position in the policy and appears to develop policy beyond that set
out in Strategy 10. It might be misread as reaching premature
conclusions on delivery.
Approach to assessing transport impacts in plan for the West End set
too high and inappropriate test and contradicts the approach set out in
the NPPF and HA Planning Circular. Residual cumulative impacts of
development should not have severe impact.
Objection raised that policy change should not require employment
provision in tandem with/on housing sites as part of a development and
objection to new obligation for live work units to be delivered on
proposals of between 50 and 199 dwellings.
Change 98 is not consistent with the basis for change offered for it. The
proposed change additionally adds that any provision above standards
does not mean that there is an oversupply. This is an unnecessary
addition, and introduces an ambiguity.

Site No

Rele
vant?

W213 W213 - North of
Blackhorse allocation
site

X

X

X

Clyst Valley Regional
Park - Overarching Site
Ref
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Representor
Name

Agent - If Used

Repn No

Chge
No

East Devon New
Community
partners (EDNCp)

David Lock
Associates Ltd (N
Freer, Milton Keynes):
Nick Freer Partner

3209.E6

125

Elson, Miss Jill

1608.E1

57

Environment
Agency

3712.E1

116

Environment
Agency

3712.E10

115

Environment
Agency

3712.E11

116

Environment
Agency

3712.E12

101

Environment
Agency

3712.E2

15

Environment
Agency

3712.E3

16

Environment
Agency

3712.E4

17

3712.E5

23

3712.E6

34

3712.E7

92

Environment
Agency
Environment
Agency
Environment
Agency
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Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)
The proposed change introduces a requirement which extends beyond
that of the NPPF in so far as the replacement of trees or hedgerows is
concerned. The requirement for no net loss of trees or hedgerows as
part of development proposals should be deleted.
I object to a new 210 pupil primary school and nursery on the
Goodmores Farm site. Lympstone Parish Council proposed
neighbourhood plan does not include a new school and there is sufficient
land at Brixington Primary School for it to be extended.
Env Ag highlight concerns around potential for increase in pollution in
the River Axe as a consequence of devt in the catchment and highlight
need for management. They suggest a coordinated strategy approach to
ensure appropriate development can occur.
For change 115 the sentence ‘The habitat related works that we have
undertaken removes the need for individual development schemes to be
subject to separate Appropriate Assessments’ conflicts with the
proposed wording in Change 109.
The first ref to ‘Disturbance Study’ would better read ‘the Exe
Disturbance Study, pub in Dec 2011’ with a footnote included. Also add
the phrase ‘Implementing the mitigation and recommendations of’ before
the words ‘The Disturbance study…...'
Advise is provided that Environment Agency confirm that they are happy
with the proposed changes from a flood and coastal risk perspective (in
particular changes 101-106 and 144-145).
For change 15 you could consider adding the following text: - ‘To
implement adaptation measures to help wildlife (i.e. by developing
resilience for biodiversity) and bring wider environmental benefits.’
For change 16, we note that the word ‘replace’ has been removed. To
ensure that the Plan includes reference to biodiversity offsetting
suggested wording is proposed that explicitly promotes offsetting where
losses cannot be avoided or opportunities arise.
For change 17 the Plan should recognise the potential value of
brownfield sites for wildlife. Accordingly you could consider wording as
follows: - ‘…and also avoid any loss of brownfield or greenfield land of
environmental value.
For change 23 reference should also be made to the South West River
Basin Management Plan and our emerging Catchment Plans.
For change 34, in the first sentence, please insert a comma between the
words ‘natural’ and ‘historic’.
For change 92 we suggest re-wording to ensure wider consideration of
partnership contribution.

Site No

Rele
vant?

W147 W147 Goodmores Farm
allocation site

X
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Environment
Agency

3712.E8

109

Environment
Agency

3712.E9

110

6938.E1

57

6249.E1

57

6249.E2

131

Would like a network of sustainable footpaths and cycleways at local,
trunk and national strategic levels.

6249.E3

132

Concerned about vagueness in the expression 'an appropriate desk
based assessment and where necessary a field assessment'. How can
the public have confidence that this will safeguard archaeological sites.

57

Objection to amendment on basis of inappropriate location for school,
existing schools should be expanded, viability of a new school is
challenged and there should be additional provision for secondary
education.

Exmouth Area
Learning
Community
Exmouth
Residents and
Traders
Association
Exmouth
Residents and
Traders
Association
Exmouth
Residents and
Traders
Association
Exmouth Town
Council

Agent - If Used

401.E1

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)
Change 34 rewording is recommended to more precisely set out the
assessment that is appropriate on Natura 2000 sites noting Natural
England standing advise on species including under European law. East
Devon biodiversity plan should be referred to.
For change 110 the Habitats Regulations (The Conservation (Natural
Habitats) Regulations 1994) have been superseded by The
Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 (as amended).
The text should be amended accordingly.
Objection to policy provision for a new school at Goodmores Farm and
instead onus should be on expanding capacity of existing schools to
meet any future shortfalls in pupil places.
Objects to addition of new primary school at this late stage. Suggest
supermarket on this site. Suggests Park and Ride scheme. Objects to
suggestion of development on the Exe Estuary with compensation
provided.

Faulkner, Mr
Allan

6444.E1

65

Objection due to being in a flood plain and an AONB. Danger to road
users and damage to trade in Sidmouth.

Faulkner, Mr
Allan

6444.E2

67

Objection due to being on a flood plain and in an AONB. Effect on road
users and retail outlets in Sidmouth.

148

Removal of zones A & E means there could be higher-density housing
on the rest of the site & oppose extension to zone C southwards.
Proposal to develop old building & refurbish newer buildings seems
more sensible solution.

Faulkner, Mr
Allan
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6444.E3

Site No

W147 W147 Goodmores Farm
allocation site
W147 W147 Goodmores Farm
allocation site

W147 W147 Goodmores Farm
allocation site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle

Rele
vant?
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Representor
Name

Agent - If Used

Repn No

Chge
No

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)

Faulkner, Mrs
Janice

6443.E1

65

Objection due to being in an AONB and a flood plain. Danger to road
users and damage to retail outlets in Sidmouth.

Faulkner, Mrs
Janice

6443.E2

67

Objects due to being in an AONB and on a flood plain. Danger to road
users and damage to retail outlets in Sidmouth.

Feniton Park Ltd

Feniton Park Ltd

Feniton Park Ltd

Feniton Park Ltd

Feniton Park Ltd

Fords of
Sidmouth

Fuller, Mr Robin

Fuller, Mr Robin
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Atkins Ltd (A Jones,
Bristol): Andrew
Jones Principal
Planner
Atkins Ltd (A Jones,
Bristol): Andrew
Jones Principal
Planner
Atkins Ltd (A Jones,
Bristol): Andrew
Jones Principal
Planner
Atkins Ltd (A Jones,
Bristol): Andrew
Jones Principal
Planner
Atkins Ltd (A Jones,
Bristol): Andrew
Jones Principal
Planner
Context Logic Ltd (J
Marchant, Sidmouth):
Joseph Marchant
Director

6923.E1

10

6923.E2

25

6923.E3

26

6923.E4

70

6923.E5

70

1967.E1

67

3692.E1

65

3692.E2

67

Site No
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

Objection raised to concerns that plan changes do not provide sufficient
housing to meet needs and provision is not evidence based and the plan
does not cover 15 years as sought by the NPPF. A number of Change
Nos referred to but all logged against No 10.
The starting point of the Plan remains 2006 despite the concerns raised
previously. Consequently, the Plan has an end date of 2026, which
would not provide a 15 year horizon for establishing a robust planning
framework.
Annual housing requirement of 750 (dpa) is significantly below what the
available evidence shows the objectively assessed needs for East
Devon to be. The Devon County housing study does not provide robust
evidence of actual need across House Mkt Area.
Objection that Strategy 27 does not provide for sufficient housing and
flexibility for additional housing in villages. A result will be suitable and
available sites in sustainable locations not being developed.
Respondent highlights concerns over policy being over restrictive of
development in villages by referring to Acland Park in Feniton and
stressing its suitability in sustainability terms for new housing
development.
Objection that changes are now too restrictive in respect to supporting
and promoting development of important employment site and
amendments should make for more flexibility to bring the site forward
and evidence submitted to show market demand.
Objection raised to proposed change 65 as it is not considered
necessary for their to be provision of a new employment site and instead
emphasis should be placed on effective use of existing employment
land.
Objection that the Sidford employment allocation is not needed and
concern that policy changes introduce provision for retail uses and would
also threaten thriving retail outlets in town, risking to remove as many
jobs as it purports to create.

C316 C316 - Feniton
Acland Park site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

Rele
vant?
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Fuller, Mr Robin

3692.E3

148

Fuller, Mrs Di

6298.E1

65

Fuller, Mrs Di

6298.E2

67

Fuller, Mrs Di

6298.E3

148

Fuller, Mrs Di

6298.E4

149

Futures Forum Of
The Vision Group
For Sidmouth

720.E1

67

Futures Forum Of
The Vision Group
For Sidmouth

720.E2

67

Futures Forum Of
The Vision Group
For Sidmouth

720.E3

149

6928.E1

165

Objection is made to the failure of the plan to allocate land at Woodbury
Business Park for employment uses.

67

Objection to site allocation and changes not being adequate in respect of
concerns over flooding, poor transport access/highway issues, AONB
impacts and preservation of historic High Street in Sidbury.

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

149

The revised development in the post-publication change still encroaches
on land that was dedicated as a public open space and still converts
business land into residential land. Neither change is in best interest of
people in Sidmouth.

ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle

G B House and
Sons

Golding, Mr Brian

Golding, Mr Brian
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Agent - If Used

ARA Architects (M
Gigg Exmouth): Mr
Malcolm Gigg

600.E1

600.E2

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)
Objects to inclusion of zone D, land in front of the existing old part of the
Council offices in the allocation of land at the Knowle, but support for the
deletion of areas A and E, car park and parkland area.
Suggests deletion of following paragraph due to total unsuitability of
Sidford site 'though it may be necessary for provision to be located
outside of the existing built up area boundary if no alternative sites are
available within the town'.
Suggests change of wording under 2. Jobs, to say that the Sidford
allocation should only be considered after 5 year land review if
exceptional need could be demonstrated.
Objects to extension of zone C and also unable to support zones A, B, D
and E. Suggests using old building for 40-50 apartments and refurbish
new building for council offices.
Objects to extension of zone C and also unable to support zones A, B, D
and E. Suggests using old building for 40-50 apartments and refurbish
new building for council offices.
Concern is raised that there is tendency for A1/A2 land-use to be
granted in East Devon over time, following B1/B2 approvals. This is
opposed and it is considered that the policy should explicitly exclude any
retail provision.
Objection is raised to the Sidford allocation on the basis of flooding
concerns and it is considered that policy should be re-written to only
allow devt as a remote contingency following the 5 year review and only
if exceptional need is shown.
Respondent considers that there should be no extension of allocation
beyond the current footprint of the buildings at Knowle and proposals to
refurbish and renovate the current buildings should be actively
considered by the District Council.

Site No

Rele
vant?

ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
X
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Representor
Name
Green, Mr
Anthony

Agent - If Used

Repn No

Chge
No

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)

3695.E1

65

Support provision of "improving exisitng employment sites".
Object to construction of a business park in the AONB in Sidford and any
suggestion the retail activity be allowed there. This would be detrimental
to the vibrancy of Sidmouth's town centre shops.

Green, Mr
Anthony

3695.E2

67

Green, Mr
Anthony

3695.E3

70

Green, Mr
Anthony

3695.E4

149

Green, Mr David

3518.E1

65

Historic character of Sidmouth should be protected by keeping the
Victorian Knowle building if/when EDDC vacate it.

Green, Mr David

3518.E2

65

Oppose new employment site if it means land in AONB at Sidford or any
land currently used for recreation. Extend Alexandria Industrial Estate
and improve access, should not include a supermarket though.

Green, Mr David

3518.E3

67

Object to Siford proposed industrial site as unsuitable for retail use and
extra strain on village with inevitable traffic congestion.

Green, Mr David

3518.E4

148

Green, Mr David

3518.E5

149

Green, Mrs J A

6360.E1

65

Green, Mrs J A
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6360.E2

67

Support principal that countryside settings of small towns need to be
conserved however this is imcompatible with the development of a
business park in AONB.
Object to amount of land allocated for residential development at
Knowle. Exceeds the footprint of exisitng council offices and encroaches
on gardens used by the public.

Supports deletion of zones A and E but objects to the allocation of any of
the Knowle to new housing, particularly housing on upper terrace
(enlarged zone C) and former zone D as involves increase in housing
density.
Supports deletion of zones A and E but objects to the allocation of any of
the Knowle to new housing, particularly housing on upper terrace
(enlarged zone C) and former zone D as involves increase in housing
density.
Changing description from Regency Grandeur to Historic character will
have little affect on appeal of the town however would indiciate the
desire to preserve buildings such as Knowle.
Sidford area has very poor road access, no development should go
ahead. Any retail would be to the detriment to the town's shopping
centre.

Site No

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

Rele
vant?
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Representor
Name

Agent - If Used

Green, Mrs J A

Repn No

Chge
No

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)

6360.E3

148

Removal of zones A & E welcomed however oppose to extension of
Zone C & density of housing on allocated areas being increased.

Green, Mrs
Jacqueline

1803.E1

67

Objection to vision statement relating to new employment site.
Alternative employment sites within the town not been fully exploited.
Alexandria Road Industrial estate could be an alternative if its access is
improved.

Green, Mrs
Jacqueline

1803.E2

67

Any clause allowing 'ancillary retail' is to be avoided as this is difficult to
monitor. Sidmouth has a stable workforce, the Sidford site is likely not to
provide sustainable employment for a future workforce.

Green, Mrs
Jacqueline

1803.E3

148

Against loss of employment land to build 50 homes at Knowle. Knowle's
historic parkland is listed as a pleasure ground and should be preserved.

Greendale
Investments &
Crealy Farms

RPS (N Laister,
Abingdon): Nick
Laister Senior Director

3120.E1

25

Greendale
Investments &
Crealy Farms

RPS (N Laister,
Abingdon): Nick
Laister Senior Director

3120.E2

26

Greendale
Investments &
Crealy Farms
Greendale
Investments &
Crealy Farms
Greendale
Investments &
Crealy Farms
Greendale
Investments &
Crealy Farms

RPS (N Laister,
Abingdon): Nick
Laister Senior Director
RPS (N Laister,
Abingdon): Nick
Laister Senior Director
RPS (N Laister,
Abingdon): Nick
Laister Senior Director
RPS (N Laister,
Abingdon): Nick
Laister Senior Director

3120.E3

50

3120.E4

54

3120.E5

10

3120.E6

31

2064.E1

52

Hallmark Estates
(Devon) Limited
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The Plan does not meet the 15-year time horizon recommended by the
NPPF (para 157) and it does not provide for the "objectively assessed
needs for market and affordable housing in the housing market area"
(para 47 of the NPPF).
The Plan does not meet the 15-year time horizon recommended by the
NPPF (para 157) and it does not provide for the "objectively assessed
needs for market and affordable housing in the housing market area"
(para 47 of the NPPF).
RPS supports the amendments proposed which require the completion
and consideration of robust transport assessments and evidence in
respect to proposals at Cranbrook, Skypark and the IFT.
RPS supports the amendments proposed which require the completion
and consideration of robust transport assessments and evidence in
respect to proposals at Cranbrook, Skypark and the IFT
Housing projection figures are considered to low and do not take
account of the likely upturn in economic activity and resultant housing
need and demand.
This presents high and unsubstantiated delivery rates that impact on the
supply of housing land considered to be necessary and not based on
clear and robust evidence.
The change doesn’t actively promote new retail food provision in heart of
town centre, Websters site is an appropriate option, peripheral location
of existing supermarkets harm town centre vitality, proven non-food
spend leakage away from Axminster.

Site No
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle

Former Websters
Garage Site Axminster

Rele
vant?
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Representor
Name

Agent - If Used

Repn No

Chge
No

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)

Harbour, Mr Colin

6402.E1

67

Object to ancillary retail use for proposed employment site as in
AONB/fllod plain & green wedge and exacerbate traffic problems.

Harbour, Mr Colin

6402.E2

148

Object to Zones B & D being allocated for housing & Zone C being
extended.

Harbour, Mr Colin

6402.E3

149

Object to Zones B & D being allocated for housing & Zone C being
extended.

Harbour, Mr Colin

6402.E4

65

Harbour, Mrs
Julia

3449.E1

148

Harbour, Mrs
Julia

3449.E2

149

Harbour, Mrs
Julia

3449.E3

65

Contradicts policy as council proposes to demolish fine old Victorian
Building. Object to new employment sites outside BUAB & within AONB.
At the Council offices site in Sidmouth support removal of zones A and E
but object to zones B and D being allocated for housing. Also object to
Zone C being extended beyond original building footprint.
Support removal of zones A and E but object to zones B and D being
allocated for housing. Also object to Zone C being extended beyond
original building footprint.
Supports change of wording from Regency to Historic. However there
seems to be contradiction by your proposal to build on our Heritage Park
and demolish the old Victorian building.

Harbour, Mrs
Julia

3449.E4

65

Object to any new employment sites outside the BUAB including that
proposed on the AONB at Sidford.

Harbour, Mrs
Julia

3449.E5

67

Object due to being in an AONB, flood plain and green wedge, would
exacerbate road problems and damage the Economy in Sidmouth. And
also objects to any ancillary use.

Harbour, Mrs
Julia

3449.E6

999

Harding, Mr John

1532.E1

10

Harding, Mr John

1532.E2

25
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Representor considers the Local Plan process of public consultation so
far to be unsatisfactory and undemocratic.
Objection that out of date population projections (too high) have had
economically active % levels applied to them to generate overly high
economically active population projections. Objection that no
explanation is given for not using new popn data.
The projected number of new dwellings thought to be required is
unrealistic and is a gross over-estimation. ONS data shows lower
population projections. The plan applies average household size of 1.6
persons whereas ONS figure for England is 2.3.

Site No

Rele
vant?

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle

ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
X
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Harding, Mr John

1532.E3

32

Harding, Mr John

1532.E4

999

Harding, Mr John

1532.E5

78

Highfield, Mr Mike

6839.E1

126

Highfield, Mr Mike

6839.E2

163

Highways Agency

127.E1

25

Highways Agency

127.E2

26

Highways Agency

127.E3

42

Highways Agency

127.E4

46

Highways Agency

127.E5

63

Highways Agency

127.E6

165

Highways Agency

127.E7

183
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Agent - If Used

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)
The proposed rate of provision in the early years of the plan is unrealistic
as is the suggestion that the number of new households will decrease in
the closing years of the plan period. such a peak and slump is not a
sustainable solution.
Objection to the absence of a policy statement that approvals for new
household growth will reflect the locations determined by the plan:
without such restraint, the plan would be meaningless.
Proposal will effectively permit developments of any size in the open
countryside: once the first 15 dwellings are granted permission, there is
nothing to stop a further application for another 15 and so on without
limitation.
If the adverse impacts of noise on development are not identified it may
make it more difficult to safeguard tranquil areas or prompt the
necessary consideration of noise impact from development beyond that
usually reserved for residential amenity needs.
If the adverse impacts of noise on development are not identified it may
make it more difficult to safeguard tranquil areas or prompt the
necessary consideration of noise impact from development beyond that
usually reserved for residential amenity needs.
The text on the first line should read ·programme', not 'program'.
It may help to refer to 'The Roger Tym & Partners report', rather than
'The Tym's report'.
The Agency is very pleased to see that additional text relating to the
need for a robust transport evidence base has been included, in line with
the comments made in our previous letter. We support the proposed
change
The Agency is pleased to see the inclusion of additional text
emphasising the need for a robust transport evidence base and the
requirement to seek advice from the Agency. We support the proposed
change.
Concern expressed that reassigning 2.2ha of employment land
previously at Island Farm to the existing Finnemore Industrial Estate
reduces the employment land for the town. More evidence is needed to
establish if sufficient employment land is available.
Consider that the text should be amended to read 'Transport
Assessment' rather than 'Traffic Assessment' as this is consistent with
current terminology used in NPPF and guidance documents (Guidance
on Transport Assessment, 2007).
Respondent comments - In addition to those listed, should the
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) be mentioned here?

Site No

Rele
vant?

X

X

X
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Representor
Name

Agent - If Used

Repn No

Chge
No

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)
The change to permit some retail use for the 12 acre employment site
(which is in an area of outstanding natural beauty and on a flood plain)
would seriously damage Sidford's shop trade and Sidmouth's town
centre economy.
Objection to loss of public recreational land, historic buildings, 100 jobs
as well as blow to economy and public amenities of Sidmouth if the
Council offices allocation is implemented.
The change to permit some retail use for the 12 acre employment site
(which is in an area of outstanding natural beauty and on a flood plain)
would seriously damage Sidford's shop trade and Sidmouth's town
centre economy.
Objection to building on public recreational land, destruction of historic
buildings and loss of jobs which would be a serious blow to economy
and public amenities of Sidmouth.

Hills, Joyce

6072.E1

67

Hills, Joyce

6072.E2

149

Hills, Mr Roy

6073.E1

67

Hills, Mr Roy

6073.E2

149

Hollingshead, Mr
and Mrs R and A

6404.E1

148

Objection to zoness B & D being allocated for housing.

Hollingshead, Mr
and Mrs R and A

6404.E2

149

Objection to zoness B & D being allocated for housing.

Hollingshead, Mr
and Mrs R and A

6404.E3

65

Appears to contradict propsoal to build on our Heritage Park & demolish
fine old Victorian building. Object to any employment sites outside BUAB
and in AONB.
Object to any ancillary retail use on this site in AONB, on a flood plain
and in green wedge.

Hollingshead, Mr
and Mrs R and A

6404.E4

67

Homent, Mr
Neville M

3715.E1

65

Homent, Mr
Neville M

3715.E2

67

Homent, Mr
Neville M

3715.E3

148
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Objection raised to the changes to the vision and amendments sought to
reinstate 'Regency' and amend wording to rule out new employment
allocation and enhance existing sites.
Amendments proposed that would set out that development of the
Sidford allocation site would be a remote contingency after plan review
highlighting site location in AONB and poor road infrastructure and
demonstration of exceptional need.
Objection to proposals for redevelopment of the Council offices and
plans to build on parkland. Office refurbishment to accommodate
council is favoured with scope to convert existing old building to flats if
need is required.

Site No
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle

Rele
vant?
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Honiton Town
Council

6741.E1

10

Honiton Town
Council

6741.E10

84

Honiton Town
Council

6741.E11

84

Honiton Town
Council

6741.E12

98

Honiton Town
Council

6741.E13

100

Honiton Town
Council

6741.E14

108

Honiton Town
Council

6741.E15

121

Honiton Town
Council

6741.E16

170

Honiton Town
Council

6741.E2

15

Honiton Town
Council

6741.E3

18

Honiton Town
Council

6741.E4

21
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Agent - If Used

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)
Devon CC data indicates that population and household numbers are
likely to be lower than the levels shown in the Local Plan (at least in the
early years of the plan) - Honiton Town Council notes the data.
Honiton Town Council welcomes this clarification of the site as a
strategic allocation. Honiton Town Council queries where the money will
come from to fund the improvements.
With regard to proposed development west of Hayne Lane there is a
lack of clarity as to where additional school places will be provided
(either in Honiton or in Ottery St Mary) and what impact this will have on
the schools.
Honiton Town Council is of the view that future funding/resources should
be prioritised into areas such as Honiton which is undersupplied with
regard to open spaces.
Honiton has been identified as short of open space. The Town Council
queries how Parish specific needs assessment will affect potential
development identified under Strategy 23 which will impact on Honiton’s
infrastructure but is not within the parish?
Honiton Town Council is concerned at the lack of clarity and definition of
such terms as ‘reasonable’. The Town Council is of the view that what
may be ‘reasonable’ to a developer may not be ‘reasonable’ to the local
community.
Honiton Town Council welcomes the inclusion of conservation area
appraisals and conservation area management plans. But is concerned
that review has not occurred in Honiton and there have been two
controversial planning approvals.
Honiton Town Council queries the inclusion of allotments in this policy as
in some cases allotments do not need planning permission. Such a
policy will make it harder for local councils to acquire land to fulfil their
statutory duty to provide allotments.
Honiton Town Council has consistently supported Park & Ride for
Honiton (ref detailed submission to the EDDC Local Plan Panel 6
September 2011 para 2.2.1) and maintains that it should be included in
the plan for Honiton.
The EDDC objective is stated as highlighting the importance of AONBs.
Honiton Town Council is concerned whether the special protection in the
plan is adequate and achieves this objective (see also representations
on page 44 ch. 108).
Honiton Town Council supports the aim of avoiding loss of land of
environmental value but queries how the ‘value’ will be assessed in
practice and highlights the fact that ‘value’ is a subjective term.

Site No

Rele
vant?

E321 E321 - Ottery
Moor Lane allocation
site
042 042 - West of
Hayne Lane allocation
site
X

X
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Honiton Town
Council

6741.E5

26

Honiton Town
Council

6741.E6

30

Honiton Town
Council

6741.E7

35

Honiton Town
Council

6741.E8

46

Honiton Town
Council

6741.E9

58

Agent - If Used

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)
Honiton Town Council has previously queried the inconsistent use of
data in the Tym’s Report which at times is used to support EDDC policy
and at times is ignored (eg. In setting Honiton’s employment land
allocation).
The lack of clarity as to how the figures for Honiton have been calculated
results in the difficulty of assessing how many more houses are required
for Honiton out of the allocated number of 300 within the built up area
boundary.
Objection that the change introduces a lack of clarity in respect of
application of policy and where sites/allocations may lie across Parish
boundaries a lack of clarity in respect of where CIL income will be spent.
Whilst Honiton Town Council welcomes the ‘holistic’ approach, it has
consistently highlighted that this approach has not been adopted in
Honiton where development has and continues to outpace infrastructure.
With regard to the deletion of the reference to the agents for the majority
landowner, Honiton Town Council queries what evidence is available to
suggest that the allocation is deliverable in a different way. Need for the
employment land is questioned.

How, Ms Marjorie

3572.E1

65

Opposed to employment site at Sidford as will cause traffic congestion &
in AONB.

Huntington, Mr
Richard J

6371.E1

148

Support development in zone C subject to restriction to existing building
footprint. Oppose development in zones A,B,D & E.

Ingham, Mr Ben

3165.E1

57

Reference to a new school at Goodmores - I do not think this should be
included as consultation with residents did not take place.

Jeffrey, T D

6917.E1

999

Jonas, Mr G D

6114.E1

148

Jonas, Mr G D

6114.E2

67
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Objects to Devon County Council Public Rights of Way Proposal 4:
Schedule 14 applications - claimed upgrade of Bridleways 19/21/23,
Sidmouth and Bridleway 24, Otterton to Byways Open to All Traffic
Objection to proposals at the Knowle in respect of loss of recreation
land, loss of unique existing building and over development. The existing
building could be converted for residential use.
Objection to allocation of land at Sidford for employment use on
groaunds of highway impacts at Sidford crossroads and congestion on
roads.

Site No

Rele
vant?

042 042 - West of
Hayne Lane allocation
site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
W147 W147 Goodmores Farm
allocation site
X
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Knowle Residents
Association

3589.E1

148

Labrum, Mr John

3036.E1

67

Labrum, Mr John

3036.E2

67

Labrum, Mr John

3036.E3

149

Labrum, Mr John

3036.E4

106

Labrum, Mr John

3036.E5

65

Labrum, Mr John

3036.E6

65

Latham, Gay

6222.E1

148

Latham, Gay

6222.E2

149

Latham, Gay

6222.E3

65

Latham, Gay

6222.E4

67

Objection to any ancillary retail on the Sidford AONB that would risk
further damage to Sidmouth’s economy. Area is a flood risk and illequipped in terms of road infrastructure.

Latham, Mr Martin

6221.E1

148

Zones B & D should not be developed & any development of zone C
should only be to avoid relocation.
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Agent - If Used

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)
Objection to allocation of Knowle for residential devt but support
reduction of previous allocation which removes car parking and open
space from porposed development area.
Objection to the reference in Change 67 as this is seen as now allowing
for retail uses at the proposed Sidford employment sites and that policy
does not effectively limit the amount of retail activity that would be
acceptable.
Objection to lack of clarity in plan wording and policy over the amount of
retail development that would be allowed at the Sidford site with crossreference made to supporting evidence reports which are seen as
providing contradictory information.
Objection to allocation of the Knowle site to residential use with loss of
an important historic feature and employment land (contrary to Policy
E3) and also loss of parkland.
Action is needed to protect cliffs at Pennington Point and cliffs at the
East side from an increasing rate of coastal erosion. The Local Plan
does not provide an effective strategy to deal with this issue.
Objects to change of wording as it creates A Vision for Sidmouth which
has an emphasis on a new employment site in the AONB at Sidford
rather than to the previous reference that referred to this as a possibility
with an onus on improving existing sites.
Objection to change of wording of the 'Vision for Sidmouth' as it now
tends to diminish any focus on the professed promotion of and support
for a new access road for the Alexandria Industrial Estate.
Zones B & D should not be developed & any development of zone C
should be with footprint of existing building. Oppose any higher-density
housing on the rest of the site.
Zones B & D should not be developed & any development of zone C
should be with footprint of existing building. Oppose any higher-density
housing on the rest of the site.
Change from Regency to Historic seems acceptable although the plan to
redevelop the Knowle area doesn’t seem to respecting its status. Sidford
proposed employment sites on AONB is unjustifiable.

Site No
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
001 001 - Alexandria
Road Industrial Estate,
Sidmouth
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle

Rele
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Latham, Mr Martin

6221.E2

149

Zones B & D should not be developed & any development of zone C
should only be to avoid relocation.

Latham, Mr Martin

6221.E3

65

Change from Regency to Historic seems acceptable although the plan to
bulldozer through the Knowle area doesn’t seem to respecting its status.

67

Objection to any ancillary retail on the Sidford AONB that would risk
further damage to Sidmouth’s economy. Area is a flood risk and illequipped in terms of road infrastructure.

Latham, Mr Martin

Agent - If Used

6221.E4

Leighton, Mr
Michael

1775.E1

51

Leisure East
Devon (LED)

6321.E1

44

Leisure East
Devon (LED)

6321.E2

183

Long, M R

6351.E1

148

Long, R H

6352.E1

148

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)

Obj that ref to 'key item of infrastructure' introduces ambiguity into the
plan that should either explicitly prioritise provision of the relief road or
should actively plan for Axminster town centre alleviation improvements
to existing highway network.
Wording fails to recognise the importance that a co-ordinated approach
to significant leisure provision throughout the District will have upon the
well-being, health and fitness of the resident population over the plan
period.
Additional work areas and possible supplementary planning documents
fails to recognise the importance that a co-ordinated approach to
significant leisure provision. A Leisure and Recreation Strategy including
Cranbrook is reqd.
Objection to allocation of parkland at the Knowle for residential
development. The grounds should remain for the benefit of residents
and infrastructure in the town will not support more houses. The 1975
offices provide sufficient space for the Council.
Objection to allocation of parkland at the Knowle for residential devt and
impacts on paths through site. Access roads to nearby properties are
not shown and no info is provided on proposed house types.
Infrastructure capacity is seen as insufficient.

Long, R H

6352.E2

67

Objection to proposed allocation of land at Sidford/Sidbury for
employment provision, road access is poor and another location needs
to be found. Existing employment sites should be fully utalised.

Longstaff, Mrs
Carol

3576.E1

65

Please reinsert the Word "Regency" back into the above plan as that is
how Sidmouth is known.

Longstaff, Mrs
Carol

3576.E2

148

The Knowle should only be vacated by the council if they can prove
absolutely that it will not cost more than they budget for.
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Site No
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle

Rele
vant?
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Representor
Name

Agent - If Used

Repn No

Chge
No

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)
Objection to the allocation of Sidford site on basis of flooding concerns,
impacts on AONB, traffic impacts, unknown history behind allocation and
concerns over 'greedy landowners'. Existing sites, inc Alexandria Rd,
should be used first.
Objection that the Coastal Preservation Area should not cover land on
the southern side of Lympstone as it will effect livelihood of people and
value of their property and designation bears no relationship with present
coastal preservation strip.
Objection to inclusion of provision of a new primary school at
Goodmores Farm in Local Plan and inclusion in Devon County education
plan. Also considered School provision would leave inadequate
available community facilities space.

Longstaff, Mrs
Carol

3576.E3

67

Lympstone Local
Land Owners and
Employers
Association

6242.E1

103

Lympstone
Parish Council

6925.E1

57

Lympstone
Parish Council

6925.E2

35

Lympstone Parish Council support the addition of text in Strategy 6.

67

Objection to potential for any retail development on the allocation site at
Sidford as it would worsen traffic impacts and adversely impact on the
town centre of Sidmouth.

Maxwell Scott, Mr
Ian

3563.E1

McCarthy, Mr
John

3219.E1

65

McCarthy, Mr
John

3219.E2

67

McCarthy, Mr
John

3219.E3

148

McCarthy, Mr
John

3219.E4

149

6272.E1

28

Millwood Homes
(Devon) Ltd
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WYG Planning &
Design (R Upton,
Wellington): Mr Robin
Upton Associate

The words "Regency Grandeur" should be retained. This is how
Sidmouth markets itself. The passage regarding new employment sites
should be made subject to evidence of need through a strategic
economic assessment and appraisal of potential options.
Permitting ancillary retail will compound and amplify the fundamental
defects with the Sidmouth site. It will further damage the local economy
and destroy jobs across East Devon. Especially, it will damage Sidmouth
Town centre and further degrade the AONB
Oppose the proposed extension to Zone C. It will allow over
development of a sensitive site. Development should be restricted to
within the footprint of office buildings and be made subject to
sympathetic and appropriate design.
Oppose the proposed extension to Zone C. It will allow over
development of a sensitive site. Development should be restricted to
within the footprint of office buildings and be made subject to
sympathetic and appropriate design.
Objection to lack of evidence to justify an 800 dwelling capacity figure at
Pinhoe as it does not seem to form part of the evidence base that
supports the New Local Plan.

Site No

Rele
vant?

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
X

W147 W147 Goodmores Farm
allocation site

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle

X
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Representor
Name
Millwood Homes
(Devon) Ltd

Millwood Homes
(Devon) Ltd

Millwood Homes
(Devon) Ltd

Millwood Homes
(Devon) Ltd
National Trust Devon and
Cornwall
Regional Office
National Trust Devon and
Cornwall
Regional Office
National Trust Devon and
Cornwall
Regional Office
National Trust Devon and
Cornwall
Regional Office
National Trust Devon and
Cornwall
Regional Office
National Trust Devon and
Cornwall
Regional Office
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Agent - If Used
WYG Planning &
Design (R Upton,
Wellington): Mr Robin
Upton Associate
WYG Planning &
Design (R Upton,
Wellington): Mr Robin
Upton Associate
WYG Planning &
Design (R Upton,
Wellington): Mr Robin
Upton Associate
WYG Planning &
Design (R Upton,
Wellington): Mr Robin
Upton Associate

Repn No

Chge
No

6272.E2

48

6272.E3

76

6272.E4

79

6272.E5

86

521.E1

35

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)
Objection that proposed changes fail to make Strategy 14 sound for the
reasons set out in past reps relating to highway capacity, vagueness in
energy standards, need for employment land, clarity on Neighbourhood
centre reqt & under provision of dwellings.
Without the deletion of this text the policy would effectively become an
'exceptions' policy requiring as much affordable housing to be provided
as viable cross funded by open market dwellings. There is an acute
shortage of open market homes in E Devon.
The term "small scale major" residential scheme is not recognised and
gives no clarity to the application of the policy. We question whether the
viability of achieving Life Time Homes has been assessed in terms of
viability.
Sustainable design and construction is supported in principle but linkage
to the Code for Sustainable Homes is questioned. Housing industries
preference is for linkage to enhanced building regulations requirements
and code may be abolished..
Objection that change in respect of devt outside boundaries needs to be
qualified and to ensure that Neighbourhood Plans implement and don't
supersede strategic policy and logic behind it and national objectives.
Whilst support is given for policy clarification in respect of the Green
Infrastructure the Nat Trust consider more land in their ownership should
be in the Clyst Valley Reg Pk and it is seen as unclear how the boundary
has evolved.
Objection is made to wording and the Nat Trust consider that the plan
should advise that commitment to completion of Dinan Way should not
be made prior to survey work and assessment of impacts on heritage
assets.

521.E2

39

521.E3

57

521.E4

87

The Nat Trust advise they support the change but also say para 17.17
should refer to national guidance for renewables which gives guidance
on identify suitable areas for renewables.

521.E5

101

Whilst supporting Strategy 44 the Trust consider it does not consider
supporting text aligns with national or strategic policy and considers that
as worded it could encourage harmful devt.

135

Comments on chngs 135, 136 & 138 (policies EN9-12) - It is questioned
if changes provide sufficient clear intent to protect & enhance historic
environment as part of a positive strategy. In particular reference should
be made to Killerton & setting study.

521.E6

Site No

Dinan Way Extension

Rele
vant?
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Representor
Name
National Trust Devon and
Cornwall
Regional Office
Natural England

Repn No

Chge
No

521.E7

179

3743.E1

16

Natural England

3743.E10

39

Natural England

3743.E11

54

Natural England

3743.E12

56

Natural England

3743.E13

57

Natural England

3743.E14

67

Natural England

3743.E15

70

Natural England

3743.E16

78

Natural England

3743.E17

86

Natural England

3743.E18

88

Natural England
Natural England

3743.E19
3743.E2

94
17

Natural England

3743.E20

101

Natural England

3743.E21

106

Natural England

3743.E22

107
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Agent - If Used

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)
Objection to Ch 179 and 181 that there is no actual definition of what
constitutes Major development and it is suggested a new addition is
added to clarify that it constitutes both small scale and large scale major
devts.
Support
This section goes straight in to the specifics of ‘Appropriate Assessment’
and makes no reference to the ‘strategic approach’ to mitigation.
Our previous concerns regarding water quality issues in the River Axe
SAC and the need to confirm that the proposed levels of housing and
employment growth can be accommodated without increasing the
phosphate load entering the SAC.
This does require a separate Habitat Regulation Assessment which
Natural England has still not been consulted on to date.
There is still nothing in this policy which gives any commitment to
delivering mitigation for predicted impacts on Exe Estuary and
Pebblebeds resulting from proposed strategic allocations and
developments in Exmouth.
In our view the assessment has not been comprehensive and as such
we do not agree with its conclusions regarding the environmental impact
of developing in this area.
Advise wording should say - “In accordance with the Strategy of the
Plan, the following aspirational numbers of new homes will be assigned
to small towns and villages.
this addition to the policy is unnecessary and misleading. Bullet 2 makes
it clear that the policy applies to developments “within or physically
close/well related to a village/the existing built form” and not just outside
BUABs.
Support
Support change – particularly requirement to restore greenfield sites
once energy production ceases.
Support
Support
Support change – particularly welcome shift in emphasis from coast
protection to change management and inclusion of reference to coastal
strategies
Support changes – however recommend that policy title should be
amended to ‘Coastal Change Management’ rather than ‘Coastal Erosion’
in line with the strategy wording and the rewording in para 18.17.
Support

Site No

Rele
vant?
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Natural England

3743.E23

108

Natural England

3743.E24

109

Natural England

3743.E25

110

Natural England

3743.E26

111

Natural England

3743.E27

113

Natural England

3743.E28

114

Natural England

3743.E29

115

Natural England

3743.E3

21

Natural England

3743.E30

116

Natural England

3743.E31

125

Natural England

3743.E32

131

Natural England

3743.E4

18

Natural England

3743.E5

23

Natural England

3743.E6

34
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Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)
Support changes – but suggested addition to text: “...cannot reasonably
be accommodated elsewhere outside the AONB and will not result in a
significant impact on the special qualities of the AONB.”
Relevant information to include but this is the wrong place for it.
Put East Devon Heaths SPA and East Devon Pebblebed Heaths SAC
descriptions consecutively to avoid confusion.
“The NPPF advises on the promotion...” “...together with the use of
continued Local Plan policies...”
Natural England does not consider that sufficient site specific evidence
on current and predicted impacts from recreational and other uses on
the East Devon Heaths SPA/East Devon Pebblebed Heaths SAC has
yet been gathered.
Rather than listing areas and settlements where the Strategy will apply
to new development why not state that a ‘zone of influence’ will be
defined for each site.
We Object to the proposed additional text at the end of this section as it
is factually incorrect. The text implies that all application will no longer
need a ‘Habitat Regulations Assessment’ (HRA), which is not the case:
Support – but definition of “environmental value” is ambiguous/open to
interpretation. Could you reference to another part of the plan which
defines this more clearly (e.g. 6.25)?
Natural England does not consider this proposed addition to the text to
be necessary as it introduces ambiguity into the sentence, implying that
the only impact which requires mitigation is ‘disturbance’, whether from
recreation or otherwise.
Support
Support the intention set out in changes to provide a SANGS strategy for
Exmouth but the LPA needs to provide more certainty and clarity around
how this will be delivered.
Suggest addition to text after AONB Management plans to include
reference to special qualities.“and does not damage their special
qualities”
Suggest addition of “Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Management
Strategies” to the list after SMPs. The plan should also make reference
to the relevant AONB Management Plans (e.g. Blackdown Hills and East
Devon).
it seems inconsistent to refer to ensuring potential adverse impacts of
development on only Exe and Pebblebeds ‘are appropriately mitigated
against’ rather than all European sites?

Site No

Rele
vant?
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Natural England

3743.E7

35

Natural England

3743.E8

36

Natural England

3743.E9

38

Network Rail

167.E1

999

Nicholson, Mr G
W

6361.E1

148

Nicholson, Mr G
W

6361.E2

149

Agent - If Used

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)
Additional wording is required here to ensure that any Neighbourhood
Plans which propose development over and above what is outlined in
the Local Plan take proper account of any impacts on landscape or
biodiversity interests.
Support
This whole section is poorly worded and contains detail on the HRA
process which would be better included in Strategy 47 or its supporting
text.
Network Rail have written to advise that having reviewed the document
they have no comments to make.
Objection that amendment of the allocation boundary to exclude land
(although supported in principle) could lead to unacceptably high density
of development at the site. Also objection to allocation of land at the
front of the main building.
Objection that amendment of the allocation boundary to exclude land
(although supported in principle) could lead to unacceptably high density
of development at the site. Also objection to allocation of land at the
front of the main building.

Nicholson, Mr G
W

6361.E3

65

Objection to Sidford Employment site due to extra traffic pressure on
residents and substantial risk of flooding to site area and also objection
to change of words Grandeur and Regency.

Nicholson, Mr G
W

6361.E4

67

The proposed amendment to Strategy 26 in the Local Plan to include the
words “with any retail ancillary to the primary use of each unit” is
unacceptable.

Northover, Mr
Keith

3496.E1

65

Objects to inclusion of new wording "a new employment site or sites".
Sidford site is unsuitable due to being in an AONB, flood plain and
having inadequate traffic access.

Northover, Mr
Keith

3496.E2

67

Objection to inclusion of any reference to retail use on a proposed
employment site i.e. Sidford because of effect on Traders in Sidmouth
and would further exacerbate the traffic problem.

Northover, Mr
Keith

3496.E3

148

Supports removal of Zones A and E but vigorously objects to allocation
of Zone D for housing.

Northover, Mr
Keith

3496.E4

149

Supports removal of zones A and E but vigorously objects to allocation
of zone D as housing.
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Site No

Rele
vant?

X
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
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Representor
Name
Palmer, Mr & Mrs
CR&PJ

Agent - If Used

Pawson, Mrs Jan

Repn No

Chge
No

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)
No evidence that significant commercial floorspace is required in
Sidmouth.
Approves of Policy EN2 but suggests that the 'cycle network' should
feature in wording as should ‘Bapton Valley’ and ‘Withycombe Valley’
and the Valley Parks should be shown on the Proposals Map. National
Cycle Network should be listed in Exmouth assets.
Persimmon Homes believes the relief road as critical element of
infrastructure but concerned of changes in IDP in terms of weight given
to classification.

6882.E1

67

1955.E1

131

6326.E3

51

6326.E4

54

Persimmon Homes supports inclusion of primary school but concerned
about overall amount of employment land allocated on site.

6326.E5

74

Persimmon Homes are concerned with the overall amount of
employment land at Axminster.

Persimmon
Homes (South
West) Limited
Persimmon
Homes (South
West) Limited
Persimmon
Homes (South
West) Limited

Boyer Planning
Limited (E Jones,
Cardiff): Elliot Jones
Boyer Planning
Limited (E Jones,
Cardiff): Elliot Jones
Boyer Planning
Limited (E Jones,
Cardiff): Elliot Jones

Persimmon
Homes (South
West) Limited

Boyer Planning
Limited (E Jones,
Cardiff): Elliot Jones

6326.E6

76

Persimmon
Homes (South
West) Limited

Boyer Planning
Limited (E Jones,
Cardiff): Elliot Jones

6326.E7

79

2062.E1

26

The quantum of housing proposed does not meet projected need for
housing identified in the Local Plan evidence base and should be
increased to 17,000 new homes.

2062.E2

28

The amount of housing proposed at Sidmouth is grossly low compared
to its function and size that is likely to undermine the town’s natural
growth, the provision of housing and affordable housing.

2062.E3

67

The proposed low housing provision for Sidmouth is unjustified and
inflexible and needlessly prevents further housing developments
required to achieve the delivery of identified infrastructure requirements.

2062.E4

76

The proposed 50% affordable housing requirement is grossly unviable
and as such is not based on a realistic evidence base.

Persimmon
Homes (SW) Ltd

Persimmon
Homes (SW) Ltd

Persimmon
Homes (SW) Ltd

Persimmon
Homes (SW) Ltd
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WYG Planning &
Design (R Upton,
Wellington): Robin
Upton Associate
WYG Planning &
Design (R Upton,
Wellington): Robin
Upton Associate
WYG Planning &
Design (R Upton,
Wellington): Robin
Upton Associate
WYG Planning &
Design (R Upton,
Wellington): Robin
Upton Associate

Persimmon Homes supports the deletion of ‘unless viability evidence
shows that a higher percentage is achievable’ in relation to the provision
of 25% affordable housing on residential development schemes in
Axminster.
Persimmon Homes are concerned that the wording of the ‘new’ policy
requires clarification - the term ‘small scale major residential
development’ is unclear. Not clear when sites move beyond small scale
major.

Site No

Valley Parks Exmouth

E105 E105 - East of
Axminster allocation
site

Rele
vant?
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Representor
Name
Pinhay Estate

Pinhay Estate

Pinhay Estate

Pinhay Estate

Pinhay Estate

Agent - If Used
Savills (T Hoskinson
Wimborne): Mr Tim
Hoskinson
Savills (T Hoskinson
Wimborne): Mr Tim
Hoskinson
Savills (T Hoskinson
Wimborne): Mr Tim
Hoskinson
Savills (T Hoskinson
Wimborne): Mr Tim
Hoskinson
Savills (T Hoskinson
Wimborne): Mr Tim
Hoskinson

Repn No

Chge
No

6207.E1

108

6207.E2

35

6207.E3

28

6207.E4

26

6207.E5

6

Powell, Mrs
Jackline

3479.E1

65

Ranger, Miss Val

6243.E1

999

Ranger, Miss Val

6243.E10

73

Ranger, Miss Val

6243.E11

108

Ranger, Miss Val

6243.E12

122

Ranger, Miss Val

6243.E13

137
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Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)
It is unsound and contrary to the NPPF presumption in favour of
sustainable development to suggest that these needs should be met
outside the AONB.
The plan fails to provide a suitable policy framework or effective joint
working arrangements to ensure that cross boundary growth needs can
be addressed.
The plan fails to provide a suitable policy framework or effective joint
working arrangements to ensure that cross boundary growth at Lyme
Regis needs can be addressed.
The plan fails to acknowledge the cross-boundary issues that need to be
addressed in order to provide a sustainable framework for growth at
Lyme Regis.
The plan fails to provide a suitable policy framework or effective joint
working arrangements to ensure that cross boundary growth needs can
be addressed.
Sidford site should not be developed under any circumstances as in
AONB, on a floodplain 3B, traffic problems, near residential properties
and pollution. Site choice was flawed as Chair of Panel was misled with
Cllrs not knowing where site had come from.
Respondent expresses concerns about the lack of publicity and
information surrounding the consultation, the absence of public meetings
and notification and the difficulties in making comment/accessing
information.
The changing of the wording here which is emotive with regard to young
people and the disadvantaged and thus becomes a catchall to allow any
building to take place which EDDC favours on the grounds that it is for
young and disadvantaged people.
This section concerns me as those heading up the AONB in the area are
also property developers. Chair of ANOB in this area is Clinton Devon
Estates, a local land owner and property developer. This thus gives
licence for them to build anywhere, any how.
Objection because will ensure EDDC can sell off current council property
at the Knowle at a great cost to the tax payer on the basis of a biased
set of data. It gives licence to EDDC to not properly and transparently
assess retro-fitting existing offices.
I object to the changes to the above statement, I believe this has been
added to ensure EDDC can knock down the Knowle buildings against
the wishes of a huge proportion of the local population.

Site No

Rele
vant?

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
X

ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Ranger, Miss Val

6243.E14

999

Ranger, Miss Val

6243.E2

18

Ranger, Miss Val

6243.E3

25

Ranger, Miss Val

6243.E4

35

Ranger, Miss Val

6243.E5

65

Ranger, Miss Val

Agent - If Used

6243.E6

65

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)
Objection that changes made indicate EDDC want to get the outcome
they seek disregarding the views of local people. EDDC have lost the
trust of the local population and thus need carefully scrutiny from the
Planning Inspector.
Respondent questions whether changes to policy can be enforced and
cites a recent permission granted in the AONB at Newton Poppleford.
Response questions role/status of the chair of the AONB and lack of
weight applied to localism.
The language used seems to imply that if housing needs are met then
further housing can be provided on the basis that the local area is ‘ahead
of the game’. Numbers proposed are meaningless if it does not ensure
that numbers can be capped
This wording makes me concerned this is another developer’s charter, in
other words a Neighbourhood plan can be produced that allocates
building outside of the Built Up Area boundary – so what is the point of a
built up boundary?
I object to changing the word regency to historic on grounds that it is a
meaningless and can be used to mean anything at all eg buildings of the
1960s are historic, but certainly not regency. Change will allow for
unsympathetic buildings.
I object to the wording in change 65. EDDC have snuck this in so that
they can achieve their flawed plans to build a retail outlet in Sidford.
Wording change will allow for an undesirable industrial estate with retail
units on a flood plan outside of the town. This breaks all requirements
not to build in an AONB without exceptional reason etc. There is no
proven requirement for this allocation.
Change will allow EDDC to build an Industrial estate at Sidford. Plans
will draw employment from the centre of Sidmouth and give advantage
only to those applying for planning permission. The effect on the local
area will be devastating.

Ranger, Miss Val

6243.E7

67

Ranger, Miss Val

6243.E8

68

Ranger, Miss Val

6243.E9

71

This wording has again been changed, adding in the word Major, to
ensure EDDC get planning permission for the development at Sidford
against the wishes of local people.

65

The word 'regency' should not be changed to 'historic'. The word
'regency' is more specific and meaningful, referring to the period of the
early 1800's. No new employment site is needed, existing sites should
be improved and up-graded.

Rayson, Mr John
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3605.E1

Site No

Rele
vant?
X

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
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Representor
Name

Agent - If Used

Repn No

Chge
No

Rayson, Mr John

3605.E2

67

Rayson, Mr John

3605.E3

148

Reddish, Mrs
Anne

3600.E1

148

Rixson, Mr and
Mrs Bob and
Marianne

6184.E1

17

Rixson, Mr and
Mrs Bob and
Marianne

6184.E2

18

Rixson, Mr and
Mrs Bob and
Marianne

6184.E3

21

Rixson, Mr and
Mrs Bob and
Marianne

6184.E4

65

Rixson, Mr and
Mrs Bob and
Marianne

6184.E5

67

Rixson, Mr and
Mrs Bob and
Marianne

6184.E6

148

Robins, Daphne

6931.E1

149
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Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)
Objection potential for any retail development at the Sidford allocation
site. Retail provision would impact on Sidmouth town centre, lead to
extra congestion and destroy character of Sidbury stopping it from being
a distinct separate community.
Objection that it was always intention that Knolwe parkland should
remain undeveloped and parkland area should not be allocated for
development. Adverse environmental impacts will arise and proposals
show disregard for public opinion.
To destroy & build new houses at Knowle will harm birds & wildlife which
inhabit these grounds.
Destruction of the Sid valley by permitting development outside the
existing boundary will have a detrimental effect on both the local
economy and the social well-being of residents. The brook at Two
Bridges Road, Sidford, is also a wildlife corridor.
The plan highlights the ‘importance of AONBs’, then proposes that the
green wedge between Sidbury and Sidford should be erased by erecting
industrial buildings on adjoining fields, which will be the first step to
merging the two communities.
Brownfield sites are ‘preferred’ for commercial development, lack of
evidence that sites other than Sidford were considered for large-scale
devt. Questions raised about the late inclusion of site, minimal
consultation and what 'environmental value' means?
If there are to be improved employment sites then retain Manstone,
Alexandria Ind Est should have new access road and the Knowle
retained. Over-devt will not reduce commuting but will make commuting
essential to fill the 1,350 jobs planned at Sidford.
Objection to the reference to 'ancillary retail' in wording which it is
considered will exacerbate traffic problems, increase the flood risk to the
residents of both Sidford and Sidbury, due to increased runoff, and
damage the retail trade in Sidmouth.
EDDC should retain and improve offices. If necessary, the former hotel
could revert to apartments, thereby releasing some of the site to meet
the need for 50 homes, whilst retaining the 1970s offices.
I do not want to see the historical Knowle buildings destroyed.

Site No

Rele
vant?

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle

X
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Representor
Name

Agent - If Used

Repn No

Chge
No

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)

Site No
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

Robins, Daphne

6931.E2

67

Opposed to employment site at Sidford as will cause traffic congestion &
in AONB.

Robinson, Mr
David

3754.E1

18

Change weakens protection despite claiming to increase it by now
assuming development in AONBs.

3754.E2

35

Change appears to be aimed at the "employment" land at Sidford which
is presently in an AONB and can be conveniently drawn out of its
protection, surely a land grab to aid development.

Rockbeare Parish
Council

55.E1

26

Rockbeare Parish
Council

55.E2

49

Rockbeare Parish
Council

55.E3

159

Rosenberg, Mr
Heinrich

1711.E1

148

Rosenberg, Mr
Heinrich

1711.E2

67

Objection to development at Sidford on basis of flooding concerns, poor
transport/highway access and traffic impacts in Sidbury. Also impacts of
retail development on Sidmouth town centre.

ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle

Robinson, Mr
David

Suggest that areas earmarked for development beyond the Plan period
should be deleted from the Plan, in particular south of the old A30, to
prevent developers bringing proposal forward.
Observation that Sainsburys have suspended their development at this
site whilst reassessing their priorities and needs in this part of their
business.
Objection to deletion of text that refers to avoidance of conflict with
settled communities or agricultural interests and would like to see
reference added to criteria of plan policy.
Objection to loss of important Victorian Council offices building and loss
of parkland that is used by residents of the town, esp elderly, noting lack
of parkland in this part of the town.

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

025 025 - Intermodal
Interchange, Clyst
Hontion

ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

Rosenberg, Mrs P

1763.E1

148

I object most strongly, against any building in the garden/parkland and
the south facing terrace lawns. These areas must be improved with
planting for recreational purposes adding to the beauty of a historic
public park (formerly Zone D).

Rosenberg, Mrs P

1763.E2

149

Objects to any building in the garden/parkland and south facing terrace
lawns.

ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle

Rosenberg, Mrs P

1763.E3

65

No demolition of the beautiful, historic Victorian hotel building. Why
cannot it be converted to apartments, only retaining the lovely
ballroom/chambers? There are plenty of spaces for residents cars. The
wonderful park would remain untouched.

ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
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Rele
vant?
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Representor
Name

Agent - If Used

Repn No

Chge
No

Rosenberg, Mrs P

1763.E4

67

Rowley, Mr
Raymond

1468.E1

999

RSPB South West
Regional Office

365.E1

86

RSPB South West
Regional Office

365.E2

131

RSPB South West
Regional Office

365.E3

115

RSPB South West
Regional Office

365.E4

116

RSPB South West
Regional Office

365.E5

183

RSPB South West
Regional Office

365.E6

38

RSPB South West
Regional Office

365.E7

57

RSPB South West
Regional Office

365.E8

39

RSPB South West
Regional Office

365.E9

34

Rugg-Gunn,
Diane
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6255.E1

65

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)
Objection to the provision of a new employment site at Sidford on the
grounds of traffic congestion and impacts on the AONB and concern that
not enough attention is attached to improving Alexandria Road Industrial
estate.
Objection to amount of cars blocking Salterton Road and also car sales
firm parking vehicles on public road.
In not articulating an expected minimum level of provision, there is a real
risk that a much lower level of provision than is desirable will be
achieved, and a major opportunity for low cost, easily delivered
ecological enhancement will have been lost.
it is not yet clear how effective Exmouth's Valley Parks will be as
SANGS, and there is in our view a need to apply caution in the
assessment of their effectiveness as a mitigation measure.
the Strategy still does not impel the mitigation strategy's adoption and
implementation to an agreed timeframe, to avoid risk of adverse effect
on the integrity of the Pebblebed heaths and Exe Estuary
Remains uncertainty as to when the measures that are necessary to
avoid risk of adverse effect on the integrity of the Pebblebed heaths and
Exe Estuary protected sites will be in place.
Omits the joint long term strategy that will succeed the Joint Interim
Approach in coordinating fund raising for many measures to avoid harm
to Exe Estuary & Pebblebed heaths protected wildlife sites.
it is still questionable whether the Plan gives the necessary certainty to
the timely delivery of an effective SANGS in this location. See comments
on Change Number 39, Strategy 10.
any growth at Exmouth presents a high risk of increasing recreational
pressures to those sites, risking harm to their protected wildlife. It is
therefore fundamental that measures are delivered to avoid such
impacts occurring.
This fails to provide the detail that is necessary to give confidence that
the Regional Park will be effective and to therefore enable a favourable
Habitats Regulations outcome.
The Plan does not in our view adequately reflect the NPPF’s ambition for
nature conservation through the planning system.
Suggests deletion of following paragraph due to total unsuitability of
Sidford site 'though it may be necessary for provision to be located
outside of the existing built up area boundary if no alternative sites are
available within the town'.

Site No

Rele
vant?

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
X

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
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Representor
Name

Agent - If Used

Repn No

Chge
No

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)
Suggests change of wording under 2. Jobs, to say that the Sidford
allocation should only be considered after 5 year land review if
exceptional need could be demonstrated.

Rugg-Gunn,
Diane

6255.E2

67

Rugg-Gunn,
Diane

6255.E3

148

Rugg-Gunn,
Diane

6255.E4

149

Rugg-Gunn, Mr
Andrew

6254.E1

65

Rugg-Gunn, Mr
Andrew

6254.E2

67

Rugg-Gunn, Mr
Andrew

6254.E3

148

Rugg-Gunn, Mr
Andrew

6254.E4

149

Sangster, Marion

3546.E1

67

Objection to any ancillary retail on the Sidford site that would risk further
damage to Sidmouth’s economy & decline of its high street.

Savage, Mr John

6932.E1

149

Object to EDDC moving their offices. Object to any building on this site
as unlikely to benefit locals.

Savage, Mr John

6932.E2

67

Opposed to employment site at Sidford as will cause traffic congestion &
in AONB. Proposal that retail use have a negative impact on the town's
retail sector.
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Objects to extension of zone C and also unable to support zones A, B, D
and E. Suggests using old building for 40-50 apartments and refurbish
new building for council offices.
Objects to extension of zone C and also unable to support zones A, B, D
and E. Suggests using old building for 40-50 apartments and refurbish
new building for council offices.
Suggests deletion of following paragraph due to total unsuitability of
Sidford site 'though it may be necessary for provision to be located
outside of the existing built up area boundary if no alternative sites are
available within the town'.
Suggests change of wording under 2. Jobs, to say that the Sidford
allocation should only be considered after 5 year land review if
exceptional need could be demonstrated.
Objects to extension of zone C and also unable to support zones A, B, D
and E. Suggests using old building for 40-50 apartments and refurbish
new building for council offices.
Objects to extension of zone C and also unable to support zones A, B, D
and E. Suggests using old building for 40-50 apartments and refurbish
new building for council offices.

Site No
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

Rele
vant?
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Representor
Name

Save our
Sidmouth (SOS 1)

Save our
Sidmouth (SOS 1)

Save our
Sidmouth (SOS 1)

Save our
Sidmouth (SOS 1)

Seaton Park
(Devon) Ltd

Seaton Park
(Devon) Ltd

Seaton Park
(Devon) Ltd

Seaton Park
(Devon) Ltd
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Agent - If Used
Planning &
Environmental
Consultancy (C
Hopkins Axminster):
Charlie Hopkins
Principal
Planning &
Environmental
Consultancy (C
Hopkins Axminster):
Charlie Hopkins
Principal
Planning &
Environmental
Consultancy (C
Hopkins Axminster):
Charlie Hopkins
Principal
Planning &
Environmental
Consultancy (C
Hopkins Axminster):
Charlie Hopkins
Principal
Atkins Ltd (A Jones,
Bristol): Andrew
Jones Principal
Planner
Atkins Ltd (A Jones,
Bristol): Andrew
Jones Principal
Planner
Atkins Ltd (A Jones,
Bristol): Andrew
Jones Principal
Planner
Atkins Ltd (A Jones,
Bristol): Andrew
Jones Principal
Planner

Repn No

Chge
No

6397.E1

65

Objection raised to text changes that provide for allocation of new
employment site over and above improvements to existing. Allocation
should only be considered if not possible to improve existing.

6397.E2

67

Objection raised to potential for any retail use at the Sidford emp site
and wording is insufficiently precise and introduces uncertainty. Overall
considered site unsuitable for devt and should be subject to more
rigorous sustainability appraisal.

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

6397.E3

67

Objection that text refers to 'park and change' but at para 14 to 'park and
ride'. No land for use is allocated in the plan but amended allocations at
Knowle site the Knowle site could allow for continued weekend use.

ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle

6397.E4

149

SOS welcome s the reduction in the housing area at the Knowle, but still
believe that the allocation is unwarranted for the reasons set out in
previous consultation responses.

ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle

3278.E1

10

3278.E2

25

3278.E3

26

3278.E4

64

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)

Objection raised to concerns that plan changes do not provide sufficient
housing to meet needs and provision is not evidence based and the plan
does not cover 15 years as sought by the NPPF. A number of Change
Nos referred to but all logged against No 10.
The starting point of the Plan remains 2006 despite the concerns raised
previously. Consequently, the Plan has an end date of 2026, which
would not provide a 15 year horizon for establishing a robust planning
framework.
Annual housing requirement of 750 (dpa) is significantly below what the
available evidence shows the objectively assessed needs for East
Devon to be. The Devon County housing study does not provide robust
evidence of actual need across House Mkt Area.
Respondent acknowledges allocation of site in plan as a reserve site and
highlights its sustainability credentials for development and therefore
suitability for allocation. Respondent also questions what are seen as
low housing nos proposed for the town.

Site No

118b 118b - Harepath
Road mixed use
allocation site

Rele
vant?

X
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

3278.E5

64

Sidebotham, Mr
Peter

6265.E1

148

Oppose extension of zone C southwards into the gardens. Will destroy
seclusion & integrity of historic public park.

Sidebotham, Mr
Peter

6265.E2

149

Oppose extension of zone C southwards into the gardens. Will destroy
seclusion & integrity of historic public park.

Sidebotham, Mr
Peter

6265.E3

65

Change from Regency to Historic seems acceptable although the plan to
demolish historic Victorian building at Knowle contradicts this. Object to
any new employment site outside BUAB and in AONB.

6265.E4

67

Objection to any ancillary retail on the Sidford AONB that would risk
further damage to Sidmouth’s economy. Area is a flood risk and illequipped in terms of road infrastructure.

29.E1

17

29.E2

21

29.E3

34

29.E4

49

Sidmouth
Chamber of
Commerce

29.E5

65

Sidmouth
Chamber of
Commerce

29.E6

Seaton Park
(Devon) Ltd

Sidebotham, Mr
Peter
Sidmouth
Chamber of
Commerce
Sidmouth
Chamber of
Commerce
Sidmouth
Chamber of
Commerce
Sidmouth
Chamber of
Commerce
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Agent - If Used
Atkins Ltd (A Jones,
Bristol): Andrew
Jones Principal
Planner

67

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)
Objection to inclusion the Harepath Rd reserve site in Green Wedge and
policy provision should provide for amendment to Green Wedges at time
of site devt. Also site release for devt should be based on District wide
housing needs assessment.

Objection that change wording is unsatisfactory, mangled and confusing.
Referred wording in respect of green infrastructure, habitats and wildlife
and improved public access is proposed.
Whilst supportive of change it is suggested that text as written 'town
centres are essential' goes far enough in recognising importance of town
centres to the local economy and social cohesion.
Objection that new devt cannot add to network of green spaces and
propose wording that advises new devt will add to green open spaces
and impacts on important spaces and biodiversity are minimised.
Objection that the site might not be being devt by Sainsbury and concern
that the site area is not calculated (in part or full) into overall employment
land allocation assessment figures.
Objection to changes for the Vision for Sidmouth and the fact that as
amended it does not place the emphasis on devt within the town
boundaries and use of brownfield land and environmental protection
objectives.
Objection that Sidford emp allocation is far too great and wholly
unsuitable. Need is not demonstrated and town centre impacts & other
not assessed/acceptable. No retail uses should be allowed. The plan
should provide for a Park and Ride.

Site No

Rele
vant?

118b 118b - Harepath
Road mixed use
allocation site

X

ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

025 025 - Intermodal
Interchange, Clyst
Hontion

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Sidmouth
Chamber of
Commerce

29.E7

148

Sidmouth Town
Council

67.E1

65

Sidmouth Town
Council

67.E2

66

Agent - If Used

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)
Objection that housing devt at the site should not be on the parkland
area (Zone C). Alterations by officers should be closely examined and
building should be on footprint. Existing car parks should be for park and
ride/walk.
Objection to deletion of the word Regency, contradiction with regard to
Park and Ride/Change and wording should be amended in last
paragraph to stop additional employment sites when existing are still
under capacity.

Objections to creation of employment site at Sidford and that wording
changes resisting retail uses are insufficient and lack certainty. The
town Council would prefer existing site at Alexandria Industrial Estate
extended.
Sidmouth Town Council welcomes the omission of zones A and E
(parkland and car park area) from the proposed redevelopment of the
Knowle Council Office site. But opposes extent of land allocation on
parkland.
Objector raises objection to the granting of planning permission at Plumb
Park, and by implication land allocation, on grounds of poor access and
traffic impacts, adj to old peoples home, flooding concerns & lack of
infrastructure and need.
South Somerset District Council has no comment to make regarding the
proposed changes as set out.

67.E3

67

Sidmouth Town
Council

67.E4

149

Smith, Mr Philip

6046.E1

57

6154.E1

999

6294.E1

26

6294.E2

28

6294.E3

35

6294.E4

74

We support the change to the criteria indicating that only large scale
major development proposals will be subject to this policy.

6294.E5

76

We support the amendment to this policy however our previous
concerns on the affordable housing targets still apply.
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Tetlow King Planning
(F Tozer, Bristol):
Felicity Tozer Planner
Tetlow King Planning
(F Tozer, Bristol):
Felicity Tozer Planner
Tetlow King Planning
(F Tozer, Bristol):
Felicity Tozer Planner
Tetlow King Planning
(F Tozer, Bristol):
Felicity Tozer Planner
Tetlow King Planning
(F Tozer, Bristol):
Felicity Tozer Planner

Rele
vant?

ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle

The Change from Southern to Northern be noted and agreed.

Sidmouth Town
Council

South Somerset
District Council
South West HARP
Planning
Consortium
South West HARP
Planning
Consortium
South West HARP
Planning
Consortium
South West HARP
Planning
Consortium
South West HARP
Planning
Consortium

Site No

Insufficient evidence to justify housing requirement meets the objectively
assessed needs of the local area over an appropriate plan period.
Insufficient evidence to justify housing requirement meets the objectively
assessed needs of the local area over an appropriate plan period with
reference to windfall sites.
We support this policy but note that the general exception site policy is a
strategic policy and should remain irrelevant after the adoption of any
NDP.

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
W079 W079 - Plumb
Park allocation site
X
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Representor
Name
South West HARP
Planning
Consortium
South West HARP
Planning
Consortium
South West HARP
Planning
Consortium

Repn No

Chge
No

6294.E6

78

6294.E7

79

6294.E8

10

Spink, Mr Colin

1265.E1

57

Spink, Mr Colin

1265.E2

42

Spink, Mr Colin

1265.E3

55

Spink, Mr Colin

1265.E4

26

Spink, Mr Colin

1265.E5

46

Spink, Mr Colin

1265.E6

25

Spink, Mr Colin

1265.E7

28

Sport England
South West

164.E1

98

Strategic Land
Partnerships

6299.E1

5
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Agent - If Used
Tetlow King Planning
(F Tozer, Bristol):
Felicity Tozer Planner
Tetlow King Planning
(F Tozer, Bristol):
Felicity Tozer Planner
Tetlow King Planning
(F Tozer, Bristol):
Felicity Tozer Planner

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)
Amendments merely provide clarity in wording and do not address
concerns about arbitrary nature of the maximum delivery of 15 dwellings
and the maximum market housing percentage of 34%.

Site No

Rele
vant?

The proposed amendments do not address our previous concerns
expressed in our representation dated 14th January 2013.
The use of the 47% and forward projections is arbitrary and fails to
reflect the changing demographic profile of the district; particularly given
its ageing population.
Objection because the plan provides no guidance or restriction over the
provision of cycle paths.
Paragraph 7.19 if this is paragraph is appropriate it should also be
appropriate for Plumb Park in Exmouth where access is severely
compromised.
Objection to no modification being made to the Plan to address the fact
that schools in Exmouth are under pressure to meet the pupil number
demand, housing provision in the town should be reduced.
Object as the LDP now state that the 15,000 homes is more than the
number required by 2026. The planned number should be reduced and
some sites including Plumb Park deleted as an allocation.
Objection to the fact that para 7.32 for developments east of M5 should
be accompanied by a robust transport evidence base and mitigation
measures but that this is not appropriate for Plumb Park site.
I object because, the original target of 15,000 homes was a high one
considering that the original estimate was that between 10,800 & 16,900
homes would be needed. The LDP now states that the 15,000 homes is
more than the number required by 2026.
I object because no adjustment has been made for the fact that the table
indicates that the total number of home has increased by 1.3% from
14,977 to 15,180 whilst the increase in Exmouth is a massive 5.3% (from
1701 to 1792).
Sport England would question the need for local quantity of supply only
standards in a CIL environment…the focus should be on identifying
current future needs and specific projects for investment.
Objection that the Local Plan fails to provide for gypsy and traveller
accommodation in an appropriate manner and provision should not be
made through a separate Gypsy and Traveller DPD. Evidence of need
should form part of this DPD.

X
W079 W079 - Plumb
Park allocation site

X

X
W079 W079 - Plumb
Park allocation site
W079 W079 - Plumb
Park allocation site

X
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Strategic Land
Partnerships

6299.E10

34

Strategic Land
Partnerships

6299.E11

38

Strategic Land
Partnerships

6299.E12

39

Strategic Land
Partnerships

6299.E13

42

Strategic Land
Partnerships

6299.E14

46

Strategic Land
Partnerships

6299.E15

57

Strategic Land
Partnerships

6299.E16

61

Strategic Land
Partnerships

6299.E17

63

Strategic Land
Partnerships

6299.E18

74

Strategic Land
Partnerships

6299.E19

76

Strategic Land
Partnerships

6299.E2

6
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Agent - If Used

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)
Evidence does not show sufficient information to indicate that green
spaces will be sufficient to ensure potential adverse impacts are
appropriately mitigated against. To comply with regulations mitigation
needs to be functioning before impacts arise.
Objection that delivery mechanisms for Clyst Valley Regional Park are
not set out and as Cranbrook and West End development is reliant upon
this provision the plan is unsound and future phases of development are
inappropriate.
Objection that no evidence is set out in the plan to show how any or all
of Clyst Valley Regional Park will be delivered.
Objection to the potential for the expansion of Cranbrook in the absence
of evidence of impacts on the strategic road network and the ability of
the road network to accommodate this level of development.
No evidence has been presented in relation to the likely impact on the
strategic road network or the acceptability of Cranbrook expansion or the
extent of any mitigation or road improvement measures and the
timescales.
The amendment relating to the provision of SANGS states that these will
be essential in Exmouth. There is no indication as to where these will be
or how large they need to be or how or when they are to be delivered.
As far as we know the Plan makes no provision for development on the
western side of Honiton. This amendment does not therefore seem to be
justified.
How can a strategic allocation of 2.2 hectares of land suddenly be turned
into a non strategic allocation? If the land is required then a deliverable
site needs to be identified. This requires a major modification.
It is, bluntly, ludicrous to suggest that any parts or phases of any large
scale major development will need to be accompanied by employment
provision, even if one was to accept the unjustified blanket approach to
the jobs per homes policy.
Given the vast amounts of public subsidy injected into the major
strategic west end development sites they should accommodate more
than 25% affordable housing. 50% affordable housing target for areas
outside of the areas listed is not viable.
Objection that producing a draft Duty to Cooperate Protocol does not
show that the Council have complied with the Duty. Questioned whether
the Duty has been complied with and noted that Exeter City have
objected to East Devon plan.

Site No

Clyst Valley Regional
Park - Overarching Site
Ref
W144 W144 Cranbrook allocation
sites
W144 W144 Cranbrook allocation
sites

C311 C311 - Island
Farm allocation site

Rele
vant?
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Strategic Land
Partnerships

6299.E20

116

Strategic Land
Partnerships

6299.E21

122

Strategic Land
Partnerships

6299.E22

999

Strategic Land
Partnerships

6299.E3

10

Strategic Land
Partnerships

6299.E4

17

Strategic Land
Partnerships

6299.E5

21

Strategic Land
Partnerships

6299.E6

25

Strategic Land
Partnerships

6299.E7

26

Strategic Land
Partnerships

6299.E8

31

Strategic Land
Partnerships

6299.E9

33

6193.E1

31

Stuart Partners
Ltd
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Agent - If Used

Bell Cornwell LLP (I
John, Exeter): Iestyn
John Associate

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)
Amendments in relation to habitat regulations and potential adverse
impacts provide no information or evidence as to the timing of the
delivery of these mitigation measures, no evidence as to where they will
be, nor now the mitigation will work.
Infrastructure delivery needs to be addressed as an integral part of the
examination of the Plan (as does CIL). Draft IDP identifies some Priority
Infrastructure but no mechanisms are in place to ensure funding and
delivery.
Nearly all of these amendments raised by the Council seek to place a
sticking plaster over serious flaws in the Plan. Changes reinforce the
position that the Plan is unsound and fails to comply with the NPPF.
Objection that it is inappropriate to apply a 47% economically active
population figure in the projections related to future job growth.
Objection that the plan does not include evidence to show that green
infrastructure will be of benefit to social wellbeing or in attracting
investment.
Objection that no justification is given for the plan to avoid the loss of
greenfield land on best and most versatile land except in West End as all
land will has environmental value.
Objection that the plan does not cover a 15 year time horizon and that
housing numbers reflect past repressed provision and that a full
assessment of housing need should be undertaken. Considered that
greater housing provision is required.
Objection that the Tym's report excludes an Exeter overspill housing
requirement. The Council simply cannot have it both ways, that the Plan
covers a period beyond the 12 years but none of the trajectories or other
elements of the Plan reflect this.
Objection to the reference to Cranbrook providing for and predicted to
accommodate development of 500 new homes per year which is seen
as an unrealistic build rate projection.
Objection that it is not clear how the housing trajectory and graph will be
used to inform housing supply and assessment especially given current
lack of five year land supply in the District. Lack of 5 year supply makes
the plan non NPPF compliant.
Questions whether the overall level of completions would be as high as
stated in the proposed changes even with delivery from sites elsewhere
in West End. Policy too reliant on Cranbrook. Would like to see
additional housing in West End .eg. Old Park Fm.

Site No

Rele
vant?

X
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

6193.E2

32

Swindell, June V

6454.E1

148

Support for removal of areas A and E from former proposals. But
original objections to overall development still remain the same.

Swindell, Mr
Jeffrey A

6455.E1

148

Support for removal of areas A and E from former proposals, but original
objection still remains for development on this parkland.

Swindell, Mrs J

6532.E1

65

Swindell, Mrs J

6532.E2

65

Stuart Partners
Ltd

Agent - If Used
Bell Cornwell LLP (I
John, Exeter): Iestyn
John Associate

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)
Questions whether the overall level of completions would be as high as
stated in the proposed changes even with delivery from sites elsewhere
in West End. Policy too reliant on Cranbrook. Would like to see
additional housing in West End .eg. Old Park Fm.

Suuport change to 'historic character' as Sidmouth amounts to more
than buildings from Regency period and in definition includes many eras
and build environment which have the potential to become important.
Do not support inclusion of text 'a new employment site' as site not yet
identified and on AONB.
Sidford site unsuitable for employment site as in flood zone, green
wedge & AONB and will cause traffic congestion. No requirement to
develop retail units gven number of shops already empty within the town
boundary.

Swindell, Mrs J

6532.E3

67

Swindell, Mrs J

6532.E4

148

Oppose development in the extension to zone C southwards that goes
beyond the original footprint of the existing building.

Temple, Mr & Mrs
Michael and Beryl

1356.E1

148

Object to extended development of Zone C.

Temple, Mr & Mrs
Michael and Beryl

1356.E2

149

Object to extended development of Zone C.

Temple, Mr & Mrs
Michael and Beryl

1356.E3

65

This contradicts previous policy as council intends to demolish historic
Victorian building. Oppose employment sites outside BUAB & in AONB.

Temple, Mr & Mrs
Michael and Beryl

1356.E4

67

Object to ancillary retail use for proposed employment site as in
AONB/flood plain & green wedge and exacerbate traffic problems.

Temple, Mr & Mrs
Michael and Beryl

1356.E5

138

Words 'and designated pleasure grounds' should be added after 'parks &
gardens' and Knowle Parks & Gardens should be added to the list.
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Site No

ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle

Rele
vant?
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Temple, Mr & Mrs
Michael and Beryl

1356.E6

148

Temple, Mr & Mrs
Michael and Beryl

1356.E7

149

Temple, Mr
Michael

3647.E1

148

Temple, Mr
Michael

3647.E2

149

Temple, Mr
Michael

3647.E3

65

Temple, Mr
Michael

Agent - If Used

3647.E4

65

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)
Since Knowle described under EDDC bye-law as a 'designated pleasure
ground' all of it (including upper lawns & zone D) should be protected
from any development.
Since Knowle described under EDDC bye-law as a 'designated pleasure
ground' all of it (including upper lawns & zone D) should be protected
from any development.
Removal of zones A & E means there could be higher-density housing
on the rest of the site. Extension to zone C parkland, which was
surreptitiously added, would have devastating effect on historic garden
and destruction of fine prospect from upper lawns.
Removal of zones A & E means there could be higher-density housing
on the rest of the site. Extension to zone C parkland, which was
surreptitiously added, would have devastating effect on historic garden
and destruction of fine prospect from upper lawns.
Though we support the change from "Regency" to "historic", this is
directly contradicted by Council's intention to demolish the historic
Victorian building at Knowle and to build on its heritage parks and
gardens.
While it is not clear which "new" site or sites are proposed, we object to
any new employment sites outside the town boundary, including that
proposed on the Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty at Sidford.
Objection to any ancillary retail on the Sidford AONB that would risk
further damage to Sidmouth’s economy. Area is a flood risk and illequipped in terms of road infrastructure. Superstore would seriously
damage town centre trade.
Contrary to increasing residential dwellings in Exmouth recent
successful applications should be deducted from from toal of 1701 not
added.
Support including a description of term ‘community facilities’ in para on
pg 110. This term appears many times throughout the document and in
many policies. We suggest therefore for clarity a description is also
added to Appendix B, glossary of terms.

Temple, Mr
Michael

3647.E5

67

The Exmouth
Civic Society

6383.E1

181

The Theatres
Trust

204.E1

81

Thomas, Miss
Lesley

6394.E1

148

This change may result in higher density housing and will destroy the
seclusion and integrity of an historic public park.

Thomas, Miss
Lesley

6394.E2

149

This change may result in higher density housing and will destroy the
seclusion and integrity of an historic public park.
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Site No
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle

Rele
vant?
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Thurgood, Mr
Martin

3181.E1

25

Thurgood, Mr
Martin

3181.E2

32

Thurgood, Mr
Martin

3181.E3

25

Thurgood, Mr
Martin

3181.E4

78

Thurgood, Mr
Martin

3181.E5

63

Till, Mr Roger H

4004.E1

67

Till, Mr Roger H

4004.E2

149

Till, Mr Roger H

4004.E3

138

Twibell, Dr Jean

6365.E1

65

Development at Sidford site should only be considered if need for B1
development can be demonstrated & no alternative sites cannot be
found.

Twibell, Dr Jean

6365.E2

67

Change to 'retail use' is contrary to sustainability of Sidmouth. Out of
town trading will cause town centre trading to be affected.

Twibell, Dr Jean

6365.E3

148

Zones B & D should not be developed & any development on zone C
southwards into the gardens.
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Agent - If Used

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)
The projected number of new dwellings thought to be required is
unrealistic and is a gross overestimation. Most up to date ONS data has
not been used and average household size has been underestimated
thereby increasing need levels further.
The proposed rate of provision in the early years of the plan is unrealistic
as is the suggestion that the number of new households will decrease in
the closing years of the plan period, such a peak and slump is not a
sustainable solution.
There needs to be a policy statement that ensures that development will
be in a balanced manner where the plan requires and is not in such that
unsustainable outcomes result during and at the end of the plan period.
This proposal will effectively permit developments of any size in the open
countryside: once the first 15 dwellings are granted permission, there is
nothing to stop a further application for another 15 and so on without
limitation.
Figures for Ottery in Strategy 2 are wrong as are other part of the plan.
They fail to take account of the 130 dwellings granted on appeal, at Butts
Road this will add to substantially to development in the town placing
pressure on school places.
Respondent considers that too much housing is provided for in Sidmouth
and there is not the need for such housing and that there is no evidence
of need and indications that the market is currently saturated.
Respondent says that the whole site shown is a designated pleasure
ground as defined in the EDDC byelaws. I believe it should be protected
from development because of this designation and because of the site's
importance to the local community.
Respondent advises that I would like to see all currently designated
pleasure grounds (ie those pleasure grounds to which EDDC bye-laws
apply) to be specifically included in Policy EN12.

Site No

Rele
vant?

X

C202 C202 - Ottery St
Mary Butt's Road
appeal site
X
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Twibell, Dr Jean

6365.E4

149

Zones B & D should not be developed & any development on zone C
southwards into the gardens.

Twibell, Dr John

6366.E1

65

Sidford site unsuitable for employment site as in flood zone, green
wedge & AONB, outside town BUAB and will cause traffic congestion.

Twibell, Dr John

6366.E2

67

Change to include 'retail use' will cause town centre trading to be
affected as well as exacerbate traffic problems in Sidford.

Twibell, Dr John

6366.E3

148

Oppose development in zones B & D and the extension to zone C
southwards.

Twibell, Dr John

6366.E4

149

Oppose development in zones B & D and the extension to zone C
southwards.

Voss, Sarah

6247.E1

65

Objects to vision referring to necessity to identify land outside BUAB if
no alternative sites are available

Agent - If Used

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)

Voss, Sarah

6247.E2

67

Sidford allocation should be considered a remote contingency and no
retail use should be allowed

Voss, Sarah

6247.E3

148

Objects to extension of zone c at Knowle extending into gardens.

Wainhomes
(South West)
Holdings Limited

Emery Planning
Partnership (S Harris,
Mac'field):

3207.E1

76

Wainhomes
(South West)
Holdings Limited

Emery Planning
Partnership (S Harris,
Mac'field):

3207.E2

10

Wainhomes
(South West)
Holdings Limited

Emery Planning
Partnership (S Harris,
Mac'field):

3207.E3

25
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This relates to affordable housing which requires 50% affordable
housing in the areas outside those listed in the first part of the policy.
This does not address our objection to that overall percentage.
2011 Interim Household Projections and should not be given significant
weight because are interim only and will be superseded, are for a ten
year period only - therefore they are not a sound basis for justifying the
housing requirement.
2011 Interim Household Projections and should not be given significant
weight for plan making purposes because are interim only and will be
superseded, are for 10 years only - therefore they are not a sound basis
for justifying the housing requirement.

Site No
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle

Rele
vant?
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Representor
Name

Agent - If Used

Repn No

Chge
No

Wainhomes
(South West)
Holdings Limited

Emery Planning
Partnership (S Harris,
Mac'field):

3207.E4

26

Wainhomes
(South West)
Holdings Limited

Emery Planning
Partnership (S Harris,
Mac'field):

3207.E5

31

Wainhomes
(South West)
Holdings Limited

Emery Planning
Partnership (S Harris,
Mac'field):

3207.E6

32

Wainhomes
(South West)
Holdings Limited

Emery Planning
Partnership (S Harris,
Mac'field):

3207.E7

33

Wainhomes
(South West)
Holdings Limited

Emery Planning
Partnership (S Harris,
Mac'field):

3207.E8

35

Waitrose Ltd

Barton Willmore LLP
(M Harris London): Mr
Mark Harris Director

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)
2011 Interim Household Projections and should not be given significant
weight for plan making purposes because are interim only and will be
superseded, are for 10 years only - therefore they are not a sound basis
for justifying the housing requirement.
Trajectory needs to be specific on the number of dwellings expected
from each site/source per annum so that it can be monitored annually.
Neither the trajectory nor the table provide that level of detail and is
indicative rather than prescriptive.
Trajectory needs to be specific on the number ofdwellings expected from
each site/source per annum so that it can be monitored annually. Neither
the trajectory nor the table provide that level of detail and is indicative
rather than prescriptive.
Trajectory needs to be specific on the number of dwellings expected
from each site/source per annum so that it can be monitored annually.
Neither the trajectory nor the table provide that level of detail and is
indicative rather than prescriptive.
Need to demonstrate that in the absence of a local community not
preparing a neighbourhood plan the council can then produce a Site
Allocations DPD or allow applications to come forward to meet need.

6197.E1

67

There is no definition of ancillary in planning guidance or the Plan which
can support the use of this term. There is no justification for the inclusion
of retail space on employment sites in Sidmouth

Warren, Mr John

3732.E1

148

Oppose extension of zone C southwards in to the gardens. Propose the
use of old building for 40/50 appartments & to refurbish newer buildings
for council offices.

Warren, Mr John

3732.E2

67

Sidford site totally unsuitable for any development be it industrial or
retail. It is in a flood plain, has small access roads and in AONB.

Warren, Mrs E J

3534.E1

65

Suggest deletion of words 'although it may be necessary for provision to
be located outside of the exisiting BUAB if no alternative sites are
available within the town.

Warren, Mrs E J

3534.E2

67

Suggest change of wording and that no retail use should be allowed.

Warren, Mrs E J

3534.E3

148

Oppose extension of zone C southwards in to the gardens. Propose the
use of old building for 40/50 appartments & to refurbish newer buildings
for council offices. Unable to supprt development in zones A,B,D & E.
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Site No

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle

Rele
vant?
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

Weaver, Mr Alan

1861.E1

148

Weaver, Mr Alan

1861.E2

65

Agent - If Used

Welbeck Strategic
Land

Heynes Planning (E
Heynes, Launceston):

6774.E1

6

Welbeck Strategic
Land

Heynes Planning (E
Heynes, Launceston):

6774.E2

10

Welbeck Strategic
Land

Heynes Planning (E
Heynes, Launceston):

6774.E3

30

Welbeck Strategic
Land

Heynes Planning (E
Heynes, Launceston):

6774.E4

58

Welbeck Strategic
Land

Heynes Planning (E
Heynes, Launceston):

6774.E5

74

Welbeck Strategic
Land

Heynes Planning (E
Heynes, Launceston):

6774.E6

75

Welbeck Strategic
Land

Heynes Planning (E
Heynes, Launceston):

6774.E7

76

Welbeck Strategic
Land

Heynes Planning (E
Heynes, Launceston):

6774.E8

125

Welbeck Strategic
Land

Heynes Planning (E
Heynes, Launceston):

6774.E9

999
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Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)
I object to the limited changes to "Current Council Offices Knowle- 50
homes reference 6.295" including the totally unacceptable extension of
zone C into the gardens. Suggests refurbishing building at Knowle.
I object to any development of this site due to it being in the AONB and
that the land is subject to flooding. No development should take place
outside the existing built up area boundary until all available sites have
utilised.
Objection raised that production of a protocol does not indicate that Duty
to Cooperate has been complied with. Concern expressed that Duty to
Cooperate has not been demonstrated and concerns on this matter of W
Dorset council are cited.
Ch 10, 25 & 26 - Objection made to demand based assessment of
housing needs that understates need and assessment should address
matters of full objectively assessed need. Contested that evidence base
is insufficient and more home should be provided.
Ch 30 & 31 - Objection to continued use of windfall allowance as
contributor to future housing provision citing lack of evidence to underpin
projected windfall numbers and concern that figures are informed bt
extrapolation of past trends only.
Objection that it should not be assumed that because text on
independent viability testing has been deleted that it might render site
devt non-viable. Support is given for the development of the overall
allocation.
Objection that the plan does not set out how employment provision will
be provided alongside new housing. It is not seen as a credible reqt and
it lacks justification and should not prejudice/dis-favour residential
led/only development proposals.
Objection that the off-site affordable housing calculator should be
available as appendix to the plan and made available for scrutiny prior to
plan adoption.
Whilst change providing flexibility in depressed markets is welcomed the
text should also recognise other factors that could inform a differing
affordable housing mix or provision such as responding to a specific
local need.
There should be reference to the fact that there may be circumstances
where there is a net loss of trees/hedgerows that can be acceptable and
that policy provision should apply under special circumstances.
Objection is made that through observations on plan changes and in
earlier submissions the plan is not considered to pass tests of
soundness as identified in NPPF para 182.

Site No

Rele
vant?

ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

042 042 - West of
Hayne Lane allocation
site

X
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Representor
Name

Repn No

Chge
No

West Hill
Residents
Association

1545.E1

25

West Hill
Residents
Association

1545.E2

26

West Hill
Residents
Association

1545.E3

28

West Hill
Residents
Association

1545.E4

30

West Hill
Residents
Association

1545.E5

31

West Hill
Residents
Association

1545.E6

70

West Hill
Residents
Association

1545.E7

74

West Hill
Residents
Association

1545.E8

156

West Hill
Residents
Association

1545.E9

182

White, Mrs L J

6502.E1

148

White, Mrs L J

6502.E2

65
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Agent - If Used

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)
Respondent considers that housing figures should be revised downward
following new ONS data and considers that post plan provision
references for housing devt are inappropriate and will cause confusion in
5 year supply. Also windfalls will add to total.
Whilst broadly agreeing with reduced housing projections objection is
raised to references to post 2026 devt and the difficulties generated in
calculating five year land supply.
Objection to the failure of the Plan to include the site for 130 homes
granted permission at Butts Road to be incorporated into the Ottery St
Mary housing figures. Projected housing provision should be reduced to
reflect provision made in last 5 years.
Objection that all projected windfall sites should be included in
calculating future housing provision and housing numbers in the plan not just those for 10 dwellings or less.
Objection to references to expected high and increasing build rates in
the local plan as these are not seen as a viable proposition despite
current Cranbrook delivery and high projections question ability to
demonstrate a five year land supply.
Broadly support Strategy 27 but consider that any number of dwellings
(not just 5 or more) should contribute to allowance for village housing
provision and that period for counting should conclude at plan end date,
not end of 2013.

Site No

C202 C202 - Ottery St
Mary Butt's Road
appeal site

Support change to plan and highlight that it will give appropriate
flexibility.
Changes 156 and 157 - Concern expressed that 'rural business or
activities' should be rigorously defined and as worded could be used as
a loophole to allow any devt in the countryside. Identified wording has
some inconsistency in terminology used.
Objection that Appendix C gives the incorrect number of housing
commitments for West Hill And also in respect of Ottery St Mary in
respect of Butts Rd site and also at Feniton.
Zones B & D should not be developed & any development of zone C
beyond the original footprint of exisitng buildings. Building on southern
terrace would dstroy the historic and environmental character of the
remaining parkland.
Change from Regency to Historic seems acceptable although the plan to
demolish fine old Victorian building seems to be a contradiction. Object
to employment site outiside BUAB and in AONB.

ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle

Rele
vant?
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Representor
Name

Agent - If Used

Repn No

Chge
No

Officer Summary of Representation
(Note - this table is in alphabetic order by Representor Name)

White, Mrs L J

6502.E3

67

Objection to any ancillary retail on the Sidford AONB that would risk
further damage to Sidmouth’s economy. Area is a flood risk and illequipped in terms of road infrastructure.

Whitfield, Mr
Peter

6048.E1

67

No business case created for this proposed employment site which is in
AONB and on a flood plain. There should be no element of retail
allowed.

Winchester,
Louise

6930.E1

149

Oppose any development because of imapct on the environment, wildlife
and local economy.

Winchester,
Louise

6930.E2

67

Believe this industrial/retail site would have an adverse impact on
Sidmouth.

Woodland Trust

526.E1

125

Woodward, Lorna

6119.E1

18

Woodward, Lorna

6119.E2

65

Woodward, Lorna

6119.E3

138

Objection to the exclusion of the Knowle gardens from policy EN12 Development Affecting Parks and Gardens of Special Historic Interest.

148

Change to omit lower car park and lower parkland from devt is
welcomed. Relocation of the Knowle Council Offices and it’s
development faces significant public opposition. Whole park and it’s
beautiful trees should be retained & allocation deleted.
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6119.E4

Rele
vant?

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site

We support the suggested additional text as a positive step towards
absolute protection of ancient woodland in accordance with national
policy.
This change weakens the protection of the AONB and is therefore not
sound. Minimizing development in the AONB should not be crossed out.
The East Devon AONB (team/service) should not be relied upon to
protect our AONB.
Objection to wording change that refers possible need for employment
site outside of the town. Respondent refers to traffic impacts, scenic
beauty and tourism.

Woodward, Lorna

Site No

041 A and B 041 A
and B - Sidford
Employment Allocation
Site
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle
ED02A ED02 Council Offices
allocation site Knowle

X
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Appendix 1 – Text of Notification of Further
Consultation
The text below was emailed/sent in written form inviting comments on the proposed
changes.

Dear Sir/Madam
Consultation on Proposed Post-Publication Changes to the Local Plan
East Devon District Council invites you to make representations on the Proposed PostPublication Changes to the Local Plan. The consultation will run for six weeks from Friday 23
August 2013 until 12 Noon on Monday 7 October.
The Council submitted its Local Plan and associated documents/evidence for examination
on 2 August 2013. The submission material included a schedule of proposed changes to the
Publication Draft of the Local Plan which was approved by Full Council on 24 July 2013.
However, on 15 August 2013 the Planning Inspector (Mr Anthony Thickett BA(Hons) BTP
MRTPI Dip RSA wrote to the Council indicating that it would be appropriate to consult on
these changes.
Representations should be made regarding the Proposed Post-Publication Changes only,
though you may wish to refer to background evidence/reports produced to support the Local
Plan. These are available in the Local Plan Document Library which is available at
www.eastdevon.gov.uk/lpsubmission. Please refer to the change number your
representation is in regards to. This can be found in the left-most column of the table in the
Schedule of Proposed Post-Publication Changes available at
http://www.eastdevon.gov.uk/lpchanges and at the Council Offices. A Representation Form
is also available at this address along with a Guidance Note for making representations at
this stage. This is the preferred method for making representations, however any
representations submitted during the consultation period will be taken into account, reported
back to Full Council and forwarded to the inspector.
Representations should be emailed to localplan@eastdevon.gov.uk or sent to
Planning Policy, East Devon District Council, Knowle, Sidmouth, EX10 8HL.
Yours faithfully,
Graeme Thompson
(Planning Policy Officer)
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